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ABSTRACT
The successful
South Africars
execut Ion of urban development proj act;s in
developing cotmunities is not, as recent
experience has amply demonstrrated, solely a matter of
resolving Che t-echnical difficulties. This report motivates
the opinion that other matters outside the traditional
responsibility of the civil engineer are vital to successful
urban development. These matters include planning for
economic development. urban managerial and financial matters
as well as peripheral project related issues.
The report identifies .id revie"rs the most important issues in
each of the above mentioned categories~ and, based on the
author I~ exper.Lence in pract f.ce, suggests approaches to these
matt~rs.
The report concludes that civil engineers, and particularly
project managers, should reconsider their role in urban
devaLopment, A need exf.stis in this field for project managers
to broaden their scope to the management of development in its
widest sense. Shou'Ld timeous action not be taken by the
engineering profession to prepare their members for this new
role, the void is bound to be f:1.11edby another discipline.
iv
CONTRIBUTION OF THIS INVESTtGATION
South Africa has experienced a significant change ttl.
cf.rcumatauees pertaining to the urbanisation of its pooze "
communities. The transformation has been so abrupt 'chat many
civil engineers now'find themselves in a situation where they
do not always fully appreciate the inplications of the new
cf rcumstances for their proj ect s ,
Thi.s illvesti~ational report provides the <!ivi1 eI!gineer who
acts as project manager for large urban expansd.on rrojects,
with a better undey.standing of relevant factors pertaining to
the black urbanisation process. Baaed on the author "s
experLenne in practice the report furthermore identifies the
most cl:itical factors affecting large urban development
projects, and 'il,herepossible sugges'cs pl;actica1 approaches for
addeessfng the issues.
Tb;.s report also cont r-tbutes to a re-definition of an
apt·fopriate role. for the civil engineer as project manager in
these changed circuIDstances.
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN CIRCUMStANCES
The last number of year-s have been marked by significant
changes in circumstances pertaining to the urbanisation of
South Africa's poorer communities.
During the 1950's to the 1970's when the pressures for black
urbanisation were increasing, the Government's philosophy was
one of separat.e development. The objective at thE', time was
that all blacks should eventually be accommodated within
politically and economically separate units. Blacks within
the urban areas of South Africa were legarded as temporary
residents only. It was only during the 1980's that the
permanence of blacks in urban South Africa was :formally
acknowledged. '.chis acceptance by Government of the in.evitable
Vias follo'wed by developments that have contributed to a
significantly transformed urban situatio·o. The following are
some of thp. most important milestones:
the aholition of the administration and development:
boards (1984 & 1986)
the establishment of autonomous black local
authorities (1986)
the scrapping of influx, control (1986)
the acceptance by Government of a positive
urbani$ation strategy as contained in the White
Paper on Urbanisation (April 1986).
2This sequence of events marked a sudden change from an
artificial first tvor.ld urban environment to a situation
comparable to that found in many third tv-orld countries
(TomliI1son~1990). The high rate of increase in urbanisation
since the above events (refer to paragraph 2.2), the lotv
affordability levels (\Ulson and Ramphel.e., 1989) of the new
arrivals to the towns and cities of South Africa and
predictions of a continued high growth in the urban areas, are
some aspects that underline the significance of the
traneformation.
Civil engineers have tradiUonally performed a leading role in
the planning. execut fop and management of urban development
although their focus was largely on technical matters (W.a111
1990). This role had, however~ been performed under a set of
circumstances that in many respects now no longer apply. The
transformation from the previous to the current situation has
been so abrupt that many civil engineers now find themselves
in a situation wher.e they do not always fully. appreciate the
implications of the ne\V circumstances. Such lack of
appreciation for the factors impinging on urban development
invariably leads to a sub-optimal app-roach to urban projects
(Viljoen, 1986; Viljoen, 1990 and Bastani, 1986).
)
The importance of a thorough appreciation for all factors
affecting urban development was the basic motivation for
undertaking this report on an all encompassing Level , rather
than concentrating on any specific aspect. Furthermore, civil
engineers acting as proj ect managers for very large urban
expanadon projects such as the current KwaZulu / Natal
u!,,;rading projects with a combdncdvalue of IU 200 milli· .~
must be capable of understanding the overall picture :tn
addition to focussing on individual projects.
J
Urbanisation in the most developed c·,,:,untries, such as the
European countries and Britain has reached levels of between
~i // \\- lJ
3
85~{and 91% (Hallows, 1988). In contrast, depending on the
definition of urbanisation, only approximately 50% to 60% of
the South African population has been urbanised, which implies
that the long term potential for further urbanisation is
enormous (Urban Foundation, 1990a; Mallows, 1988; Tl.l';)lllP '.JU
and Ooetrzee, 1987 and Tomlinson, 1990). It is thus expecced
that a high rate of increase in urbanisation will contauue
well into the next century, Given the expected future
importance of urbanisation in terms of national priorities and
the expected magnitude of spending on infrastructure and
housing, it is likely that urban development will continue t:o
be a ver.y important facet of' civil engineering for the
foreseeable future.
1.2 OBJECTIVES AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS INVESTIGATION
The artificial prevention of the natural urbanisation process,
and the subsequent sudden lifting of the restrictions. have
created a situation that is certainly peculiar to South
Africa, While rapid urbanisation is also occurring in other
parte of the world~ for instance in South America, and whiJe
we can Learn much f'romthe experience in those countries, the
situation in South Africa is in many respects unique.
Due to the fact that the changes on the South African
urbanisation scene occurred relatively recently, very little
has been published locally to guide the South African civil
engin.eerin providing him with a holistic overvLew of factors
that may impinge on urban development projects. However. it
must be conceded that research has been undertaken on almost
all the individual problems identified in the report, ~lbeit
not always in a format directly applicable to the situation at
hand. For instance. while community participation is a topic
that has been well researchec1.J the research is, in the
author Is opinion. not particularly relevant to the situation
descri'bedin the two case studies.
4Many of the micro issues covered in the report have been
researched by the World Bank and the Development Bank of
Southern Africa. and the experience of these two organi.sations
is frequently drawn upon throughout the report. However , as
far as could be established no previous research has been
undertaken on the specific topic of this investigational
report.
The author was seconded to the the urban division of the
Development Bank of southem Africa for the period September
1987 to ~ecember 1988. At the time of writing he was still
associated with the DBSAas external consultant. Hany of the
issues discussed in this report stem directly from his
Lnvo.Irement; vlith DBSA funded projects, but subsequent
expez'Lenceon other proj ect s has underlined the relevance of
the factors identified. During this period the author
~ealised that ~n overView of relevant aspects of the
urbanisati.on procesr , and an identification of critical issues
would be of great value to civU engineers, and particularly
project managers, involved in urban development projects.
The objectives of this investigational project are thus:
to provide a brief overview of those aspects that
are considered relevant to an understanding of the
black urbanisation process.
to identify and review the most critical factors
affecting large urban deveIcpment; projects and,
where possible, to briefly suggest practical
approaches for addressing these issues.
A third, but lesser objective, is to reflect briefly on the
implication of the identified factors for the role of the
civil engineer as project manager.
5The topic as identified above is very wide. This i\llposes
limitations on the depth to whicl'. any spedfic aspect can be
investigated. It is furthermore difficult to define the
boundaries of the investigation accurately. This leaves this
project open to criticism for not addressing a pa:rtit.'.ular
aspect or for not going into sufficient de.tail, although
refe!'e.nce is made to specific case studies. However$ because
of the importance of urbanisation, the subject of this report
is believed to be tcrpical and it was thus consddexed
appropriat* to undertake the investigation on this level.
This investigational report was largely t"t'itten durdng 1989.
ThGpolitical changes that occurred since February 1990 also
affect the urbanisation scene, e. g. "::11ecurrent (Occober 1990)
drive towards non-racial local .authorities for. urban
complexes, brought a new dimension t,\\ the fore thal~ was not:
contemplated at the time of t.;rriting. :\'h;[s ;[nvestigat;[on must
thus be judged agaanat the cirCuIDstancet'ithat prevailed during
1989. It is nevertheless helieved that \~hemaj01: conc'lusdcns
reac.hed will be even more valid ii\ a new political
dispensation.
1.3 METHODOLOGY FOLLOWED "11TH
ORGANISATION OF ~~HEREPORT
THE
The methodology followed with this investigadon was firstly
to undertake a literature survey of factors that were
considered to be indispensable background infl')rmation for
civil engineers involved in the developing urban areas. It
was deemednecessary to undertake such investigations in order
to serve as a basis for 'the balance of the work. For
instance $ the meaning of the concept deveLcpment; was
investigated as it was beHeved that the statements and
conclusions contained in the balance of the report could be
misinterpreted shou.Ldthey not be Seen in concext ,
6Similarly, aspects such as inward industrialisation were
investigated as these serve as basis for certain premises
later in the report. These aspects are contained in chapter 2.
In order to obtain an overview of some of the most important
organisations currently active in the development of urban
areas, a brief survey of the policies and approaches of such
organisations were conducted and this is reported on in
chapter 3.
In order to realise the second objective of the
investigational project as set out in paragraph 1.2, it was
decided to conduct two case studies of large urban
deveLopment projects that have been undertaken in the recent
past. The experiences ftom the case studies and the problems
identified were then aua'Lysed, and where possible practical
approaches to the problem$ were investigated. This constitutes
the main part of the report.
The two case studiea are contained in chapters 4 and 5.
Chapters 6 to 9 analyse the problems and constraints
identified, and suggest practical approaches for addressing
the issues.
The last chapter, chapter 10, contains a summary of the most
important factors affecting large urban development projects.
The implication of these factors for the'role of t.hecivil
engineer in urban development is also b~iefly discussed.
It must 1e emphaSized that the objective of this investigation
is an overall and holistic review of factors affecting urban
development and urban development projects, and not an
in-depth investigation of any specific issue. The conclusions
reached about an app~opriate role for the civil engineer
remain general and it is suggested that this be further
explored through additional investigations.
7CHAPTER 2
ISSUES IN URBANISATION
2.1. INTRODUCTION
Chapter 2 is essentially';;!; 'l.iterature survey of aspects that
are important bankgzound" _~nformation pertaining to black
urbanisation. The objectives of this chapter are firstly to
inVestigate those issues of which a thorough understanding is
indispensable for an evaluation of the premises in the rest of
this report. The second objective of this chapter is to
summarize background itlformatioll related to black urban
development, in such a manner that it will assist project
managers to obtain a better understanding of the socio-
economic environment wherein urban projects have to function.
The first part of the chapter prwides a brief ove;:vietv of
historic patterns and trends in black urbanisation. The
second part provides a general overview of some of the sod.o-
economic conditions in the black urban areas of South Afdca.
The third part focuses on economic considerations pertaining
to urbanisation.
The scope of this chapter is wide and it: is impossible to
describe in full all relevant factors pet't~d.ning to black
urbanisation. The objective with this chapter was therefore
rather one of describing some of the important determinants
and issues of the urban development process while accepting
that a detailed (JVervieWof all fact or.s cannot be provided
within the scope of this investigational project. Policy and
legal issues have for instance not been addressed.
82.2 BLACKURBANISATION:HISTORICPATTERNSANDTRENDS
Tbis section takes a brief look at the history of bLack
urbanisation in the SATBVC(South-Af~ica. Transkei, Bophuthat-
swana. Venda and Ciskei) states and discusses possible future
scenario l s for urban development. The investigation is
included to present a general, rather than an exact picture of
historic urbanisation trends in th.e SATBVCstates. Since up to
date figures are not available. earlier projections are used.
Xt is furthermore important to not.~ that estimates On urban-
isation are rather subjective and therefore differ
considerably from one source to anotllt:,;:t:'.
The TBVCand self-governing states are political rather than
economic entities, and their populations are becoming increas-
ingly dependant upon the formal urban-based sector of the SA
economy, which is outside their boundaries. Because of the
economic interdependence bettveen the SATBVCcountries and
because of the migrant labour system which result in tihe
movement of people across borders, it is not considered
realistic to assess urbanisation for SA alone, therefore the
appr-oach adopted with this investigation 1s one of assessing
urbanisation for the SATBVC:region as a whole.
Official estimates of th~ si~es of the urban population and
the levels of urbanf.sacfon from 1904 to the year 2000 are
shown in table 1 (Thompson and Coeczee, 1987). Figure 1
depicts the historic and expected future composition of the
urbanised population of the SATBVCstates.
TABLE 1 ! URBAN POPULATION .AND LEVEL OF URBANISATION OF THE SATBVC STATES
WHITES COLOUREDS AND INDIANS BLACKS TOTAL
YEAR NUMBER '~URBAN %URB POP NUMBER %URBAN %URBAN POP NUMBER %URBAN %URB POP NUMBER %URBAN
1904 588 53 49 270 48 22 353 10 29 1·210 23
1921 848 56
I
49 301 43 17 587 13 34 1 736 25
1946 1 719 72 41 740 61 18 1 689 22 41 4 149 36
1960 2 582 84 35 1 428 72 19 3 471 32 46 7 481 47
1970 3 274 87 31 2 067 78 20 5 070 33 49 10 410 48
1980 4 007 88 30 2 743 BO
J
20 6 802 33 50 13 552 47
2000 5 530 95 16 4 330 92 12 25 280 75 72 35 140 79
--
SOURCE: THO}~SON & COETZEE, 1987
NOTES:
(1) Number? are in 1000's
(2) Official population figures were used
(3) % Urban refer to the percentage urbanised
(4) % Urb pop refer to the percentage that a particular population group constitutes of the total
urbanised community.
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From Table 1 it is evident that the level of urbanisation for
all population groupa rose rapidly hetween 1921 and 1960 Xl'om
25 to 41 percent of the total population, but remained
virtually unchanged be tween 1960 and 1980. The table also
shows that the level of urbanisation amongst Whites, Colour-
edc , and Indian& continued to rise signific,antly af ...1. 1960
and is currently fairly h::'gh, ir1hile the level among blacks
.emadned more or less unchanged at a low One third of the
population.
Table 1 and figure 1 represent official statistics on urban-
isation. These statistics aria, however, not necessarily accu-
1t£te (Urban Foundation, 1990a).' Accurate estimates of the
size and distribution of the urban population are not avail-
abLe, firstly because of the number of blacks resident in
urban areas but not enumerated in population censuses, and
secondly because only the residents of formally proclaimed
townsh::!.psare officially recorded as urban dwellers, while the
size of squatter settlements are unknown, It fs therefore
evident that the actual level of urbanisation among blacks was
much higher than the historic figures quoted. It has been
estimated (Thompson and Coe.caee , 1987 and Simkins, 1981) that
the actual level in 1980 was 50% for blacks and 58% overall~
rather than the official figures of 33% and 47% respectively
(Tomlinson, 1990 and Urban Foundation, 1990a). Be it as it
may, even if the huge difference in the urbanised black
population of 1980 and the year 2000 as depicted in figure 1
do not represent an actual Lncrease in population, it is at
least an indication of the 'number of people that have not been
provided f"t' in the urban areas and that must now be
officially accommodated in t'l::2areas that are being developed.
De Lange (1988) ext-r apo.Lated population gro\'ilth furtner into
the futuze , He estimates that; South Africa t s population of
36,5 million is expected to grow to between 94.4 and 118
million by the year 2038. At that stage blacks are expected
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to constitute between 87% and 89% of this country's popula ....
tion. The long term implications for the growth in the urban
population is obvxous , at an 85% urbanisation rat-e the urban
popukat Lcn ~lill amount to approximately 85 million. It is
furthermore interesting to note that de Lange (~988)
maintained that South Africa could not support a population of
more than 80 million and a population of more than a
100 million would seriously ovettax resources.
There is little doubt that the size of the urban populction is
destined to grow dramatically over the next few years
(Thompsotland Coetizee , 1987 and Urban Foundation, 1990a). The
urban population of the year 2000 is expected to be about two
and a half times the official population of 1980 and over
tt-lice as large if 3,4 million unofficia.1 urban d"VJel1ers are
assumed to have been present during 1980. This means that
over a period of twenty years as many people will. need to be
accommodated in urban areas as have been over the last hundred
years. The expecced increat;e of the black (and mostly poor)
urban population is eVen more dramatic, with the number by the
year 2000 expect ed to be 3,7 times the official population of
1980, and about two and a half times the official and unof-
ficial figures taken together.
A comperison between the uzband.satid.on levels in the SATBVC
states and that of the developed countries underlines the huge
potential for further urbanisation. While the offid.al and
unoffil~ia.l uzband.satrton rates in 1960 for the SATBVCcountries
a.re 47 and 58% respectively, West Germany was 85% urbanised,
Australia 86% ~ the Nethedands 89% and Britain, the most
urbanised country~ 91% (Mallows, 1988).
A comparison with other developing countries with similar
economic st~ucture$ and levels of per capita income as that of
the. SATBVCstates ~ provides an indication of the extent to
which natural. patterns of. urbanisation in the SATBVCstates
have been reta,rded by policy and other measures. The offici.al
n13
urbanisation levels in 1980 ,«Tere 69% for Brazil, 68% for
Mexico and 83% for Argentina (World BankJ 1984)
It is thus evident that there is a huge potential for urban
development in the SATBVCstates and that a rapid urbanisation
rate can be expected in the foreseeable future (Urban
Foundation, 1990a).
2.3 SOCIO-ECONOMICCONDITIONSIN THEDEVELOPINGURBAN AREAS
Socf.o+economdc studies are usual.Ly undertaken for a specific
area. However, this report addresses issues from a national
perspective and therefore takes a brief look ""t the socf.o-
economi~ conditions of the existing urbanised black population
iI? geneza'l , and at the conditions of those who are likely to
be moving to the urban areas 1.n the ncar future.
Thompson and Coetzee (1987) concluded that socio-economic
conditions in the urban areas of the SATBVCstates var:y
according to racial. class and geographic factors. In general
Whites enjoy high standards of living, occupy the better
paying jobs and benefit most from Lnf ras tructrut-a'l, expenditure.
Conditions are less f.avourable among the Coloured and Indian
communf.tLes I both because Leve.Ls of income and employment are
on average lower and because of a shortage of residential land
and funds allocated for housing and infrastructuta1 develop-
ment. In addition, many Coloured and Indian fami.lies live far
from their places of employ and have to travel long distances
to work.
Black urban communitie~ are on average the worst off, not only
because of their position in the labour market, low average
levels of education, the un.afforda.bility of conventional
housing units for mast, but also because of neglect on the
part of the authorities and official policy. This policy until
recently viewed most blacks as temporary residents of South~
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Africa and promoted the creation of a migrant and commuter
work force from the TBVCand the self-governing states.
The socio-economic conditions in the black urban areas of
South-Africa. are described in this section under the headings
of unew?loyment, income distribution and poverty, and housing.
2.3.1 Ullemploymen!
Accc.rdf.ng to Pi11ay (1984) unemployment amongst blacks in the
urban areas of South Africa is rife, tvith estimated unemploy-
ment figures varying between 15 and 30 percent. Unemployment
is mainly conceunraued among women and workseekara below the
age of 25 years. Me.intjies and Spannenbe'rg (1988) provide a
more. detailed picture. of the. South-African. unemployment
situation. They calculated that unemployment amongst blacks
reached a rate of almost 18%in September 1987.
Lighthelm and Kritzinger-van Niekerk (1990) submit Chat the
percentage of the work force without fop~alsector employment
opportunities increased from 25%in 1974 to about 4.2% in 1989.
They furthermore estimate unemployment during 1989 at; 14, i'% of
the economically active population, which reprt~sents art
increase of 6,3% over the corresponding figure for 1980.
Unemployment varies signIficantly from region to reg~ton with
the Estern Cape (Region D) having had the highest unemployment
rate of 24,3% during 1989.
The most striking feature ~f the manpower situation in SA is,
however, the imbalancl\;! between population growth and the
growth in the demand for labour in the long run (Meintjies and
spannenberg , 1988). 1'he authors provide a number of causes
for thiv alarming phenomenon tvhich will not be •. scussed here.
It is intl;)resting to note however that the use of itlappro-
pria. te techuof.cgf.as are cited as one of the causes. The
increased use of inappropriate technologies is ascribed to the
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availability of advanced labour saving techniques on the one
hand. and an increase in the cost of labour on the other.
It is estimated that (Meintjies and Spannenbexg , 1988) the
surplus in skillg,'J. Labour for all population groups ~lill
increase from O~'2million in 1980~ to 1~7 million in 1990, to
3 million ill the year 2000. For the same period the sunp.Lus in
unskff.Led labour is expected to i1.1crense from 0,6 million, to
1,4 million, to 1.,7million. It is thus evident that
a remarkable slm'1er increase In the expected
there 1.$
rate of
employment of totally unskillbd labour ill comparison to
skilled labour.
The above figures clearly illustrate the need for labour--
intensive technology and furthermore underline the principles
of inward industrialisation and a rapid expansdon of the
informal sector (refer to section 2.4). The increase in the
number of skilled unemployed labourers should be seen as an
advantage and not as a factor inhibiting labour-intensive
methoda .. Labourers with some form of skill have the potential
of rising through the ranks of employment and to serve as a
stimulus in the creation of an employment mu:J,.tiplier in both
formal and informal sect or s of the economy (Meintj Les and
Spannenbe rg , 1988).
According to the President's Council Report on a Strategy for
Employment Creation (1987), the increase in the rate of
expansion of the SA economyhas been declining for more than
fifteen years. The decline in the rate of economic growth boas
been accompanied by an even sharper rate of decline in
employmentgrowth rates. lhe report estimates that there was a
surplus of 3,3 million workers outside of the formal sector
during 1980.
The report emphasizes that unemployment is mainly of a
structural nature and that it can be alleviated but not solved
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by a cyclical upswing in the economy. This structure.l
imbalance will represent acute development problems for the
futur'e. Baaed on an optimistic assumption of over three
percent in annual growth rate up the year 2000, a total of 44%
of the total labour force 'torUl have to be employed in the
non~formal sector.
2.3.2 Poverty and Income Distribution
The Second Carnegie Report on Poverty (Wilson and Ramphe Le
1989), provides a comprehensive picture On the extent of
poverty in Southern Africa. The report sketches a desperate
picture of blacks living in precarious conditions of :famine
and destitution in Southern Africa, especially in the four
Independent States and the six self-governing states where 81%
of the inhabitants live under the MSL (minimum subsistence
level). As far as the whole of South-Aflrica is concerned, it
is estimated that 50% of the population lives below the MSL.
These statistics apply to Southe~n Africa as a "thole and it
could be reasoned that poverty in the u~ban areas is not of
the samemagnitude. This may be true to a certain extent, but
the few statistics below indicate that the poverty also exits
in these areas. A subst.antd.af portion of bLack households in
the metropolitan areas have incomes beLow the minimumliving
levels (1-11..1). It was for instance estimated that 28.4% of the
black population of .Johannesbuzg had incomes belo\\1 this level
while 41.4% had incomes below the supplementary living level
(SLL) which is the mini'O).umnecaasary for a modest Low standard
of living (Thompson and Coetzee, 1987). Poverty in other
areas , for instance the Durban area, is even worse where
betvleen 41% and 67% of all households earn less than the MI.L.
Poverty among the bLack inhabitants of sma'l.Lef towns is even
more acute than the metropolitan areas, for instance it was
found that 74% of black households in Port Alfred earned less
than the MLL.
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Considering the expected accelerated. rate of urbanisation as
discussed in paragraph 2.2, and the fact that the many of the
new urban arrivals can be expected to come from the poorest
sections of the popu'l.atrfon, it can be expect ed that poverty in
the urban areas ,\-1i11become increasing Alerious over the next;
fifteen to twenty years and beyond.
2.3.3 Housing
This section provides a brief overview of the current situa-
tion pertaining to the provision of housing for urban blacks.
The matters that will be dealt with are demand and backlog
with specific reference to affordability. The issue of land
allocation ,.'lill also be dealt with in a summarized format.
This analysis of the housing situation is not comprehensive,
but rather focuses on some of the current key concerns in this
field.
Housing demand and affordability
In the past Government assumed responsibility for providing
housing for virtually all income groups in the urban black
communf.tiy , Government was certainly the only major actor in
the field of housing for the low income group. A huge housing
1::acklog has resulted over the years and this, coupLed with
Government's latest positive attitude rowards black urban-
isation and the concomitant sharp increase in influx of people
to South-A£rica's urban areas, has resulted in an ever
increasing backlcg in housing.
Numerousdivergent projections have been made of the housing
backlog in South Africa. Business Day (25 November 1986) quote
the. Carnegie inquiry into poverty by stating that SA's baclc'l.og
amounts to 4 million units by the year 2000 (inclusive J()f the
SATBVCcountries). The Sunday Times (6 December 1987) quoted
minister Heunis stating that there was a shortage of 342 487
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units outside of the homelands at the end of 1986. Engel'brecht
and Venter (1983) calculated the projected shortage al~ the
year 2000 to be 4 million units for Southern Africa (SATBVC
states). A recent report from the Urban Foundation (989)
estimates a current backlog in South Africa of 800 000 units
with an estimated additional 2,3 ffiillion units required by the
year 2010~ which represents an annual demand of 121 500
(refer to table 2) • A more recent report: by the Ul:ban
Foundation (1990b) states that 174 000 houses per annum are
required up to 1995. The South African HousLng Trust (Annual
report, 1988) estimates a shortage of 700 000 housing units
for South Africa. and estimates that approximately 2 mill:ton
new houses will have to be built up to the year 2000 which
represents an average of 210 000 houses per annum.
This must be seen in the light of the fact that only about
25 000 houses were in fact built in 1986 and not more than
30 000 in 1987. No doubt this has been improved upon during
19.88~ howevez the backlog remains great (Lombard, 1988).
The above figures are merely an indication of expected
housing shortages and of the magnitude of the problem. It is
cf.ear that enormous backlogs exf st; and the question is no
longer whether it exf.sts but how it should be dealt with and
what strategies are needed to alleviate the situation.
The above "theoretical" calculations are borne out in practice
where social-economic surveys often find that population
nensities are on average in the order of 14 to 17 people per
stand. The author has come across a situation of 4: peopLe
occupying one standI) •
The financial realities of the black community is such that
the majority will not be able to afford to own a formal house,
that is one built according to a building plan, by the formal
builMng industry and with convenUonal building materials.
1) Observation by the author during h:i.s involvement in Thabong
(refer to Gapter 5).
TABLE 2 BLACK HOUSEHOLD HOUSING DEMAND
ADDITIONAL TOTAL HOUSING UNITS
PRODUCT MONTHLY BACKLOG DEMAND DEMAND ANNUALLY
MARKET PRICE INCOHE (1988-2010) (1988-2010) REQUIRED
SEGMENT RANGE REQUIRED (1988-2010)
NO % NO % NO %
--
CONVENTIONAL
HOl1E R35 000 + Rl 095 + 40 000 5 233 261 12 273 261 10 11 881
STARTER HOHE R15 000 - R 1+69 - 200 000 25 729 689 37 929 689 33 40 421
R35 000 Rl 094
INFOfu'1ALUN!T R 3 500 .. R 162 - 400 000 50 669 8"'8 34 1 069 878 38 46 516
R15 000 R 468
PRIVATE RENTAL Less than 160 000 20 360 858 18 520 858 19 22 646
R162
TOTAL 800 000 100 1 993 686 100 2 793 686 100 121 465
SOURCE: URBAN FO\ffiDATION,1989
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NOTES:
(1) Requd.redmonthly income calculated on basis of:
first time home buyers subsidy (not applicable to
R3 500 - R15 000 price range)
10% deposit
18% interest over 20 years
loan repayments smaller than 30% of joint income
(2) The breakdown was based on PI-IVfigures adjusted to obtain
a national picture
(3) Conventional homes:
formal builders
stands '~:l.thhigh levels of infrastructure
financed by formal financial institutions
(4) Starter homes:
non-complete houses with a low level of finish
built by formal builders
lower infrastructural standards
finance by some formal financial institutions.
(5) Informal unit$ (incremental units):
temporary dwelling built by families from unconven-
tional materials
includes site and service schemes and upgrading of
informal settlements
(6) Private rental:
family rents accommodat Lon from owner
includes backyard shacks
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The l~ffordability reality based on the income profiles of
bIack households as illustrated in table- 2 (Urban Foundation,
1.989) and depicted in figure 2., shows that only 10% of the
blacks can afford a house worth more than R35 000, 33% can
afford a home of between R15 000 and R35 000~ 38'~can afford a
house costing between R3 500 and R15 000. and the rest (19%)
can only afford shelter costhg R3 500 or less.
Land for urban development
Due to the tficia1 policies of the past, allncation of land
for bLack urban development. has not nearly kept pace to]ith the
rate of housing need. The Government has recently responded by
allocating huge pLecea of land for urban Jevelopment. Up to
February i988 the Department of Development Planning
identified 37 000 hectares for black urban deveLopment;, This
is all enormous area considering the greater Sowat.o area
(including the KagLso areE'rsj covers only 7800 ha (Finance
Week, 14-20 April 1988~. The land already identified in the
PWVarea alone already covers more than two Soweto's.
It is interestLl.g to note that based on a density of 20
stands per ljll!ctare., the current backlog (excluding private
rentals) as depLct.ed i~ltable 2, represents .32 000 ha which
implies that land earmarked for d~velopment up to this stage
is only sufficient to cater for the current backlog. The
expected additional demand (see table 2) represents a further
82 000 ha that ,«1ill have to be found up to the year 2010. The
Urban Foundat:l\o1'l'Sestimate of an annual backlog of 174 000
houses up to 19~)5, translates into an add! tional land need of
8 700 hectares per annum (Urban Foundatzl.orr, 1990b). The
Foundation underl:f.nes the importance of this findil~g by
stating that: "This is not a marginal addition of land supply
•• but a ,.hallenge of a new order of magnitude. It
FIGURE 2:
BLACK HOUSEHOLD HOUSING DEMAND
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2.3.4 Social Infrastructure
The social infrastructure of a town or city is often a good
indication of the level of development that has takE",nplace in
that particular area. In the development of the black urban
areas in South Africa the emphasis has so far almost
e2rclusively been on the provision of houses. The citing of
housing statistics, both by the press and politicians alike,
in order to illustrate how far development has fallen behdnd,
has become fashionable. Hhat is often £orgottenl however, is
that towns and cities do not consf.st; of houses alone. Social
infrastructure make up a considerable portion of investment in
urban areas.
Social infrastructure can be deacrd.bed as that part of the
infrastructure that has a dit:ect :I.mpact:on quality of life in
the urban a):."eas.The most important elements are!
health care facilities
~velfare
education and tt'aining
security and police
religious establishments
spvrt and recreation facilities
cultural faciliti~$
public transport facilities
facilities for local authorities (eg effective
engineering and finan~ial departments) and civics
Although very fe'tv statistics are available) the author
believes that the development of the social infrastructure for
SAIS url.an blacks has fallen vlay behind1) (:Finansies en
Tegniek~ 21 April 1989).
1) Obaervat Lor-sby the atH:nnr in a number of tm-mships
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2.4 ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Engineering projects never take place in isolation. They are
an integral part of the economic development process, albeit
seen by few engineers in this context 0 It is considered of
paramount importance that engineers involved in urban develop-
ment proj ects should be aware of the economic environment
pertaining to their proj~:ts and of the implications of this
environment for the:J.r proj acts. Engineering proj acts can
furthermore be used as ideal vehicles for attaining economic
development goals, especially in the black urban areas where
the rate of development is such that projf!~ts tl1hich are
correctly structured can have a significant i'mpact on ,ccnom:.i.c
development.
This section is an analysis of some of the most important
economic issues pertaining to the development of black ut'!JdI.'l
areas. The aspects that "till be specifically addxease \ire the
difference between the. terms "econonu.c" and "financiall1$ I-1m
meaning of economic development, the macro economic environ-
ment and the. implications for urban development, the print:iple
of inward industrialisation and the economic importance of
urbanf.sadon"
2.4.1 Economic 'IS Financial
Therp. is often considerable confusion in the minds of engi-
neers and other l;,ymen about the difference between the terms
"finanCial" and ""'!onomic". Both terms refer t.o the profit and
loss of an investment. The term "financial", bowever, .refers
to the moneyprofit and loss accruing to the project operating
entity. The term "economic" on the other hand. refers to the
social proHt and loss of the project on the economy as a
whole. Thus a money payment on a project for say wages, is a
financial coar , But it will be an economic cost only to the
extent that the use of labour on this project implies some
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2.4 ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Engineering projects never take place in isolation. They are
an integral part of the economic development process, albeit
seen by few engineers in this context. It is considered of
paramount importance that engineers involved in urban develop-
ment projects should be awar'e of the economic environment
pertaining to their projects and of the implications of this
environment for their projects. Engineering projects can
furthermore be used as ideal vehicles for attaining economic
development goals, especially in the black urban areas where
the rate of development is such that projects which are
correctly structurp.dcan have a significant impact on economic
development.
This section is an analysis of some of the most important
economic issues pertaining to the development of black urban
areas. 'theaspects that will be specifically address~d are the
difference between the terms "econond.c" and "f1.nancialil, the
meaning of economic development, the macro economic environ-
roept and the implications for urban development, the prinCiple
of inward industrialisation and the economic importance of
urb....Jisation.
2.4.1 Economic vs F~nancial
There is often considerable confusion in the minds of engi-
neers 1:\ndother laymen about the difference between the terms
"financial" and "~conomic". Both terms refer to the profit and
loss of an investment. The term lifinancialll, ho\vever,.refers
to the money profit and loss accruing to the project operating
entity. The term "economic" on the other hand , refers to the
social profit and loss of the project on the economy as a
whole. Thus a money payment on a project for say wages, is a
financial cost. But it will be an economic cost only to the
extent that the use of labour on this project implies some
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sacrifice elsewhere in the economy with respect to output and
other objectives of the country. Another example is that of
interest payment s, The payment of interest by a project entity
on a domestic loan merely transfers purchasing power from the
project entity to the lender and as such represent a financial
cost but not an economic cost: (Squire and van der T(L~ 1981).
The two types of cost may not coincide. Economic costs may be
larger or smaller than financial cost. Similar arguments apply
to economic and financial benefits.
2.4.2 What is Development]
The basic economic problem facing all councr tes is that of
allocating limited economic resources (such as labour ~ cap-
ital, natural resources and entrepreneurship) to a variety of
different uses and services in such a way that the net benefit
to society as a whole is as large as possible. Because resour-
ces are limited, choiceS must be made amongst competing uSeS.
In trying to establish the exact meaning of the phrase
"economic development" or just "development" one comes to the
conclusion that v1.rtually each development institution and
each economist has their own definition of what this concept
entails. Statements aucb as "to help the people to help
th(;1mselves"or "p.Lannrlngby the people for the people" (van
dar l{ooYt 1988) or "to give all people the opportunity to lead
a full life" or "to create capacity so that people can satisfy
their needs" or "an improvement in the general quality of
life" (Bastani, 1986 and Meintjies and Spannenberg, 1988), are
rather vague, to say the least. Others would refer to goals
such as self-realisa tLon, self-·'.celiance, independence,
freedom~ political rights or basic needs (Baat.and, 1986 and
Meintjies and Spannenberg. 1988).
One of the widely quoted definitions (Squire and van dar Tak,
1981) is that economic development concerns a cOJ.TUr.unity's
limited economic resources in a long ter.mprocess aimed at
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preserving the good and improving the less good in community
life. According to this definition economic development
concerns a lasting change in the local economy so that it will
bet cer serve social goals. A distinction should be made
betwaan economfc development and near-term measures designed
to solve immediate problems. Measures to solve immediate
prohLems mayor may not serve long-term economic development
and could conceivably work against it.
Todaro (Meintjies and Spannengerg, 1988) described development
as a sustained pxoceas of upliftment of the ent Lre community
and social system. A central concept in the defittition 1.s that
of improvements in the quality of life. According to Todaro
the latter concept consists of three basic dimensions, ie
sustenance~ self-esteem and freedom, of which only the first
concept, namely sustenance is quantifiabl~ to some extent.
With such a diversification in development goals, it is no
wonder 'that development approaches also differ widely. Accot:'d'"
ing to Van der Kooy (1988), in all the years of development
effort, the different approaches to development viz)
neoclaSSical or marxist, basic needs or self-reliance,
top-doW11or grassroots, balanced or unbalanced, rural or
urban, to name but a few, have in one way or another been
app'l.Le-I by deveLopmeut; agencies. The "r Ighr" approaches, if
they exf.st , have however not been found. One thing is there-
fore certain, there are no panaceas, and there are no single
or Simple answers to development. Garzia-Bouza (1980), amongst
others, is of the conviction that almost all development
initiatives over the last few decades, ha~~ made little
progress to\vards a permanent change in the living situation of
the poorest strata of the developing societies (Bastani,
1988).
From the above discussion it appears that development is often
so broadly defined that it encompasses practically all good
things~ that is all economic, social, cultural, political and
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other goals and values that a society may only wish for. It is
evident however that social development must be considered
jointly tvith economic development. Me1ntjies and Spannenber-g
(1988) assess development progress in SAunder the headings of
economic growth, distribution of economic activity~ .employment
creation, and basic needs. This approach was followed in this
report.
Economic growth
Prior to the nineteen sixties development was viewed as
synonymous with growth. A high economic growth rate was
considered to be the one and only goal in achieving progress
and prosperity. It was accepted that an improved economic
growth rate would lead to sustained growth and conaequent Ly
to a narrowing of the gap between the developed and the
developing sect.c.rs of the connnundty. Subsequently, :!.twas
however realised that a high economic growth did not necess-
arily improve the living conditions of the masses. The so
called trickledotm-effect did not materialise: desp1'te high
economic growth rates poverty and unempLoyment; among the
masses in developing countries reigned supreme. The benefits
of a. high economic growth rate are thus not necessa.rily reaped
by the entire population.
Groftlth is therefore not synonymous with development, however
it is often useful to employ growth rates (gross national
product , or gross geographic product) as LndLcator's of
de.velopment.
Distribution of econ~mi~ activiry
The criticj.sm against aconomf,c growch as the only measure of
development is especially valid in South Afric~, where the
crux of the development problem lies in the distorted
distr.ibution of economic activities and economic welfare
II (,
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between the different geographic areas. For instance, the
rural areas of SA (outer periphe.al) generated only 5%of the
countries GGPduring 1986. while accommodating 42% of the
countries' population.
Although no statistics could be found. the same distorted
distribution of economic activity can be found on a micro
scale. Consider for instance the. large disct:epancy between
economic activity of Johannesburg and Soweto.
The redistribution of benefits to the developing communities
must therefore surely be one of the objectives of an economic
development strategy for SA. Lombard (Engineering, August
1987) states that the supreme achdevementr of the political
economyin the 1990's must be a phenomenal improvement in the
material condition of poor people in SA. He continues "the
crux of the problem lies in finding the most effective means
to improve the distribution of income in SA." Such a redistri~
bution must howeve.r be achieved under conditions of rapid
economic growth racber than a stagnating economy. The concept
of redistribution of economic activity: therefore links
cLoae.Ly to the idea of inward industrialisation (refer to
paragraph 2.4.3).
Employmentcreation
The creation of job opportunities serves the goals of a. better
distribution in economic activity, alleviation of the plight
of those without employment, as well as an optimization of
available resources thereby contributing to a higher growth
rate. If the goal of a more equal distribution in economic
activity is combined with employment creation, a strategy
should evolve that is not merely directed at the creation of
job opportunities, but at more job opportunities that woul.d
provide an adequate income with which an acceptable standard
of living could be obtained, particularly for tihe poorest 40%
of the population.
'I P
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Basic needs
The basic-needs-approach to development is concerned t-dth
relieving mass deprivati01t. It: is aimed at improving the
income earning opportunities of the poor, the public services
that reach the poor, the flow of goods and services to meet
the needs of all members of th~ community and improving
participation of the poor ii.1the ways in which their needs are
met.
The basic needs approach spells out in considerable detail,
human needs in terms of health, food. education; water,
shelter~ transport, simple household goods, as l;1el1as non-
material needs such as participation, cultural identity, and a
sense of purpose in life and '(o1Ork,which interact with
material needs (Streeten, 1980).
Synopsis
Devel.opment;is often SO broadly defined by some char it
encompasses virtually all good things. All economic, cultural~
social, political and other goals that a society may ,·dahfor
are often included under the term development. However
defineds social factors must be considered joi~tly with
economic factors and economic development.
Traditionally e~gineers assumed that "development" meant
"physical deveIcpmenti'", Wall (1990) confirmed that such a
definition is no longer valid when he stated: "Development is
no'longer a matt(''Cof overcoming technological problems. The
deve.Iopmenc process needs also to address the problems and
opportunities in the physical, economic, finanCial, political
and institutional fields, among other.lI
For the purpose of this report it was assumed that development
is a combination of economic growth, employment creation, a
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more equal distribution in economd.cactivity and a provision
of the basic needs of people. The weight or importance that
must be allocated. to each of these four factors should be
determi~!ed on the basis of the particular circumstances. The
content of economic development ,-Jill depend on the specific
d.rcllmstances prevailing at the time when economic development
is planned and also depeuda on the objeccdves of the community
for tvhich the development project(s) is being planned. For one
community, economic development may mean presel7Ving things
exactly as they are, for another it may mean maximizing the
rate of growth of economic activity. for another it maymean
diversifying the array of economic activities in the community
as a means of imposing a desired quality upon the otherwise
acceptable rate of economic expansion (Bendavid-Val, 1980).
2.4.3 Macro-Economic Considerations
The macro-economic na1t:ional scene
Lombard (1988) analysed the macro-economic scene and came to
the conclusion the most likely state of affairs for the
immediate future , is largely a continuation of the presen.t
state of affairs. ThiG is not a rosy picture as it points to a
stagnating economy (Ligthelm and Kritzinger-\Tan Niekerk~
1990). Someof the sali,..nt features are:
Since 1974 the grow·tll in the GDP in real terms has been
hardly more than 1% • This is a very sLow growth rate
even by standards of industrialized countries whose
populations are nO longer expsnding.
Employment has hardly increased over the past decade
except in government, and in finance where professionals
have been concentrating on investing in stocks and
shares. Blue collar work has been expanding very little.
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Accorddng to Reserve Bank calculations the pr()fit-
ability ratio in practically all industr:l.es ahdwed a
markedly declining ratio in practically all irtdustri~
over the past 12 years. Bowever, in the sector IIfinance,
insurance, real estate and business ~rvices" the ratio
fully recovered its lost ground since ,..)81. It appears as
H the intellectual talents of the community"t-lerebeing
in(!reasingly devoted to financial managemcot, According
to Lombard (1988) this is a very unhealthy state of
af:Eairs.
Durdng the period 1977 to 1987, the total net domestic
Lnvaatmei.t; (after provision for capital replacement)
amountied to only 78%of nat savings, the ba.l.ance having
been absorbed by government borrowing for non-capital
purposes to the extent of 5% • and by investment abroad
co the extent of 17%.
The National Productivity Institute estimatel..\ that real
productivity of capital ;h;).Vestedhas declined hy about
one third over the paL.., 'P, lode. Part of th!! explanation
of t)11s trend seems to til! that some 0... ",he effect of the
capital investment was to replace labour rather than to
increase output.
SAhad negative real interest rates for most of the past
decade. The negative effect of low real interest rates
has been on unemployoent rather than on profits.
Management~1i1l ill general continue to replace labour
chrough more capital-intensive methods of production for
as long as the after tax cost of capital is exceeded by
that of labour. NegatLre rates of interest literally mean
that the community is paying management to replace
labour.
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The structure of our stagnating economy is such that any
cyclical upturn at rates faster than the warrut1ted
structural growth rate soon runs into a balance of
payments constraint. particularly if the upturn is not
export led. This means that SA has to utilize its
existing productive capacity to the full, sinc~ the
moment when this surplus productive capacity runs out,
expansion becomes very di.fficult in the short run and.
very import prone in the long run.
Due to the international debt standstill against SA. we
now have to maintain surplusses on our current account to
reduce the country's foreign debt rather than to build up
reserves to pay for imports LnvoIved in a domest:J.c
cyclical expansion.
financial facilities
Neither do ~'~ehave access to the
of the' Il1F. These circumstances
seriously hamst~{ng the economy's recovery prospects
(Lombard, 1988).
It is thus evident that the most likely economic scenario for
the future is Clem Sunt.er l s 10'1>1 road (Sunter, 1987). It is
within this unaccommodating economic environment that urban
development proj ect.s't-lillhave to be undertaken.
The economic implications of H,rbanisatioll
The orderly urbanisation of the Black population of South
Africa is one of the countries greatest positive challenges at
the present (U:r.banFoundation, 1990c). It is" however, a huge
economic undertaking, both in the macro-economic sense of how
much reSources can be afforded .for ~his purpose, and from the
micro-economic perspect.\.ve of who should do what and who
shot j finance whom (Lombard, 1988). The average private
company in making investment decisions does not have to
concern himself wib what the count-ry can or canner afford.
As far as he is concerned the t1\;i.c;;("c-:?-conomicissues assert
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themselves through the market mechard.sm, guiding the
individuaL players through tha prices and costs of the
particular ourpucs and inputs involved in the specific
projects. In considering the issues surrounding huge
urbanisation projects of the scale necessary for the orderly
urbanisation of South Africa's peoples, however, it is necess-
ary to consider both micro and macro aconomdc issues. The
objectives of large scale urbanisation projects shouId
obviously be determined from a national perspective which
clearly exceeds the dimensions of a purely private venture,
Urbanisation projects should be undertaken from the perspect-
ive of addressing the greatest and most urgent problem for the
political and social order in South Africa, and as such it is
necessary to consider whether the objectives are a.chievable
from a macro-economic per specedve , and if not. under what
circumstances they could be (Lombard, 1988). The p'rob.Lemof:
finance on a macro level. boils down to the question of whether
the expenditure can be financed in a non-inflationary manner,
that is to say without giving rise to a total domestic expend-
iture which exceeds the output potential of the domestic
economy. Another way to pet the same question is to say that
the expendf tiuxe programme should not give rise to balance of
payment problems unless finance can be ra:i.sed abroad. A third
equation saying the same t.hing expects the addUional invest-
ment not to exceed the economy's saving potential plus the
available :2inance from abroad.
Pa.ying for urbanisation
Table 2 (paragraph 2.3.3) showed that on average 121 500
families must be accommodated annually up to the year 2010 to
meet the existing backlog and expected future demand for
housing. This must be compared to the 25 000 to 35 oon houses
constructed anually oVer the past few years (refer to
paragraph 2.3.3). Using the average house prices and the
number of prospective home owners. Ln each category in table 2,
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it is evident that approximately R2) 0 billion per annum for
the next 20 years will be xequired for the construction of
dwellings (at cur rene prices). Based on an estimated
additional cxpendd.tnrre of R3 000 for bulk infrastructure and
R5 000 for social infrastructure» the total capital
requirement amounts to R3 billion per anllum at today's prices.
These figures are obviously no mere than orders of magnitude
(Lombard, 1988).
Lombard furthermore comes to the conc'lusf.cn , t11at from a
macro-economic point of vie:1iT,and with the economy on the "low
road II p it is definitely 110t in a position to absorb success-
fully an additional expendf ture of t11:1.smagnitude and adds:
"In ~he final analysis such calculations (with ref!~rence to
macro-economic ca LcuLat.Lcus) answer the question whechar the
savings to finance the i.nvestment will be generaeed even
assuming that enough idle manpower and enterprise is avail-
able. It must be noted that mor'e savdngs than R3 billion must
b~ generated. The amount of the actual savings required
exceeds R3 billion by the amounts necessary to finance the new
capital formation also called for in the rest of the economy
to produce the materials required in the construction and
civil engineering industries. This could bacome a very large
figure, several times the initial expenditure of R3 billion.
EVen a programme which starts tvitl1 25 000 houses and another
25 000 aervf.ced sites in a year, but expand at a rate of 20/~
per annum to overtake the back.l.og in 14 years, preaent s
serious f:tnance problems in the context of our "Low road"
scenario. The direct import leakage in y .r one probably
amount to about R300 tdllion to R400 million.
Economic actiVity outside the effects of the housing pro-
grammewas so low in 1986 and 1987 that such imports could be
affot'ded. Without the housing progrRmme domestic growth would
probably have been at least another one percent less than i(:
actually was. But if this programme is expanded at a rate of
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20 peecent per annum in the years ahead, implying the same
rate of growth proportional to the direct import leakage of
the progratrm~. foreign exchange problems will soon appear.
A more serious "ba'l.ance of paymerrcs constirafnt" on the
housing programme arises when the existing industries
providing intermediate inputs for the construction and civil
engdneardng operations reach full capacity and have to expand
their capital intensive processes. The import content of that
second phase in the dynamics of economic growth may in our
"low road" scenario be vast and way beyond what can be
expected to be financed from the likely growth in export
receipts or from capital LnfLows, II
Lombard continues by saying that the problem is not really one
of a balance of payments constraint, but rather one of a too
heavy dependance on capital inputs in our indust:da1
production and construction process. Any proce.sa of capital
formation contains a high import content, in contrast w:tth
manual labour, which is of course locally available. Moreover,
the pattern of consumption from income paid to labour has a
much sr al.Ie r import content than that generated from income
pl3id to owners of capital.
This implies that the process of urbanisation 'Would be able
to proceed at a much faster rate (from an economic perspect-
ive) if tenders for the various engdneer-Ing and housing
contracts did not ~o to producers '.'1·it:h capital-intensive
processes of production, but to labour-intensive producers.
Lombard concludes by saying that: "In view of the var Ieus
resource consnr adntrs • • • • the programme (of urbanisation)
would have to be carefully decomposed iuto those elements
which require the least real resources and have few backward
repercussions on imports, on the one hand) and those that can
only be undertaken over time as scarce reSources become
available and as our basic economic reforms materialize."
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De Kock (23 April 198'9) confirmed this viewpoint when he
announced that the increase in fLxed investment since the
second quarter of 1988, comes at an unfortunate time for the
South African economy. This is in spite of the fact that the
level of fi~{ed investment is nowhere near its peak. of the
early eighties. It is furthermore interesting 'to note that
according to de Kock a c8pital investment of RIOO million can
easily lead to an increase or R300million in the economydue
to the so-called multiplier effect.
Inward industrialisation
The traditional approaches t.owards economic gro'V'tb in SAhave
been eJrpIJ')rt-led-growth and import replacement. However, import
replacement had its days in the six.ties when it was economic
to replace the kind of products we used to import, Nowadays
the scope for import replacement is much less. Ex.port promo-
tion also has its problems as it is mostly capital-intensive.
The possibilities for ex.porting labour-intensive manufactures,
on which the so-called newly industriali=~ed countries have
thrdved , have possibly come to a saturation point in that
these countries, having been first in the market, have ex-
hausted the possibilities (Brand, 1987). Neither of these t',wO
strategies therefore provide opportunities for. substantial
economic grownh, nor do they provide a base for massive
employment, 'wbich is what our country needs most at present.
The answer; to this predicament appears to be inward industrial-
isation, which also goes hand in hand 1V'itha redistribution in
income. The strategy of inward industrialisation is prac-
tically unlimited in its scope, due to increased demand for
goods and services zhat ~~1"l urbanised population needs
(tombard, 1987). The implementation of this strategy involles
the expansion of employment and investment: in indu$try of all
sizes, from large industries to the informal sector. What is
really at stake is tihe questLon of whether the industrial
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production is geared to supply the surging demand from rapidly
increasing lower income groups in our cities. We are talking
about the expansion of employment and investment in industry
of all sbes~. from large industries to be;ckyard :;;ho"l:'1s.
According to Lombard (Finansies en Tegniek, 20 Ma] 1988)
4 million of the appro~cimately 12 million job opportunities of
SA's economy are provided Ln the informal sector. It is
expact.ed that the number of 4 million 'tVill increase to
6 million by the year 2000. The strategy for accommodating
these people is to dra.tlTthem into the formal sector b;
changing the production process into one that is less capital-
intensive. If each of these 4 million people earn as little ~J
R5 000 a year, it will mean that the potential purchasfng
potv:erof the people in the formal sector '(vil1 increase by R20
billion per annum, "1hic11represents 25% of all salades paid
in SA during 1987. If this amount is expended on basic goods
and services such as housing, food, furniture, recreation an.d
trransport, the structure of SA's economywill be changed. The
chal1ces are that about 90% of the additional goods and
services that will be purchased, will be manufac'rured ,
directly or indirectly by t'he people who will purchase it in
the end.
The process of :l.nt·1ardindustrialisation is therefore bound to
lead to a rise in the GDPand a reduction in unemployment
without unduly increasing the strain on the balance of pay-
ments. The two pillars of inward industrialisation are dereg-
ulation and urbanisation, without which the process cannot get
off the ground.
Inward industrialis,1.tion has important implications for
urbanisation and for the civil engineer as proj ec t. manager.
This aspect is discussed in chapter 6.
(.) 1\
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2.4.4 Economic Importance of Urbanisation
It is often said that a nation's people should be adequately
housed , own property and lead an integral family life in
proper homes, since there are numerous social and political
benefits if this can be achieved. This section is, however,
concerned lvith the economic benefits of the urbanisation
process and not the social benefits.
The Taitvanese~ in the early stages of their economfc grot-itO.,
put housing way behind exports and education on their priority
list and this strategy was rewarded with xemankao l,e economic
growth. l:lowevlllr,the issues of the: Republic of. China tvere not
what; they are in South Africa today (Lombard, 1988). In South
Africa the challenge of ornerly urbandaat Lon arose because,. .
inter alia, of this country's political,history and has to be
accommodat ed as far as possible within the economic
constraints that exist.
According to Lombard (1.988) housing must not be regarded as
purely a consumer good. llous:fng does create a flow 0:1; valuable
output , and may well be able to compete quite obj ectively lvith
the output of other forms of capital fO'l:'mation to which
resources might be devoted. The main ecouomf,c advantage of a
widespread property and housing programme :1.s the unique way in
w'hich home ownership enriches people through a special
inducement to save in the form of lll..'r,tgage payments and
through the procesS of inheritance frOUlone generati~n to the
next.
Black Urbanisation, correctly addressed, also provides a
vehicle for the promotion of inward industrialisation. wh:r.ch
has a number of benefits for oux economy (see paragraph
2.4.3) •
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Lombard (Finansies en Tegniek~ 20 May 1988) estimates tha.t
the 2 million urbanised blacks in SA have an income and
spendLag pattern of approximately R31,5 M.llion per annum.
This is more than the total budget of any other country in
Africa excluding Nigeriap Egypt, Algeria and Libya.
Accordfug to Professor Mallows (1988) c.i't)'ilization is due
entirely to urbanisation. In addition, an increase in product-
ivity. a reduction in working time ...~.d the gr'eacer
availability of consumer goods are benefits that occurred only
because of cities. Only in cities the economics of
proximity. scale and location be optimized and can these
increased benefits fuel a permanent, ongoing process of
adaptation and invention.
Webber (1985) generalizes by saying that more than two-thirds
of the populations of tile industrialized ~'1"utries are livillg
in urban places) in the middle income C",'" 'es more than half
of the populations live in urban areas all... the corresponding
figure for low income cOl':o.t:r.iesis about one fifth. He there-
fore deducts that urbanisation is the counterpart of economic
development and of rising-pe:r:-capita income.
City growth by immigration always Incaudes large masses of
poor people. But as the poor graduate into a productive and
settled urban life, the benefits'of the city starts to become
evident (Yi8.llm-ls~ 1988). It is only in the cities whare those
that are presently inadequately housed, very poor and without
adequate sources of income have any cha1!ce of improving their
living conditions.
According to Webber (1985) a metropolitan complex is in fact
a massive communications switchboard through ~"hich all sorts
of specialists are connected to each other and through whd.ch
their independence are satisfl"~d ItJd<eed, the only reason
citien exist is because i'l:<t.ities conneccfcna are established
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between interdependent establishments and at a Lower cost than
e'l.sewhere, Persons and businessmen congregate in cities only
because costs of interaction 'with each other are less where
distances between par-tners to transactions are short. The big
cities of the world have been getting bigger, mostly because
they are better (Bernstein, 1986).
Economists have proved that the economies of urbanisation
j.llcrease with size and that the curve rises well beyond the
size that any of South Africa's cities will reach in the
foreseeable future (Bernstein, 1986). The search for an
optimal city size has been abandoned as most studies support
the conclusion that the largest cities are no less productive
than the smaller ones and many studies support the conclusion
that the largest cities are. the most product Lve ones (Webber,
1985).
Cities in other parts of the world are much bigger than the
biggest in Southern Africa. For instance, the projected PWV
population in the year 2000 is such that it will be smaller
than what New York was in 1950. In 1985 Mexico city had
18 million people and forecasts for the year 2000 anticipate
the population to reach almost 30 million. This is closely
followed by other cities such as Sao Paulo ,dth 16 million and
Seoul, Rio de Janeiro, Bombayetc (Webber, 1985 and Urban
Foundation. 1<l90a). Yet there is no basf,s to believe chat
oVer-urbanisation per se is detrimental to the efficiency goal
of urban d\;:velopment(Webber, 1985).
It is not only in the economic indicators that the largest
metropolitan certers excel. As compared to living conditions
in other cities and in rural areas, c~uditl.ons in the largest
centers of the developing nations are unquestionably superior.
Literacy levels are the highest. Rates of physical illness
are lowest ~ medical care is best, and life expectations are
the longest. Both calorie and protied n intake in daily diets
are greatest. Educational opportunities are typically the best
available. opportunities for employmentin both formal and
\/
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informal sectors are higher than in the rural areas and as a
result per capita incomes are highest in the largest cities,
and so are long-term life oppor.tunities tor children (Webber,
1985).
These comparisons are valid on average, but should also apply
to South-African cities for these comparisons also describe
the conditions of the most impoverished people, for they too
are better off than they would be elsewhere (Hebbar, 1985).
In addition, in Southern-Africa rural-urban migration is
necessary from an economic perspective to relieve the rura L
areas of the current over population and to increase the
productivity of these areas. It can thus be said that urban-
isation on a large scale is not only acceptable ~ut is
urgently required (Thompson and Coetzee, 1987 and Urban
Foundation, 1990c).
To conclude then, whereaS policy makers had in the past often
viewed urbanisation as a burden on the economy, it is now
considered an opportunity for further economic growth
(Finansies en Tegniek, 20 Me! 1988). A higher level of
urbanisation in SA is indeed a necessary condition for
development, but development also requires that living
conditions for the poor in the urban areas improve and that
their income earning opportunities expand.
2.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The situational analysis contained in paragraph 2.2 Leaves
little doubt that the black urban population of South Africa
is destined to grow dramatically over the next number of
years. PrOjections show that, even allowing for an undercount;
in official population statistics, the '(lumber of urban
dwellers can he expected to increase about two and a half
times between 1980 and the year 2000. Based on the official
statistics, the increase from the 1980 figure of 6>8 million
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is expected to be in the order of 3,7 tlmes to reach
approximately 25 million by the year 2000. It is expected that
the black urbanisation rate 'vi11 then have reached 75% • This
implies that over a period of "20 years as many people will
need to be accommodated in South Africa's urban areas as has
been over the past 100 years.
A comparison between the urbanisation levels in the SATBVC
states and that of other countries at a similar level of
economic development, and a comparison between the SATBVC
states and the developed countries of the world, clearly
underlines the potential for urbanisation in Southern Africa
and also stresses the need for further urband sat lon as a
prerequisite for further economic development.
Unemploymentamongst those urbanised varies widely from one
region to another and depends largely on the state of the
economic activity (refer to paragraph 2.3.1). Estimates of
unemployment vary between 14% and 30%, depending on the
specific region and the defin:i.tion of unompLoyment;, What is
even mere significant. however, is the imbalance between
expect-ed population growth and the demand for labour in the
long run. Inappropriate technologies are cited as one of the
causes. Projections show a significant increase in
unemploymentamongst both skilled as well as unskilled Labour,
however it is interesting to note that unemployment amongst
skilled workers can be expected to rise much faster than that
of unskilled labourers.
Poverty in South Africa is rife. It has been estimated that
about 50%of the population lives below the minimumsubsist-
ence level (MSL)(refer to paragraph 2.3.2). Conditions in the
TBVCand self-governing states are even worse as it is
estimated that 81%percent of the ilopul.ation lives below the
JiSL. In certain urban areas poverty may be less "wide spread,
but in other urban areas the above figures present a true
picture. Considering the expected accelerated urbanisation
rate and the expected increase in unemployment, it can be
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expected that poverty amongst urban blacks will further
increase in future.
GovernmentV s historic urbanisation and housing policies nave
L~en ~~placed by a new positive strategy towards urban
development. This has underlined the huge backlog in housing
vlhich is currently estimated at 800 000 and which is
increasing daily. The financial realities of the black
communityat large is such that the majority will not be able
to afford a formal house. It is estimated that on average only
10%of the blacks can afford a house worth more than R35 000,
33%can afford a home of between R15 000 and R35 000, 38%can
afford a house costing between R3 500 ani R15 000" and the.
rest (19%) can only afford shelter of less than R3 500 (refer
to paragraph 2.3.3).
Although huge pieces of land h<;tvein the recent past been
earmarked for black urban development, much additional land
will be required to meet the expected demand up to the yeax
2000.
Up to now the emphasis by government and non-government
organizations alike has been on the pt'ovision of housing for
the underprivileged. The provision of social infrastructu:r:e
such as schools, recreational areas, heaf.th , cultural and
rpligious .facili ties etc, has so far been neglected, as has
the creation of legitimate local authorities with effective
departments such as engineering and finance. The backlog in
the provision of these facilities is completely underestimated
and is even greater than for housing (refer to paragraph
2.3.4).
Development means different things to different people. One
of the definitions· of development describes development as a
combination of ecor.omf,c growth, employment creation, a more
equal distribution ot economic activity and a prOVision of
the basic needs of people. However defined, social fac tozs
must always be cons;l:r;1l:redjointly ~-1ith economic. factors and
economic de\Telopment~
The urbanisation drive must be vievled against South Africa V s
macro.....economfc background. An ana.Lysd.s of the' economic
environment clearly indicates that South Africa 'I s economy is
not likely to perform well for the for.;':seeable future am... that;
the country as a whole cannot; nearly afford to undertake the
provision q£ urban infrastructure on the scale required if
cap:!.tal intensive methods are utilized (refer to paragraph
2.4.3). This requires a spncf.a.L effort by all concerned with
the use of resources to ensure 1;hat our resn~'1'cP,sare utilized
optimally. To attain maxi:41umeconczdc growt.h ~..i.e .•.ncept; of
inward industrialisatior.L must be explored. 'rhis in turn
iUlplies the expansion of industries of all sizes to supply the
demand of goods with a lOv1 import content for the masses
while, at the same time creating as many employment opportun-
ities as possible.
Whereas Bla.ck urbanisation had in the past been viewed as a
bur .\'n on the economy, it is now recognised an opportunity for
further economic growt11(refer -':0 paragraph 2.4.4). Bconomf.scs
have proved that citie~l are economically more productive than
rural areas and that the economies of urbanisation increa~e
't\Tith city size. In addition, our cities are still small in
terms of wor'Ld standards. A higher level of urbanisation jLs
thus not only acceptiab Le, but is indeed a necessary condd.tLon
for our further economic development and as such provides a
challenge for the future.
The socio-economic envd.ronaerrt described in this chapter,
together with the current political refc,:rtmprocess and the
concondtant empowermentof the masses, dictate the need fo1:' a
differe~\t approach to development projects (Bra ", 1988).
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Such an approach entails a shift away from first world type
projects to proje~ts that are under-taken T,r7ithdue consider-
ation ..of the reali.ties of the sf.tuat.acn ,
.A thorough understanding of the broadening issues cover'ed in
this chapter are therefore iD;dispensi.ble for the project
manager involved in urban development seeking to structure his
proj acts in an, optimal manner, The issues covered in this
chapter are also ".mportant background information for the
premfses ill the rest of this report.
tVhile this chapter provf.des an overvtew of certairl relEt7Gt'nt
far-tors pertaining to black urbanisation, ,":lmptar 3 gives
insight as to how development organisations actually address
the need for development in the urban sphere.
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C HAP T E ~ 3
CURRENT APPROACHES TO URBAN DEVELOPMENT
~ 1 INTRODUCTION
"Ai.1 enormous amount of development effort is taking place in
South 4;fr:i.ca. possibly unsurpassed anywhere else ill the world.
The number of development agencies is to be counted in the
hundreds 1 available funds in the thous~nds of ndlliou$ of rand
and deve.Lopment; proj cccs :in the tibousande" (van de!' Kooy ,
1988).
It thus comes as no surprise to' :find the South African black
urban development scene marked by a proliferation of organ-
isat~~ons that often appear to be acting in an unco-ordinated
manner. In addition, these organisations often have different
approaches to development, even to the extent that they have
opposing Views. Some organisations concentrate on specific
elements of the urban fabric, while others are involved in the
total urbanisation process.
The environment within which many civil engineers now find
themse lves hal'>not just changed from a socio ...economic-politi-
cal point of view (refer to chapter 2), but also from the
point of view of who is his client. Up to recently the nature
of most civil. engineering work (and thus the envLronment
within which the civil engineer worked) was that of the first
world. The reason for th1$ being tlat 60% to 70% of all civil
engineering l-lork came f rom the public sector. which generally
has iii first worLd approach to proj ects (Vilj oen , 1990 and
Viljoen, 1986).
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Recently new clients have emerged, especially in thf. field of
urban deve'l.oj ment , Their approach to proj _", ad their
often relative inexperience, require that c:f:lri"' . 'c,..:..rs must
take cognisance of the often diverse app'.. of the,.
difierel).t client organisations. This chapter concafns a brief
overview' of the approaches, view'points and policies of some of
the major organisations involved. Not all QrganisationJ~ are
covered, since there are too many. Certain of the
organisations that ;.\re covexed , such as the Oencor Development
Trust and l?lanact;l have very limited impact on the urban
development scene. Their approach to projects is nevert~eless
covered for intel,'est 1s sake.
The viewpoints expressed :.tn this chapter are a combination of
the official pol.Lcdes and approaches oi the various organ-
isations as well as the author's observations.
3.2 ROLES, OBJECTIVES. POLICIES AND APPROACHES OF THE MAJOR
ACTORS
3.2.1 Central Government
The State President requested the President's Council to
advise him on strategies by means of wh~ch rhe urbard.aatdon
process could be oxde rcd , At the end of 1985 the President's
Council submitted its repor.t on urbanisation for the RSA, to
the government. The White Paper 011 Urbanisation (June 1986)
was subsequently released and puts forward the central
government's urbanisation policy.
The general pol~.cy framework. for urbanf.eatzlcn, as set out in
the White Paper: is briefly as follolilS:
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urbanisat:i,0n in the metroIlolitau as .:ell as the
n.om-metr<tpolitan areas is accepted as inevitable, and
should be utilised in a positive manner
in future freedom of movement to and 'within the urban
areas will apply to all South Afri~~n citizens
the e:ldsting measures w'ith regard to separate living
areas for the various population groups in towns and
cities will still be observed
the timely identifi'cation for sufficient land is seen as
an essential prerequisite for the planned managementof
urhanisation
it t'li1l still be some.tdmes necessary for individuals and
groups to move
a more balanced distribution of people and economic
activity must be promoted
a regionally differentiated approach shoul.d be followed
in the planning and managementof urbap:i,~ation
the principle that consumers should pay for services and
faCilities is confirmed
standards and regulations for housing, physical
infrastructure and social services should io general be
adapted. Standards that are too high and that cannot be
afforded should be adjustp.d .
local government institutions should be established for
all communities, and the maximumdevolution of authority
and responsibility should be promoted.
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The approach of the various l?l:'ovindal Administrations to
urban development is not separately covp.red in this section as
their approach as the. second tier government, generally
reflects that of I:;Emtra1 government0
302.2 Local Authorities
Although black local authorities are not a homogeneous group
of organisations, judging from experience some general
conclusions about the policies and approaches of local
authorities towards urban development projects can be made:
because of the backlog in housing, urban development
projects in tr ol.ac].. urban areas have a high profile
amongst local authority staff and councillors alike
councillors sometimes misuse projects for political and
=cracnaf financial gain and projects are often highly
politicised
local authorities, especially councillors are generally
ignorant about aspects such as d.'.e manner in which
projects should be approached. Th~y have seldom had much
exposure to such aspects as appointment of consultants,
tendering pr.ocedures and the drafting of agreements with
developers. They are thus often expLoLt.ed by people who
enter into Pne sided contracts with councils
councillors often make totally unrealistic election
promises, v7hich they iqvar1ably endeavour to fulfill.
They therefore often make unrealistic demands about such
matters as financial aso.istance$ standards of services
and time frameworks for projeC'ts
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they often have. high aspirations about Lssues such as
housing standards, even to the extent that Low inconle
housing projects are prohibited by councils
they are often unaware of the extent of pLanndng that
precedes projects and cf the managerial. financial ":L·;;;
maintenance implications of projects
on the other hand are councillors and local authority
personnel often pOGitive and eager to leern and receptive
to sound development and business principles, once a good
rapport nas been established with professionals and
others who take their inter~st at hart.
Black local authorities have recEmtly been iu<!reasingly
criticised by certain groups within the black community, and
pressure for their abolishment is Lncr-easdng , At the same
time Civic organisations are becoming increaSingly j,nfluential
ann are often regarded as the de facto representatives of the
people.
3.2.3 Local Authority Loan Fund
The Local Authority Loan Fund is a central fund, administered
by the Department of Finance, that provides the smaller local
authorities with access to £:f.nanceat market related interest
rates. The only qualifying condition is that local authorities
should be creditworthy.
3.2.4 R~g!onal Services Couucils
Regional Services Councils, established in accordance with the
Regional Services Councils Act 109 of 1985, are relatively
young organf.sations. '£he primary obj ecti ve of the RSC' s are
the provision of services on a regional basis. The appendix to
the Act identifies 22 possible regional functions of RSC's,
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such as the bulk supply of engineering services and the
provision of certain social se~'ices e.g libraries~ recreation
areas, tourism etc. The Administrator of a Province, after
consultation 'tY'ith all parties concerned , identifies to,hich
fvnctions or parts of functions will be executed by a
particular Regional Services Council (Regional Services
Councils Act, 1985).
Because of the great backlog in the supply of infrastructure
in the. developing urban areas, RSC's are currently mainly
involved in the participating local authorit:f.es with the
provision of bulk infrastructure and ~vith upgrading projects.
!t has been found in practise that the approaches of the
various asc's differ vJidely, however their current role is
mainly aimed at physical enJ~i)'1.eeringproj ecus 0 This may
change in future to include a '1dder involve.ment in the urban
development process.
3.2.5 National Housing Commission
The National Housing Commissionuses Central Government funds
and prov:i.des subsidised loans to local authorities for
residential infrastructure .development and for the
construction of houses for the low income groups. Maximum
expenditure on house and stand is determined on a project
basis but normally does not exceed Rll 000. Interest rates
fluctUate according to the income of the individual. At the
lowest end of the scale home-ownexs are heavily subs:I.dised.
The funds provided are rolled over into bond financing for
home ownars, NRC funds are administrated by the four
:Provincial .Administrations and policy may therefol;e differ
slightly from one area to another. As funds come from Central
Governm~nt, the demandfor NRCfunds far exceed availability.
The NHC thus focuses excLusdveLy on t.hre. provision of
infrastructure and housing. Developmental aspeces other than
the physical, are not considered.
3.2.6 South African Housitl.1STrust
The South African Housing 'trust (SART) was established in
November1986 with an interest free loan of R400 mil~ion from
the South African Government. Additional funds are obtained O~l
the open money market. The SART
directly to individual home ownens
provides bond finance
through its bui1d~ng
society azm Khayalethu HomeLoans. The interest rate is 13%.
The S~~T also undertakes the servicing of the land in
addition to the construction of houses, the total package not
exceeding R22 000. Their method of ,V'ork is such that they
invc1ve the local authorities in their projects (SA.liTAnnual
Rcport , 1988). An analysis of the standard cO-0:11Ieration
agreement berwean the SARTand local 81,lp....',Orities J s1\'owthat
local authoxf ties aze in partnership t..r:l tLt the SAHT:>iforany
deveIopment that the SART undertakes. The SAHT therefore
exposes a local authority to the risks inherent in housing
developl'lent.:projects, although the SARTmanagement den:les that
they 'vill ever meke use of this avenue.
In addition to undertaking projects for the construction of
resiclential infrastructure and houees and the provf.sdon of
bonds to home owners, the Trust f-ndeavours to create new job
opportunities '''ith the focus or. the permanency of such job
opportunities (S~~T Annual Report, 19.88). Small entrepreneurs
are furthermore actively encouraged and assisted, through the
Trust t S projects, to establish themselves as housing
contractors in their own commu.nities.
Due to the market f.or which they cater) the SARTplaces
considerable emphasis on the utilisation of appropriate
ceehncIogy and low acandards :l.n residential infra.structure.
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3.2.7
The DBSAsees its primar)7 function as to become involved in
the provision of bulk and connector infrastructure which
facilitates urban devel.opment; and 'tvhich is required for a
town9 s economic base. Occasionally the Bank ldll provide
finflnce for residential :i.nfrastructure, but only if other
sources of finance cannot be found. The Bankwill also provide
assistance for the otheT elements of the urban environment,
such as the strengthening of local authorities. upgrading
proje¢ts, business development programmes, long term planning
for economic development, socfaf, , security, recreational
facilitie$ etc, but only if these form part of the urban
fabric. In short, the DBSAapproaches urban dcvelo~)ment in a
~'lolistic manner and believes that all elements of urban
development should be given equal weight.
TheDBSAusually provid::.s finance at subsidised interest rates
(normally 10%), altough loans for investigations and planning
pui ..)OSes are sometimes provided at lower interest rates.
To facilitate the Bank's role. a number of guidelines are used
in the evaluation of urban development proj ects (Headway,
February 1987):
urban development should only take place if there is a
Viable economic base
as much use as possible should be made of the private
sector
subsidisation Bhould be phased out as soon as possible
any urban deve.Lopment;should be acceptable to the local
cOlllIllunity
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appropriate local ":horities and other bodies co
administer and manags a. town must be developed
the effective demand for services and housing accozdf.ng
to what people Can pay, and not subjective needs. should
be addressed
deregulation should take place where appropriate
the informal and small business sectors should be
stitulated
labour-intensive construction techniques should be used
as muchas possible
available infrastructure and fad.1id.es should be used as
muchas possible
It is thus clear from the above that the DBSAapproaches urban
development from a holistic point of view' and that they
endeavour to allocate an aquaL w~ight to economical,
technical. urban financial and urban managerial matters.
3.2.8 Urban Foundation
The Urban Foundation has up to now largely concentrated its
efforts on the provision of houses (Urban Foundation Annual
Report, 1988). Their aim is to make a significant impact on
the low cost segment of the housing market for blacks in
eepecially the urban areas. They regard the pro, .Lsion of
shelter as a key factor in the socio-economic development of
communities.
In addition. the Foundation also focuses on policy matters.
They have been instrumental for a number of the government's
policy changes on urbanisation and are, according to their
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annual report, continuously researching aspects such as
economic development, new approaches to urban managemenr,
issues related to education, the provision of creches and
other social infrastructure.
The Foundation! s department of residential development and
construction has as objective the provision of housing at the
Lowest;prices possible and has through its seven sub;:;idiary
companies, provided housing to 9500 families during the 1988
financial year. They also provide in the need for self-help
housing projects and aims at the creation of jobs and the
encouragement of emerging entrepreneurs. The subsidiary com-
panies are geographically decentralisen throughout South
Africa and operate as courpanf.esnot for gain in accordance
with section 21 of the companies act.
The name of the Foundation's subsidiary companyin the Orange
Free State is B'LomandaHousing Company. In the author's
experience with the development of two large tOWl1S in the OFS,
Blomanda has up to now adopted the approach of a normal
private sector housing company In these two areas they are.
not as yel: addressing the lower end of the housing market)
neither are they focussing on much more than physical
residential and housing development. It must be conceded,
however, that the reasons for not being able to address the
lower end of the market may be partly attribu~ed to factors
outside their control (refer to paragraph 4.3).
The cnse study in the next chapter concerns a project
currently undertaken by Blomanda, one of the seven subsidiary
companies, and it is thus considered appropriate to have a
brief look at that company's 30als and obj€:ctives as stated in
an introductory letter (Duys, 1989).
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Blomanda's goal is to provide urban ~ommunities with access to
housing which they can afford. As a company not for gain, any
excess zaturns are re-invested in Blomanda's projects. The
bU3iness; goal is developing nerviced residential land and
homes felrlower and middle income communities.
Services currently provided by Blomanda include:
the conversion of undeveloped land into serviced and
proclaimed residential t.ownahfps where privately owned
houses can be built. Serviced stands are sold directly to
families or to home buf.Ldexa, Residential stands are
serviced by B'l.omandato a variety of different Level.s
assistance to low income families in the procurement of
their own homes
assistance to families by trained Blomanda staff in
identifying their accommodation needs, and how they
shoul.d go about obtaining a home
the. construction of houses by informal contractors or
sub",contractorson a labour only basis. or by independant
contractors
the supply of materials to ovmer-builders from Blomanda's
on site store
the rendering of technical advice by their building
Jlnspectors
the arrangement of building society home loans or loans
from other institutions
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Private Developers
:Private developers are in the field of urban development in
order to genexatx profit. Because of the mi1:i.euin which urban
development projects are undertaken, there has in the past
been amplr opportunities for exploitation and unethical
behaviour.
Up to this point ill time private developers have almost
exclu~ivel.y concentrated on the provision of residential
services and housing for the high income groups. This market
has now, however, almost been totally exploited. Developers
will therefore soon be forced to address the lower segments
of the market.
3.2.10 Gencor DevelopmentTrust
All the major mining houses have funds or trusts created for
the purpose of funding projects that they consider
appropriate. The Gencor development trust consists of three
funds. v~z the chairman's fund, r:'he welfare fund and the
educational fund (Visagie, 1988). The former furtd :I.e utilised
on an ad hoc basis for projects that are considered to be in
thf'. company's long or short term interest, for instance to
boost the conpanyI s standing amonga certain community. The
welfare fund is used for environmental, cultural and family
planning projects. The educational fund is utilised for
various educational projects such as the construction of
schools, teacher training projects etc.
Generally speaking. projects are approached in a typical
mining fashion, for instance where proj eccs are identified,
the planning and desjen is undertaken by head office personnel
in a rather first world ;,anner. The emphasis during the design
and construction phases is generally on speed. Issues such as
job creation and optimisation of broader social. development
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are ncr considered) On t'h~ other hand, however, during the
identification of projt·~.ts, emphasis is placed on community
participation.
III summary, it can be said that the t.ruat can be considered as
the social conscience of a successful business company. The
trust can be regarded as a charity fund rather than a
development fund. The appruach is one of hand-outs rather than
one of a long term Lnvescment in humandevelopment.
3.2.11 Planact
Planact is a team of professional engineers, architects.
social scientists and pLanners '"ho a,;:~ concerned with
al!;ernative approaches to development. PIc .act Ls, amongst
other projects, involved i'l projects in the developing urban
areas. The principles below outline their approach in a Lange.
upgrading project (Abbott and Swilling, 1986).
According to Planact t~ "'ir approach differ from convential
planning tactics in a number of different t.;ra.ys.They firstly
aim to set in motion a process of physical and social
improvement in the area where they are undertaking a proje~t.
They secondly believe that upgrading should LnvoIve a careful
phasing of service improvement. Thirdly •. projects are planned
to take ~lace in a waywhich are in accordance with the needs
and desires of the community. Fourthly, great emphasis is
placed on community building and democratic decision-making
structures are actively encouraged to form, if they do not
already exist. Planact fifthly believes that economic benefit
derived from investment in services must as far as possible be
retained in the community.
During an int~~'\'few "lith a memberof Planact (Abbott) 1988)
it became apparent that this person places considerable
emphasis on communitydevelopment in the projects that he is
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invloved in. !t must be stated ~owever that he was at the time
mainly involved in tvater supply projects for the rural areas.
Mr Abott regarded projects merely as a means to an. end~ namely
art improvement in the communityr s self-esteem and self-
eonf'Ldenee , He is of the opinion that communities can :In fact
ma'<edecisions for: the benefit of the community at large. What
was apparent however, is that this process of intensive
interaction with the community is extremely time consuming.
For instance, it 1i7aS mentioned that it has taken up to 12
months to n~gl)tiate the. installation of a single hand pump.
3'.2.12 World Bank
The World Bank is generally considered the world is Lead+ng
development institution and is active in urban development
projects world wide. Although the Bank is not represented in
South Africa, it :1.5 nevertheless interesting to tiake a brie.f
look at those aspects that th~y regard as important for urban
development.
The sections that follow are not necessarily the official
policy of the World Bank" but rather focus on some urban
development cOll.lJ"de.r.atioI1Sand issues as expressed in The
a publication of the Bank. This provides some
those aspects that the Bank regards as
Urban Edge)
insight into
important.
During a conference on urban development in Washington D.C.
during December 1985 (the Urban Edge, Februat;y 1986), ':le
World Bank President A.W. Clausen argued that the issue of
managing urban growth and ensuring productivity of the urban
economy should be recognised as a global issue that will be
ccudal to our (the world's) economic future.
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At the same conference it VJasstated that urban pt~fess:tonals
should be talking about the precess of managing urban grotith.
and not about the business of managLng some projects. IIWeare
talking about relating urban management to economic
development. about the process "''-at a city performs bett~r.
Although urban projects must continue, their focus must be
wider. The focus should not be on one. or two proj ects, we want
the city to be addressed. This does not mean that proj eccs
should be given up entirely, but rather that projects should
be used as vehicles. Urbanisation is a process~ and their is
no ""layOne can deal t-lith it exclusively on a project basis.
but if One uses the project as a vehicle, then one can address
the process questions.1I
Ping-Cheung Loh~ dlLector of the World Bank's water supply and
urban development department considers the link between urban
development and national economf,e deveLopmerrt as of prdme
importance (The Urban Edge, January 1987). Loh argues that it
must be shown that each new investment has greater benefits
than c')sts and is a better option than other possible uses of
the same resources in any sector. SUf'h an approach requires
new thinking about the connections between urban development
and national economic growth.
Loh furthermore places condderable emphasis on the
strengthening of the institutions that are responsible for
municipal finance and management. He states that t.he
efficiency and proouLtivity of an urban area depends, in partj
on infrastructure and services that are adequate, \",ell
maintained, and reasonably priced. Investments must be made in
such areas as staff training, better handling of local
finances and improved operations and maintenance.
The Urban Edge (April 1987) reiteratz$ the Lmpqr t.ance of
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municipal development in stating: "From the perspec.tive of
World Bartk staff. experience. gained in the 1970i sand 1980's
pointed to the need to look beyond specific housing sites to a
city's ability ro operate and .nanage investments. The
management and financial position of the municipality became
the central focus in the design of projects. Newattention was
directed t.ovard the Tilaymunicipalities handle expendf.tures ,
the day to day payments associated with the ongoing city
operations."
3.3 CONCLUSIONS
The I~or1dBank is also concerned with all other aspects of the
urban fabric and concerns themselves ",ith isues such as
appropriate technclogy and standards, housing strategies,
waste management, training and humanresources, etc.. In short,
the Bank approaches urban development from a •."l:l.istic point of
vie ..1.
The Development Bank of Southern Africa has been modelled on
the World Bank and there is thus considerable s:f.milarity in
the approach of these two o'rgand.aatdons to urban dave Lopment;
and urban deve l.opment;proj ec t.s,
From the above brief analys:ts it is clear that the approach .of
the various organisations involved in the urban development
process, and in urban development projects is extremely
diverse. While some organisations focus On specific aspects of
urban development, others approach urban development in a
holistic manner.
In practice the diverse approaches of the various
organisations often lead to conflict. For instance, the
difference in interest rates charged by the NBCand the SART
sometimes means that people in identical houses on opposite
sides ef a street, have bond repayments that d:lffer
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substantially) whfLe both repayments are directly, or
in<lirectly subsidised by government. The same applies to the
financing of bulk services, the DBSA, NRC, LALl! and
occassionally eVen the SART1 are all organisations that
finance bulk services. However', their :i.nterest rates as well
as their approach to the same proj ecr will differ
substantially. This leads to considerable confusion amongst
borrove.rs, Whereas an organisation such as the NRCwou.Id
generally consider technical matters as project related, and
at times political issues, an organisation such as the LALl!
only considers the credit worthiness of a local authority in
the evaluation of applications for financial assistance. The
DBSAwould on the other hand take a holistic viewpoint of the
application.
The World Bankt s approach and focus on urban development is
interesting. and contains valuable lessons for South Africa.
It is interesting to note that their current approach places
considerable emphasis on the economic productivity of urban
areas and on the improvement i:. urban managerial and financial
matterS. In this context their appr')ach is to regard projects
as veh::cles for development rather than for the sake of the
projects alone.
Civil engineers must take cognisance of the diverse approaches
and objectives that different clients may have. This aspect
will become even more important in future as non-traditional
client organisations such as civic organisations and foreign
aid organisations ~tart nlaying a bigger and more important
role in urban development.
The next two chapters contain case studies highlighting
problems actually encountered by development organisations in
the implementation of projects. Chapter 4 contains a case
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study in 'tvhich the Urban Foundat.Lon and the DBSA had been
involved. The DBSA was also the funding organisation for the
case study in chapter 5.
\\
\\
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C H A P,T E R 4
THE DEVELOPMENT OF MANGAUNG
4.1 lNTRODUCTION
This chapter contains a case study regarding an urban
development project in the Orange Free State, in which the
author was involved from October 1987 up to July 1990 as
project leader and consultant to the DBSA. It concerns the
development of Mangaung, the black residential area adjacent
to Bloemfontein.
4.2 BA",,,,GROllND
The municipal area. of Mangaung abuts the south-eastern
boundary of Bloemfont~in municipality. In contrast to most
black to'tvoships in South Afr:!.ca that are situated a
considerable distance away from the CRD of neigh10uring white
to~1OS, the northern end of Ma:l1gaungis located close to
Bloemfontein CBD. Mangaung thus forms an integral part of the
Bloemfontein urban complex. Mangaung's sizable population is
largely dependent on the economy of Bloemfontein for
employment opportunities and Mangaung can thus be looked upon
as a dormitory town (Bocha, 1987).
Mangaung has been in existence since 1861 and is the largest
and closest residential area for black people who work in
Bloemfontein and Vicinity. Botshabelo is located approxdmatie.Ly
50 kilome.ters to the east of Bloemfontein. However, many
people employ~d in Bloemfontein have had to move to Botshabelo
due to the shortage of housing in Mangaung. During 1988 it was
estimated that there was an immediate effective deIlland(people
earning more than R250 per month) in 1-1angaungfor 12 000
residential units and that the projected demand up to the year
103/0001.1
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2000 was 16 400 units. In addition, there was a demand for
shelter from those earning le6s than R250 per month who would
not be able to own a dvlel1ing of their own (Urban-Bean, 1988).
}1a.ngaul1ghad a population of approximately 130 000 (1988
figures) 'lflhich was expected to rise to 180 000 by the year
2000. The population was accommodated in 16 700 houses vlhile a
further 3 300 dW'cllings were developed during 1989. Once
completed. the existing municipal area would be fully built
up. Mangaung was surrounded by areas earmarked for other
development and could therefore only expand to the south
(Bo tha , 1987).
Mangaunggained independent municip~l status on 1 January 1984,
in terms of t11e provisions of the Black Local Authorities Act;;
No 102 of 1982. Shortly thereaftet:' the City Council dec Ided to
take out options on the OvO abutting farms Turflaagte and
Liege Valley (786 ha in extent) vlhich constituted the only
land available for future development. The Council
contemplated extending their municipal area and developing the
two farms on their atm. However, due to a Lack of finance, the
Council could not eJcercise its optOons and the options lapsed.
To the great dismay of the Mangaung City Council ~ Blomanda
Housing Company then purchased the two fartas , Blomanda, a.
subsidiary company of the Urban Foundation" was situated in
Bloemfontein from whare it served the Orange FrE~eState (refer
to paragraph 3.2.8 for more informat:lon on their background
aud objectives).
1Q3/0001.1
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4.3 THE ORIGINAL APPROACH TO THE DEVELOPMENT
During October 1987 B'Lomanda approached the Development Bank
of Southern Af1:aca for financial assistance for the construct-
ion of. bulk services to the new areaS. The au.thor, acting as
project leader on behalf of the DBSA,became involved in the
project at that stage and was associated with the project
until July 1990.
During 1987 Blomanda appointed an experienced team of
consultants for the pro~!ec t , Two firms of town planners w'ere
appointed, the one a Lcca.l, company while tbe other a firm
based in Gape TotVll.The latter firm had also been rown planner
for the!.'Kayalitsha deveLopment, which "las considered to be a
model :lit)!. low cost residential development. The Bloemfontein
firm '''81$ represented by a professor from the local univers:lty.
In add~;tion to town pLanner-s, c:lvil and electrical engineers
were appodrrced,
BySuue 1987 a structure plan for the development of the area
had a1.ready been drafted (Bocha , 1987). A structure plan is a
framejilOt'kwithin l>7hichdetail planning can be carried out. The
scruccur e plan under consideration dealt with physical
attr~:butes of the site such as climate, geology, so:1l
condft Lons, topography. hydro.Logy , and vegetation. The
avai;Lab:t1ity of bulk engineering set'Vices was also
compxehensdve.Iyaddressed and so Were legal aspect a such as
ownel~ship, servitudes and mineral rights. The plan also
cont.a.Lnedan investigation into demographic tendencies, while
econoud,ccriteria were also touched on. The planning document
culmil~ated in recommendations 011 stand sizes, land use,
affordability levels. phasing and eng:lneering standards such
as road widths. The structure plan was subsequently
supplemented by further detailed investigations into
alternal~ives for the supply of services.
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By the first half of 1988, rlanning had progressed to the
point where the tOvnl planning and basic engineerin~ design for
the first four phases of the envf.saged residential deveLop«
ment, had been completed. Considerable effort had been devoted
to the finer details of the totmship layout. For instance, new
concepts were devised for cutting down on the size of land
requJred for schools. Proposals for combining homes and shops
in double storey buildings where persons could live on the
first floor and conduct their businesses from the ground floor
were ~levised as a method of stimulating the informal sector. A
further e'XampJ.eof good planning was neighbourhood units where
people would be able to utilise streets for social interaction
without the interference of through tl:affic, except emergency
vehicles.
All in all. the town planning and engi.neering aspects Vlel.'e
excellently addzes.sed and considerable attention was devoted
to deta:J.l. Technical planning meet:ings were held on a mop.t'hly
basis. The objective was to &0 out to tender during October
1988 for the construction of services for the first two
residential areas.
Itt addition" B'l.omandahad planned for the management of the
project and issues such as the organisation for the design and
construction of houses and project related cash flow planning
had been completed. They had also conducted further feasibil-
ity and afforde.bility studies. Generally they were happy that
there was a huge, demand for accommodationand that the project
was feasible.
The area was dec.Lared a section 33 area during March 1988,
tlThichmeant that the area 'Was now legally earmarked for
township development for blacks.
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One problem arose however; the Mangaung City Council refused
to have anything to do with the development, as they could not
accept that Blomanda should be the developers of land which
they claimed to have the right to develop. The Council
therefore refused incorporation into their municipal area and
refused to snpp'Iy bulk services to the area. A deadlock
resulted and all communication "7ith the Council broke down;
Blomanda then approached the OFS P-'evlncial Administration
with the request that permission be granted to develop the
area as a new zown under a separate local authority and that
an administrator be appointed to undertake the management of
the area. This request was conceded to and when such a person
was appo.Inted ~luring the latter half of 1988, everybody
concerned was !pptimistic that a.ll; outstanding issues had been
resolved and that development vlOuldbe able to proceed without
any further major problems. It was decided to call the new
local authority Meriting. A letterhead with this name was
designed and printed.
Dur.ing an appraisal of the development proj ect; by the author
it became apparent that the following critical issues had,
inter alia, been overlooked:
The socio-economic development of the town and its
peoples and specifically ways and means by which
physical development projects could be used to enhance
and support socf.o-eeconomf.c development.
The extent of the organisation required for performing
local authority functions was completely underes-
timated.
The legal requirements for e.stablishing a local
authority under the above conditions, were complicated
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and involved much more than 'What was originally
anticipated. The fact that the local authority would be
almost totally priv&tised further complicated the
matter~
The financial implications of establishing a new local
authority were far-reaching and had not been adequately
considered. For instance, the legal responsibility for
the tak:I.ngup and guaranteeing of loans for bulk. serv-
ices. 'vere issues for Wl1ichno immediate solution could
be found. Representation by the new local author~ty on
the Regional Services Council and the obtaining of
funds from this source could, du~ to legalities, not be
resolved.
The implications of a negative cash flow and the
responsibility for providing bridging finance during
the initial years of oper-at Lon, had not been planned
for.
The future relationship with the neighbouring
authority was not considered; neither were the
implications of having two local authorities adj acent;
to each other, with the one having much higher rates
arid tariffs than the other.
Whenthe Provincial authorities realised what the implications
of a new local authority were, they changed direction. When
Blomanda submitted their township application for the first
residential area, the authorities stipul1.t.:ed, as part. of the
conditions of establishment, that an agreement had to be
reached with the }langaungCouncil regar.ding il1corporation into
their municipal area. This onCeagain created a deadlock.
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Luckily for Blomanda, October 1988 sai'] the election of a
completely new Council who were more positively inclined to
co-operation and to the incorporation of Meriting into their
area of jurisdiction.
4.4 THEREVISED APPROACHTOTHEDEVELOPMENT
It was then agreed (October 1989) that Mangaungand Meriting
should in fact be one entity ..and the use of the latter name
~o]as dropped. A steering committee was formed to co-orddnat;e
the further planning. In order to involve the Council in the
planning. it was decided that the town clerk should chair the
meeting and the Council was requested to send two
representatives to all steering committee meetings~
In addition to technical matters, the approach then followed
was to plan for the overall balanced development of Mangaung
and Heriting as a single compl.ex, Urban managerial matters,
with specific reference to the impact of the extensions on the
manageri.al capacity of the Council were conSidered. The impact
of the envisaged development on Mangaung's financial pos! tion
w~s also. assessed. These aspects are discussed below.
4.4.1 Planning for Balanced Urban Developme~~
In addition to the planning for the physical extensions to
Mangaul1g~the need for long term socio-economic planning had
been identified. This was necessary in order to ensure the
creation of a balanced urban environment. In order to
facilitate this, it was deCided to undertake the compilation
of an urban development plan (refer to chapter 6 for a
detailed discussion) 0 This involved an overall assessment of
the socio-economic and physical conditions in Mangaung~ the
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identification of the weaknesses and oppor-tuuf.trfes fot'
development, and the drafting of a strategy for the long term
economic deveIopment; of M~ngaung. It also included the
undertaking of additional projects that had not as yet been
identifiell. Such projects could either be proj.ects for
physical development such as the upgrading of the old areas in
}fangau'ng~ or prQ'iects related to the socio-economic
development of l_ ~>lung such as a support programme for the
informal sector and an investigation into the implications of
Mangaung's economic dependance on Bloem.fontein. COl;}qideratio11
was given to the full spectrum of urban services and
facilities that should comprise an urban environment. This
approach was applied to both the old areas of Manga.ung, as
well as in the new developments. Without such a p~.an, the
possibility existed that certain facilities and services would
be over-provided and others under-provided, the result being
an unbalanced urban environm~nt.
')c
At the time of writing, the overall assessment of Mangaunghad
not begun and can thus not be further commented upon. The
approach was. however, similar to the concept of the urban
development plan descr:lbed in ( pter 6.
4.4.2 Urban Managerial and Financial Planning
It was soon realised that extensions to Mangaung. of the
magnitude contemplated, had significant implications for the
management of the city as well as for the city 1s financial
position and cash flow. Consultants were therefore invited to
submit proposals for an a~3essment of the following:
the existing managerial situation
the required managerial chD.ngesto .A.ccommodat.ethe new
expansions
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the existitlg financial PQsition and tariff structures
the impact of the new developments on the financial
position of the Council and projections of the future
expected impact.
The major conclusions f:..:omthis investigation wer e (Zybrands.
1989):
there was very little depth of experience in the
Council. Due to the exd.gencd.ea of the work, the top
management structure found very little time to develop
the potential of the junior staff
the departmental heads were so busy coping w:l.th
functional work that they had little time to institute
proper control procedures
the council was not in a healthy financ:f.al position and
was, according to the extiezna'l, audi tors, technically
insolvent as if' depended on bridging finance from the
Provincial Administration to make up its deficit
the outstanding debtors account was constantly
increasing and amounted to R3,8 million at the end of
the 1988 financial year
the Council was caught in a web of financial restraints
which ~iould be extremely difficult, if not impossible,
to escape from. The accumulating interest redemption
burden was going to have a profound effect on future
budgets
there was very little evidence of any sound financial
management infornlation system
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services were generally rendered below cost. For
instance, electricity was sold at 5,5c per kWhwhereas
a realistic tariff for Mangaunghad been calculated at
10,5c per kWh. The same applied to water where the
corresponding tariffs Were S1c and 75c.
From the above, it was evident that MangaungT0W11Council was
not in a position to manage the city effectively, eVen at that
early state of deveLoprnerrt, Without a signif:l.c311t increase to
its managerial capacity, they wou.Ld not nearly be in a
position to undertake the management and maintena.nce of the
planned extensions. Mangaungalso dj~dnot have the managerial
capacity for. undertaking management functions for the planned
projects. In the event of anyone of their key personnel
leaving, the situation would deteriorate rapidly.
Any increase in the quantity of services to be rendered by the
Council 'Would result in a worsening OJE their financial
position. The planned extensiops therefore had serious
repercussions £01:' the long term financial position of the
Council. W:lthout a sign:tficant upward adjustment in rates and
tariffs the bridging finance provided by the Provincal
Administration v10uld have had to be Increased considerably.
Without a significant improvement in its financial position,
the Council was also unlikely to attract loans from the
private sector.
At the time of writing alternative strategies for addressing
the above problems
solutions existed.
were being cons Ldeced, 'No clear-cut
However. it was evf.dant; that the planned
extrens'Ions could not be undertaken without due consideration
to an improvement in both the managerial capacity and the
financial position of the Council.
The ideal would have been to address these aspects prior tu
continuing with physical dev~lopment projects. Howeverdue to
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the pressure of urbanisation. these Lasues vlould have to be
addre&s~.a in parallel 1i7ith the planning and corstzuetn.on of
the new residential areas.
4.5 CONCLUSIONS
The follov7ing conclusions can be reached from this case
study:
proj ect managers involved in the management of urban
development projects in South Africa, and who ~re
concerned w~th the overall long term success of their
projects, connot; limit their involvement vo techmcal,
town planning and engineering aspects alene
what; we are concerned ~.,;tith in urban development
projects such as these, is the creacf.on of cities. ,
Cities are compLex entities and planning for their
development require a holistic and balanced approach to
all element'> of the urban fabric
such a development planning process requires the input
from several disciplines, and i.t is thus up to the team
leader (or project manager) to co-crddnace and direct
membersof the team. As this represents a new approach
to urban development planning. no discipline is
specifically qualif~ed for this role
engineers must take account of political factors, and
must consider the political feasi~ility of their
proj acts. It must be expacted that proj acts ~vill be
drawn into the political arena, even though identical
proj ects would previously have been regarded as a
purely technical matter
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community participation forms an integral and ID~st
importan:t. part of urban development projects. The
wishes and aspirations of the people must be taken into
consideration and must form 1.<11 integral. part of the
planning process
in addition to socio-economic-political aspectJ the
engineer also has to attend to local authority
managerial and financial matters. The adver-se- impact
of large devel.opment projects on the finandal and
managerial position of a lOCal authority could be
significant. Project managers need to take due
cognisance of this aspect
the capacity of black local authorities to manage their
own affairs and to take meaningful decisions regarding
the implementation of development projects is often
severely limited. This has serious adverse
implications for the successful implement~tion of
development projects
technical aspects are generally WE:ll addressed by the
various professional disciplines. In cOl1sttast,
however, the other elements of urban development
require special emphasis as these aspects are often
overlooked or not addressed in sufficient detail.
Projects are in fact often jeopardised by those very
issues that were tradit:i.onal1y considered to be on the
periphery of development and outside the scope of the
engineer. Taking into account the current high level
of technical expertise in our country, there is a much
higher ri51<:of moneybeLng squandered through the wrong
approacb than through technological ,error
Q
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due to the diversity and complexity of the issues to be
considered in a project of this nature, it is
imperative that sp~cial effort should be invested into
the initial planning stages of such projects
because of the nature and the extent of the issues,
the plannitttf;process in a developing urban environment
invariably takes considerably longer than in a
developed environment
The above issues can be broadly grouped into development
planning matters, urban managerial and financial
considerations and technical! project related aspects. Under
these headings chapters 6 to 9 exp'lore the probLems identified
in this case study and the caGe study in the next chapter, in
more deta:l.1,and where possible suggest practical approaches
for overcoming such issues.
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CHAPTER .5
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THABONG
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter contains a case study on the development of
Thabong, the black urban area adjacent to Welkom. The author
was involved in this project from October 1987 up to the end
of 1989 as project leader and consultant to the DBSA.
5.2 BACKGROUND
Thabong is situated adjacent to WeU:om:I.n the heart of the
Orange Free State goldfields. The area is dominated by the
gold mining industry which is by far the largest employer in
the area. Anglo American Corporation (Me) owns most of the
goldmines in the region and this company in fact established
Thabongmany years ago when the first mine was opened in the
area. The other major mining company Ln the region is Gencor
and a large number of their employees also reside in Thabong.
Thabong has seen a considerable influx of people since the
abolition of influx control. In December 1985 the population
of Thabong was estimated at 45 000 people. In June 1987 this
figure escalated to 70 000 and the latest estimate (July 1989)
is 110 000. Projections indicate that a population of 200 000
can be expected by the. year 2000. Thj.s h:l..gh gro''lth in
population can mainly be a.ttributed to the large number of
mining employees (100 000 for the Anglo grc1upaLcne) who were
accommodatedin single-sex hostels on the mf.nes in the region.
With the scrapping of LnfLux control many of these people
brought their families to live in Thabong. although ..::1 great
number still choose to live in the hostels.
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Old Thabong consists of 5722 main dwellings and together with
the new extensions the number of formal houses amounted to
approximately 7000 during June 1987. The umnicipal area at
that stage covered an area of 917 hectares.
Anglo had realised at a very early stage that it was
imperative for the continued productivity of the mining
industry that the housing situation should be normalised.
Therefore, immediately following the acceptance of a positive
urbanisation policy by the Government in June 1986, MC
scrapped their policy of housing employees f.n hostels and
adopted a new policy which was based on the principle tha.t
employees should be given the opportunity to €!J{erc.isehousing
choices consi.stent "Jith their personal desires and financial
ability. A suitable home ownership scheme. with subsidised
interest rates, was developed and by June 1987 MC was ready
to contribute to the Government's posi tiv€! urbanisation
strategy. Gencor adopted a similar policy soon afterwards.
With Anglo's proactive involvement, Thabong TotvnCouncil were
convinced that they should purchase five farms with a total
area of 1828 hectares immediately to the east of old Thabong.
In addition, Blotnanda Housing Company also purchased 394
hectares whf.ch brought the extentions to Thabong ro 2222
hectares, an increase of almost 2,5 times the original area.
AACprovided bridging finance to the TownCouncil to purchase
these properties for an amount of R5,l million.
5.3 THESTATUSDURINGNOVEMBER1987
The author~ acting as project leader for the Development Bank
of Southern Africa, became involved in t1.'.e project at the
beginn:!.ngof October 1987 when the TownCouncil approached the
Bank for finance for the construction of bulk civil and
electrical engineering services to the neWareas.
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At that stage a local firm of town planners had already
completed the drafting of a structure plan for the whole
development. The township layouts for the first residential
aread to be developed, had also been completed (but not yet
approved) and an application to declare the whole area as a
development area (the so-called section 33 approval) had been
submitted.
As the capacity of the existing electricity supply to Thabong
was considered to be overloaded with approxImately 2000
consumers, tenders for the construction of a new 6.1 kilometer
132 leV overhead line, a substation and two 20 MVA 132!llKV
transformers, had already been obtained. Calculated at an
average demand of 2,5 leVA per stand~ this supply was intended
to serve 6000 consumers in the new area.
Preliminary designs for the bulk and connector civil engineer-
ing services to serve a substantial portion of the new area,
had also been completed. The application to the DBSA. thus
included for the financing of the following bulk and connector
services:
electrical services R 3,3 million
roads R 7,5 million
stormwater canals and weirs R 1,1 million
water mains R 1,6 million
sewer outfall R 1,5 million
Estimated total cost R15.0 million
=;::======;:::=====
These services had been planned as a first phase to serve t.he
areas that t<lereprognammed for development up to the end of
1989,
A development committee to guide planning for the development:
had been established under the chairmanship of a local
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diT~ctQr of MC. All interested bodies such as the OFS
Provincial Administration, South African Housing Trust,
Thabong Town. Council, Gencor. Departments of Health and
Education and others, were represented on the committee.
Meetings were held monthly.
Me had, on behalf of the To\vuCouncil. approached the South
African Housing Trust and a number of private developers who
had pledged their support for the development.
In addition to the loan for hulk and connector services,
Thabong Town Council also applied to the Development Bank for
loans for the upgrading of existing Thabong, as well as for
the establishment of a central shopping and business centre.
All in all, it appeared as if Tbabong was set on a course for
rapid development and DBSA thus approved a loan for R 15
million during November 1987. HO~lever, due to adminifitrative
difficult:f.es,the loan was only af.gnedduring July 1988.
5.4 ENSUING PROBLEMS
What fol10T,15 are some of the most important problems exper+
ienced by Thabong during the course of 1988 and during the
first half of 1989. The issues have been grouped under the
headings of managerial matrcexs, financial mattens, tiechnd.ca.L
and project related Lssues and the need for long term
planning.
5.4.1 Local Authority Hanagerial Matters
Soon after the signing of the loan agreement, the first
payment certificates for the installation of electricity
,"~rvicesware processed. It i1llIl1ediatelybecame evident that
Thabong had serious difficulties in complying with the simple
administrative procedures laid down by the agreement. Although
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Thabong had a qualified town treasurer in their employ (albeit
part time), simple administrative accounting procedures for
kenping track of loan funds paid out against the different
votes of the loan agreement, were not being adhered to. In
addition, DBSAIs standard loan drawdown form (a one page
document attached to payment certificates compiled by the
consultants), "(..as seldom filled out correctly. After three
months of unsuccessfully trying to coach ThabongI s officials
into following normal but simple accounting procedures, DBSA's
project accountants suspended the loan. It was not until a
local firm of civil engineering consultants were requested to
take over this function, that disbursements were continued. ,'.>
During the first half of 1988 two of Thabo'ugIs departmental
managers resigned. The first to leave was the to!VTIengineer.
He was succeeded by the town electrical engineer C.}
technician) on a temporary appointment. Next to leave was the
town treasurer who was replaced by a retired, ex Welkom
treasurer on a part-time basis.
The elections of October 1988 saw the election of a completely
~'lewcouncil, except; for one remaining councillor who was
re-elected. One of the very first actions that the council
took was to zemove the town clerk frOIDhis position. This
pezson , who was the very first black in South Africa to be
appointed as to"tVUclerk, was accused of mal-administration and
corruption. He fought his case to the supreme court, was found
not guilty but WaStold by the Council to leave for. the second
time, on the very same day that he was reinstated in his post.
The town secretat:y was appointed as acting town clerk towards
the end of 1988. However, the work pressure became too much
for him and he resigned during March 1989. He was succeeded by
the acting town engineer who then. held both positions.
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By this time the OFSProvincial Administration was trying to
assist Thabongwith the daily administrative functions, but
due to a lack of staff they were only partly successful.
During April 1988 a total of 60 posts. including the senior
posts mentioned above, 'tV'err- advertised. Bowever , the
qualifications and experience of the applicants we.re so low
the.c no senior appointments were made.
The nett result of all this was a significant overall
deterioration in the managerial and administrative c~ tity of
the council. In the above environment there was little time or
capacity for anything but the most urgent and important
matters. Proper planning was almost impossible as little
feedback or input could be obtained from the officials. The
long term effect on aspects such as operation and maintenance
of services, were serious. All in all it became evident that a
continuation 1i7ith physical development without a substantial
increase in the uranage'r.La.L capacfty of the local authority,
would be of little long term benefit.
The deveLopment;committee established by Anglo served as a
forum for guiding the development and for providing direction
to the consultants involved with the planning. The structure
of the committef' couId however, hardly be described as one
that facilitated communityparticipation. Decision making was
entirely of a t.op+downnature> except for occasional inputs
that were made by the town clerk and the mayor. The question
of howto obtain effective communityparticipation in an urban
environment where huge expansion proj ects have to be
undertaken, was unresolved until April 1988 when the concept
of working groups was instituted on a trial basis. This
concept involved councillors in the decision making proce.ss
but direct representation by the community Was still not
achieved. The working group concept is described in more
detail in chapter 7.
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5.4.2 Local Authority F:1,nancialMatters
The above deterioration in the r-anager-La L and administrative
capacity of the council had serious implications for t:heir
financial position. For instance, accounts were not rendered
on a regular basis. Large employers such as Anglo, who paid
most of their employees' accounts, complained bitterly that
they ~qished to pay their accouncs , but were unable to do so
because they did not receive accounts regularly, and when they
did, accounts were Q;ften incorrect. AngloIS arzears alone at
one .rtage ran into millions.
Because of the low level of financial management, the rates
and taxes charged by the Council were well below cost which
implied a continuous deterioratio,rt in the Councf.I.'5 overall
:[j.nancial position (refer to figure 3). At the same time the
d~velopment was continuing, which implied that the financial
:!.mpactof the development on the Council's already critical
financ:l.al position was increasing rapidly. Repaymenrs fo7:"'a
number of loans. such as the loan to the DBSA.were schedaled
to commenceshortly. Without adequate income from rates and
taxes, the Council's financial position would tben deteriorate
eVen further.
The National Housing Commission held a local authority
responsible for the administr.ation of subsidised Loans that
had been granted to individual home owners in the low income
groups (refer to paJ;'agraph 3.2.5). Local authorities were
responsible for establishing, on a yearly basis, the income of
the individual home owner's and dHtermining what the individual
subsidies and repayments should be. They were also responsible
for collecting the monthly payments from the home owners and
in turn for transferring these funds to the Commission on a
six monthly basis. This was generally a complicated and
involved procedure. In Thabongfs case the ~C undertook the
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constt'1).ction of approxim.ately 750 low cost houses and, at the
time of writing the first new owners had already taken
occupation, but Thahong had, despite numerous efforts by
oltsiders, not even identified an individual for undertaking
the admirJi'Jtrative task outlin.ed above. As one can understand
this led to further financ:l.i!ll loss to the council.
5.4.3 Technical and Projecl: Related Matters
The issue that stood out most in this category is that of
very slow progress with the construction of houses, especially
taking into account the nature of Anglo Y s pro-act:i.ve
involvement with the development, and their contrinuous
lobbying both in the private sector. as well as in the public
sector, even up to ministerial level. A comparison between
pl~nned and actual progress is depicted in figure 4.
Both private sector developers, as well as public and
semf=pub.Lfcsector participants such as the National Housing
Commission and the SA Housing Trust progressed much slower
than expected. Private sector companies would. for instance,
promise the world when trying to obtain land for development,
but once the contract has been signed, progress would be
considerably slower than what was agreed upon~ The SARousing
Trust had promised their active support fat' the project as
early as June 1987. Howeve.r, by August 1989 they had not
pl'ogressed any further than the construction of a number of
show houses. This apparent Lack of commitment could not be
attributed to any Single reason, but was due to a number of
contributing factors that fall outside the scope of this
inVestigation.
It also became evident that rhe private sector only addressed
the top end of the housing marke't, Le above R30 000 (the top
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15% in the case of Thabong), while the SAHTand the NRC were
the only two organisations involved in the provision of
housing for the low income groups. This was a further factor
prohibiting development.
The above situation could mainly be attributed to a lack of
building ~'ociety finance for housing below R 30 000. Even at
this level bonds were difficult to obtain and the societies
appeared to be limiting their exposure to the black housing
market in general, although t:hey would never admit this
publicly.
The result of this slower than planned progress with township
development and housing construction. was that: the bulk and
connector sarvfces projects which were under naken by the
council to open up the new areas for the private sector, were
not optimally phased. In general, the Lncr-eaae in capacity
that was provided in the first phases of the bulk services
projects, was too large. This effect was that too much
capacity was idle for too long.· This once again had serious
financial implications for the Council.
It was evident from the outset tha.t a need eJi:isted for the.
prov:l.sion of site :mcl service projects for the low income
groups as a large percentage of the population. fell into an
affordability group that put formal housing beyond their
reach. Howevar, no subsidies for such a project were available
and the Regional Services Council for the goldfields area had
at the time of ~1riting not commencedwitb its work. The
structuring of such a project with loan funds was attempted.
However. as there were so many other urgent problems to attend
to and as the consulta.nts involved had no experience with the
structuring of such projects. this never got off the grou~.
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Similarly, it was evident that there was a need for the
upgrading of the old areas of Thabong. This project wou.ldalso
have had to be financed with loan funds and as issues such as
cost; recovery and willingness to pay could not be resolved,
coupled with the lack in capacity to adequately prepare the
project, this project was also never realised.
Agreements between the Council and private developers that
allowed the latter to undertake township development, were
drawn up by the developers' attorneys 1 approved by Thabong
TO"IomCouncil and finally approved by the Provincial
Authorities. In the author's experience in Thabong these
agreements were drafted from a legal perspective in order to
comply with the law, and did not necessarily take project
specific risks into account. The end result was that the
agreement exposed the council to risks that were outside their
control. l~or Lnatance , the council was. in terms of the
agreements, responsible for the installation of bulk services
to a developer's area. This involved a capital out:'ay which in
turn led to financial losses by the council if t:te develop-
ment, subsequent occupation of houses and concomitant Income
fron' rates and taxes were not realised when programmed. The
agreements between developers and the council did not make
provision for such risks and in the case of Thabong, this cost
the council substantial sums of money.
In .addition, Councillors, especially the mayor, would enter
into agreements with township and shopping complex developers
On an ad hoc basis and without proper consultation with either
officials or cousuLt.anus, For instance, during 1988 Thabong's
mayor entered into an agreement with a deve.l.oper for the.
copstruction of a huge central business development, No proper
investiga tions wert,\, however, undertaken beforehand as to the
availability of bulk services or the financial implications to
the council of this envisaged development. The development
agreement, as drafted by the developer was structured to
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provade this particular organisation with an open-ended
pre-emptive right to the development of a CBD.In addition all
shopping centre dev....lopments within a radius of five
kilometers from the CBDsite were prohibited. Soon thereafter
the mayor entered into a second agreement ,-lith another
developer for the development of a regional shopping centre
which was situated only 2,5 kilometers from the first.
In the planning for the extensions to Thabong, a number of
school sites w~re earmarked for development by the Department
of Education and Training. It soon became evident however that
this department did not have nearly enough resources for
meeting the backlog and future demands brought about by the
rapid increase in population growth. Negotiations were held
at ministerial level, but to this day no new schools have been
constructed in Thaboug.
No other social infrastructure. such as creches and recreation
facilities had up to that stage been provided for the new
areas. Thabong was however foz tunat e in that Anglo had,
through its chairman f s fund, made funds available for the
provision of clinics and ambuLances, thereby ensuring that
health facilities were adequately provided for.
As the development of the new areas progressed, a number of
additional problems came to light, from which it was evident
that the project as a whole had not been adequately prepared.
Examples are the issues of cost recovery and the financial
structuring of the projects. For instance, the original loan
to the DeveIopment; Bank contafned an amount of R 1,5 mill:I.on
for the constructioa of sewerage facilities. This amount was
later revis" to R 4,5 million because of two r'easons ,
Firstly, the consultants made an estimating error and
secondly, developers found it unacceptable to recover part of
the bulk services costs through the ael.Lfng pr Lce of the
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housas , The whole question of cost recovery of the
infrastructure, ie through rp' es and taxes, or through the
selling price of the particular service, or through up-front
payments, should have been investj.gated in-depth beforehand
and should also have formed part of the overall structuring of
the bulk and connector services projects.
Other aspects that later proved to have been inadequately
prepared were the question of privatisation of certain of the
services (such as the ~rovision of electricity)~ the question
of maintenance and the impact of the new extensions on the
maintenance require ents of the council, which should all have
been addressed at an e:.irly stage.
5.4.4 A need for Long TermPlanning
Until the recent change in the Government's urbanisation
policy, Thabong had been regarded as a do:tmitory town and
until 1986 all development was undertaken with this as
departure point. What we were subsequently concerned with, was
the development of a balanced town that should provide in all
the requirements of the inhabitants.
Throughout the author's involvement with the development of
Thabong, it was evident that this historic role of the black
urban areas, coupled to the emphasis on physical development
and the immediate need for large scale housing projects,
created the danger that Thabong could continue on the road of
developing into an unbalanced entity. For instance, the
financial difficulties exper'Lenced by Thabongwere largely due
to the lack of an economic base, which was, inter alia, in
turn a symptomof unbalanced urban development. On the other
hand, the broadening of the town~s economic base was not a
simple issue. It was not something that could be iVlplemented
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against economic forces but required careful planning.
EVen though Thabong had embarked on a route of increasing t.he
original size of the municipal area by a factor of 2,5. and
vlhile a structure pLau had been compiled for its physical
development, there. was no long term vision or goal for its
ultimate socio-economic development. In addition) Thabong had
no overall long term financing plan to determine whether the
route that they had embarked upon was financially feasible and
sustainable.
Those frrvolved with the development in Thabong furthermore
realized that little planning had been done to address issues
such as employment creation, the need of the very poor, and an
optimisation of the long term economic development of the
tmm.
Although there had been talk in Thabongt s development
committee of long term socia-economic planning, this had not
materialised. mainly due to the immediate pressures of the
demand for housing and infrastructure that needed to be
satisfied. It had therefore been a case of attending to the
urgent and leaving the important for later.
5.5 CONCLUSIONS
This case study leads to the following important conclusions:
project managers who are concerned with the long term
success of urban development projects, muse also ensure
that long term socio-economic planning is be:I.ng
undertaken and implemented) in order to ensure that
development is being directed towards the ultimate
development goals. The focus with long term planning
should not be on individual projects, out: about
relat:!.ng the growth of fast developing urban areas, to
1.O3/0001.1
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economic devel.opment, about the process of ensuring
that a city in the making t-lill perform better. If this
is not done, projects tvill be undertaken on an ad-hoc
basis and investment deciSions will be sub-optimal.
community participation is of vital importance in the
planning process
the biggest constraints in the development of South
Africa's black town's and cities are the ligitimacy of
local authorities and the capacity for local authority
management. Although many local authorities may be
better equipped than Thabong to undertake the
management;of their o'((.!affairs. the expertise is often
situated in a few individuals and should they leave.
total collapse of the administration is a distinct
possibility
the financial position of black local authorities
often leaves a lot to be d~sired. Projects undertaken
for such organisations shouLd take this into account
and should b~ structured accordingly. One of the
objectives of projects undertaken in this environment
should be a limitation of the financial risk to the
local authority. In addition, projects should be
structured with optimum cost r'eccvery and an
improvement of the local authorityI s financial
position as prime objective
it serves little purpose to implenl~vt technically
sound projects in an environment where the
developmental or peripheral issues are not heing
addressed. The technical enigneering aspects pertaining
to urban development are generally well addressed, at
least in comparison to the almost total lack of
expertise in other areas of development. In the
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developing urban areas the peripheral issues are often
most important, and should they not be adcquaueIy
resolved it could lead to the failure of the project as
a whole. Project managers should make it their task t~,
address these issues, as there {- usually no one else
to undertake this task. Proj ec, should be used as
vehicles or mechanisms for addressing the most import-
ant of these developmental issues
one of the important peripheral issues with large
scale urban development projects, is that of outside
structural constraints that render progre'ss much slower
than what would be regarded as realistic on paper. Due
to the uncertainty of what the actual rate of
development would be, projects should be phased as far
as feasible, in an attempt to limit financial risk
agreements with private sector developers require
careful consideration
the provision 0' ElL 'ia1 infrastructure is often
neglected
due to the pressures for physical development,
environmental considerations are seldom taken into
account in the planning for urban deyelopment and urban
development prejects
The overriding conclusion from the two case studies is that
projects in the developing urban areas are often jeopardised
by issues that have traditionally been considered to he
outside the scope of the civil engineer's responsibilities.
Considering the comparahvely high level of technical
expertise amongst engineers. there is a much higher risk of
moneybeing squander'ed through the wrong approach to projects.
than through technological error.
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Thus, the tv10 case studies concerrung Mangaung and Thabong
have revealed the need for further consideration of a nupbez
of issues which can be grouped as follows:
socio-economic planning I development planning
urban managerial matters
urban financial matters
technical, envirOl~ental and project related issues.
These issues will he explored in more detail in chapters 6 to
9. Where possible, practical approaches to overcoming these
issues will be suggested. Chapter 6 discusses socia-economic
planning; chapters 7 and 8 address urban managerial and
financial matters and chapter 9 explores
environmental and P't'ojectrelat~d issues.
technical,
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C HAP T E R 6
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In the years ahead. and well into the next decade, urban
professionals and administrators face the formidable challenge
of planning for, and managing unprecedented urban growth in a
period marked by severe economic difficulties, sharply Hmited
resources, and major institutional and economic reforms.
SeriOUS national economic problems are likely to continue.
creating practical limitations on any ideas about development
issues (refer to chapter 2).
Yet, rapid urban grovlth will continue and with it many
difficult urban problems will be experdeuced , The chaLl enge
will be to structure urban development in such a way that
urbanisation becomes a partner in national development, In
order to achieve this the efficiencies of urban economics have
to be optim:i.sed. Which again implies that there will have to
be a growing emphasis on macro-economic considerations in
urban development planning.
Chapter 2 concluded chat , whereas urbauf.aa tLon has in the past
been regarded as a burden on the economy. it is now considered
as an opportun;i.ty for further economic growth. To acbd.eve
maximumeconomic growth, however , it is a prerequisite that
careful socdo-e.conomac pLannfng should be undertaken. Both
case studies in chapter~ 4 and 5 also concluded that long tenn
deveLopmer t planning is a necessity in order to avoid the
undertaking of projects on an ad hoc basis.
The historic role of SA's black urban areas, nameLy that of
dormitory towns, coupLad tvith the current emphasd.s on physical
development, created the danger that these rcwna and cities
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could continue to develop into unbalanced entities. For
instance, the current finan~-:ial' difficulties experienced by
most black local authorities are partly due to a lack of an
economi~ base, which is in turn a symptom of unbalanced urban
development.
Tradit:i.onally civil engineers have not been equipped to
undertake such economic planning. However, they have been
actively involved :I.n the provision of infrastructure for the
urbanizing areas and should the civil engIueer as proj ect
manager wish to retain his leading role in urban development,
he must certainly become familiar with the economic planning
process, at least to the extent that it will enable him to
,effectivilly manage the process.
At the time of iin:iting, the concepc of planning for the long
term socio-economic development of SA's black urban areas had
just been accepted by the Provincial authorities and the
Regional Services Councils, as being inevitable. Even the
DeveLopment;Bank who pioneered the concept for SA, had only
commencedwith the drafting of a number of such plans as case
studies. No planning hau been completed and it was therefore
not possible to refer to practical examples. Tbe contents of
this chapter could therefor~ be regarded as being too theore-
tical, hut the concept of socf.o-economfc planning is consid-
ered to be of such importance th~t it must form part of any
investigation concerning the management of the urban develop-
ment process.
This chapter firstly proposes a metbodo l ogy of planning for
economic deve.Lopment, and secondly discusses the concept of
urban development plans that were i11itiated by the Development
Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA). Lastly some prac~ical impli-
cations of socd o-uccncmfc development: in SA's urban
environment are discussed.
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6,2 PLANNING FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Economic development cannot start from the assumption that
certain kinds of projects will be necessary or desirable. Like
all p1anning~ planning for econOK~C development must involve
the following steps (after Bendavid-Va1, 1980):
data collection and analysis
formulation of goals for economic development
formulation of objectives or perforfuance targets
identification of.alternative development strate-
gies
comparitive asseSSlllentof alternative strategies
implementation planning
The planning process would then be followed by implementation
of the actions decided upon.
The above steps have been described :I.nthe paragraphs baLcw,
(Benclavid-Val).
f) •.L1 Data Collection and AnalYSis
Data-gathering activities shouln be carefully planned and
should distinguish between data that are easent.La.l, data that
are useful and desdrabLe, data that would be useful but
probably not essential and data of ,),lower prio:rity. Data can
be collected arid analysed in vadous ways of which the
follo'l7ingdivision propcaed by the nBSA is but one: economic,
financi,,~,soc.LaL,institutional and physical.
6.2.2 Formulating Goals for Economic DevelOEUlent
Formulat~.ng goal.s for the future deveLopment; of the local
economy is a big responsibility_ Funds that are invested into
the local economy are scarce and investment in one ~hing means
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that an investment is not made in an alternative. It is
therefore important to enDUrethat:
every major investment in the local area will
contribute to achieving economic development goals
each investment represe.nts the best among avail-
able alternatives at a time, including a zero
investment
it will not create side effects inconsistent with
community goals
it will not foreclose the possibility of certain
future activities that, may make a greater
contribution to goal achievement.
This requires planning based on thi!. articulation of ~~xplicit
goals. Taken together, economic development goals reflect the
communityI s future image of itself. Before any goals are
formulated an effort should therefore be made to identify the
qualities of community life in the future to which economic
deveLopmenractivities sboul.d Lead , Communityparticipation is
of the utmost importance ill the formulation of development
goals. Quite often development plans start with statements of
problems and opportunities. Such statements cannot be the
starting point for goals formulation because it is impossible
to establish what is a problem and what is an opportunity
without goals that reflect the future self-image of that
Gpecific community. Consultants can
identification but they cannot do it
assist in
on behalf
goals
of the
communitybecause they lack the local expertise. For instance,
iu recent disucssions between the author and council nembers
from SO'V.Tetoand Dobsonville it: was eVident that these two
neighbour:f.ng communities have completely different goals for
their futUre development. Soweto wishes to extend their
boundaries as far as possible and even wants to incorporate
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ne:i.ghbouring black authorities Lrrt.o their municipal area. They
also want; to exnend their boundaries to the west, as far as
Randfont edn, Dobsonville (in the orhez hand, v7ishes to retain
their present "small town" charact.ers and has set a limit on
expansion of tt'lice the present size. At the same tim¢.
howevar , they wish to expand their economic base in order to
become financially self-sufficient.
Goals are useless unless they h~lp separate the dssirable from
the undesirable. Thus they must .'be relatively specific, though
they w:l.11 be further refi!'l.ed and quantified into objectives.
For Lnat.ance to "stimulate growth" is not a goal because it
provf.des no guidance. It is merely a notion hecause it is
insufficiently explicit. Goals must furthermore be realistic.
If the step of goal formulation is carried out carefullY .130
that it concludes with a final formulation of a proper set of
goals j everything else will follow' more easily because every
succeeding step can be checked against the goals. For this
reason it paY3 to spend time on goal formulation and to avoid
the temptation to give it short shrift. in favour of focussing
on proj ect;s , as is currently so often th'a case in South
Africa's 'black urban area!'>,
6.2.3 Formulating Objectives
Goals are aspLra.tIons , objectives are target.s. You set dead
aim for a target, you either make it or you don't. Having made
the target, you may have made the goal, or making the goal may
require h.....tti.l'lg several targets simultaneously or in success-
ion.
Without explicit objective.s as performance targets, there can
be no ratiW}sl bas ln for a goal-orientated economfc deveLop--
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ment; action plan. The practical intent of eVery coal ahou.Ld
therefore be satisfactory expressed through the performance
targets.
An example of an explicit goal is "increase the number of
small manufacturing firms in a specific city" • This goal may
be expressed as one of the follo\ving obj actives:
establish a revolving loan fund of no less than
'R500000 for small manufacturers within two years
bring about the ~,',3tablishment of a new manufac-
turing firm in the city, employing 50 or less,
each year for 10 years •.
6.2.4 Identifying Alternative EconomicDevelop'ment Strategies
Strategies represent broad approaches to rea.ch obj ect Ives ,
whaneaa projects and actions are specific courses undertaken
as the applied expression of a specific strategy. Strategies
as defined here are not essential elements of the planning
process, they constitute an addition<;tl step in the going from
general to specific (:i.e from future image to goals to object-
ives to strategies to prt'jects). It is strongly recommended
that time be takan to examine explicit alternative strategies
and to attempt to assemble and to,sider alternative project
proposals 'tvithin strategic framet-lorks.
In practice it is often found that the moot obvious or tradi-
tional course of action is pursued vlithout due consideration
of any alternatives. This is one of the major t easons why
first toJorld technologies are often applied to third world
problems. It is believed that an integral and fmpor'tant; part
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of the project manager's task is to ensure that all alter-
natives are identified and assessed and that the obvious
alternative is not automatically implemented.
Techniques such as brainstorming, lateral thinldllg and
synectics can be useful to produce ne~ ideas and to divert the
focus from the most obvious course of action. The focus should
Hrstly be on alternative st:rategil" as the formulation of
such strategies ;;1111 probably in turn lead to the identifi-
cation of a number of alternat!
identified.
projects for each strategy
6.2.5 Comparative Assessment .of Alternative Strategies
The purpose of this step in the' economic planning process is
to compare the proposed economic development strategies and
actions in order to determine whi \ould be under-taken, The
various alternatives are analyse~1 prioritised in terms of
their relative contribtttions to the objectives identified.
6.2.6 I~plementation Planning
Implementation planning LnvoIves sketching out a Longt.erm
economic development program and then a detailed schedule for
the first coming project cycle.
The long term economic development program can be represented
by a variation of the Gantt chart shoWing the schedule for the
implementation of all the major economic development-related
strategies and actions that lead to the achievement !,f the
objet:tives and goals. These are represented on bars also
indicating mil~$toneS.
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6.3 URBAN DEVELOPMENT PLANS
The Development Bank of Southern Africa came to the conclusion
that urban development and urban development projects were
often ulldett<l.keno an ad hoc basis. DBSA therefore developed
a framework, named an urban development plan (UDP), which is
basically a strategic development plan for guiding the econo-
mic, social, managerial and physical development of a town in
the pursuit of optl.malutilisation of resources.
The UDP culminates in a development strategy and an implement-
ation plan which includes a 5 year financing plan (DBSA,
1989a).
The unP is made up of chxee phases ca'l.Ledthe "perspectdve'",
"alternatives for development" alldthe "development strategy".
Each of these thr.ee phases are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
6.3.1 The Perspective
During this phase the idea is to assess the current status of
an urban area and also to establish what its leaders and
citizens would like it to be.
The first step then is to gacher information in order to
assess the town's current status regarding the following:
the town's role and place Ln a national and
regional context
a local aSsessment of the town in terms of:
accdo+economf,cconditions such as population
growth, af£ordability levels and unemployment
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the housing situation, for instance: the
e:x:istinghousing atock, rates and tariffs.
collection strategies, arrears management and
the identification of possible constraints on
the housing process
the status of development, for instance: the
number of serviced erven available, a survey
of instances involved in the housing process,
agreements "(vithdevelopers and the levels and
standards of existing services
the managerial and financial position of the
local authority
services infrastructure.. such as upgrading
requirements, tariff structures, metering of
services, etc
social infrastructure, such as schools,
recreation facilities and public transport
commercial infrastructure, such as industry ~
Commerce and trade and government establish-
ments
required and possible land e:x:tensions
The idea behind the gathering of information is not to under-
take new surveys but to utilize e:x:istinginformation as far as
possible. Once this information has been studied) one will
have an overview of the City or town, as well as a proper
insight iuto the problems and opportunities of that particular
urban area.
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Phase I also includes an analysis of backlogs, projected needs
and upgrading requirements for the:
-housing demand in terms of income categories
-differentiated levels of services and utilities
-population densities
-demand for commercial infrastructure
-infrastructural services
-institutional capacity
-demand for entrepreneurial development support.
The last, but most important step in the perspective phase is
to determine what the goals and objectives of the communi'C.j
and their leaders are:- Wbat kind of town do th.:!ywant theirs
to be?
While the information gathering exercise could be undertaken
by consultants, it is of the utmost importance that the goals
and objectives should be determined by the community (refer to
paragraph 6.2.2 above).
6.3.2 Alternatives for Development
With the existing goals and objectives known. the next step is
to answer the question: how do we get from where we are to
where we want to be? Various alternative solutions must be
defined and then investigated to determine whether they are
affordable and practical. Financing plans which contain
possible sources of finance for the alternative strauegf.ea
identified, as well as cash flow analysis must be undertaken
in order to uetermfne whether alternatives are in fact prac-
tical and implementable.
After alternat:l.veshave been studied, the leadership and
community of the town must decide which is the one they want
to implement, bearing in mind the financial implications of
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that particular alternative. Communityparticipation is again
of extreme importance at this stage.
6.3.3 The Development Strategz
With the strategy already chosen, the final step is to work
out the development plan in great detail and to decide on
actions to be taken for the implementation of the stra.tegy_ It
is at this stage where projects are prioritised in order to
contribute optimally to the chosen strategy.
The author believes that the project manager has an important
role to play at this stage in order tn ensure that projects
are optimally structured to contribute mc'lximally to the
development objectives and the development strategy. At this
stage it is important that the I1wphasis is shifted to action,
in order to enSure that the plan js 1mplemented.
6.4 PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING
It is eVident from paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 above that l'ilocio-
economic development planning should be undertaken for each
urban area on its own in order to determine the specific
development problems and opportunities perta:tning to th~\t
specific area. It:i.s evident that the final development
strategy will differ from one area to another as no two urban
areas are identical. Identified proj ects "rill also differ
substantially from one area to the next , However, while the
ranking and importance of the issues may differ. the socio-
economic problems generally remain a commondenominator for
most of South Africa t s developi~l,.:..urban areas (refer to
chapter 2).
Assuming therefore that the socia-economic circumstances of a
particular urban area do not differ eignificant1y from the
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general pil:!ture described in this report, the foll()tving
aspects will probably feature in one way or anonhar, in the
deveLopment;strategy of that area:
Employmentcreation:. In chapter 2 it was concluded
char; South Africa has a structural unemp.Ioyment;
probLem; What is required thelt:'efore are
technologies that use more employment and an
f.ncrcase in the labour content of PI'oj ects. For
instance, tvhere a choice has to be made betwaen
al.t ernatdve methods for garbage removal, consider-
ation should be given to those ~ltern;;;ltives that:
will employ more people Q,' ~r the long te ..rm,
However. the benefits of ',6te p l>pJ;(l~'U1ent should
ab'ays be weighed up agai:l..>" "ther possible
negative effects such as an increase in costs.
Labour-drrrensdve construction methods should also
be used in engineering projects, as far as it is
feasible. En the author! s opinion there is much
scope in civil engineering proj ects in the urban
areas , for the optimisation in the use of labour
vs machines.
Inward industrialisation: Chapter 2 discussed the
importance of inward industrialisation. Strat-
egLes shou'Ld be djvised to create a shift in
consumption spending nowards a more intensive use
of locally abundant resources. which places the
emphasis en the creation of employment, the
encouragement of locql entrepreneurs and a reduc-
tion in the amount of capital in any specific
proj ect or production process. The housing deliv-
ery process, for instance provides much scope for
achieving Lnward industrialisation. Eg bricks"
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window and door frames, roof trusses etc, can
easily be manufactured on site and local entrepre-
ne~rs could be encouraged to enter this process.
Local entr!::~rl':!Urs and the informal sector: Local
entzeureneurs should be actively encouraged,
wherever possible, to enter the market. This often
requires t~at preferance be given to small instead
of large scale projects, since small projects can
be undertaken by the man ~with limited finandal
means. For instance. if large housing cont raccs
are put out to tender; the mere size OJ; th;;
contract may already exclude the small coucrac.tor
from participation.
Furthermore, urban development should be struc-
tured to take the requir~ments .jf the infouua:L
sector into account and to provide for their
needs. As an f 'ample, the case study for 'fhabong
mentioned the development of a eBD. What 5.s in
fact required are facilities where the infornal
sector could produce and sell their goods.
Private sector particj~ation: Economists appear to
have J;6ached consensus that the private sector
should be allowed to play a larger role in South
Africa's economy. The privatisation of a townIs
electricity supply is but one example where this
principle could be p'ractLca'l.Iy employed tdthin the
urban areaa ,
Improvement in urban efficjenc;r.: 'l'he ineff:f.c:~ '1-
cies that pJ.ague most cit::ies from traffiC!
cop"el;~tion to telecommunications breakdowns and
poor-Lymaintained services - :impose unnecessarily
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high costs on business, workers and consumers.
The efficiency and productivity of an urban area
depends in part on infrastructure and services
that are adequate, 'Nell maintained and reasonably
priced.
Creation of an economic base for the local
auth.~!ity and a sound urban managerial system: An
improvement in the capacity to manage, and a
widening of the economic base to provide more
income to local authorities, are two of the most
important problems to be addressed in any long
te:tm planning excercise to be undertaken for South
Africa's black urban areas.
The above is a brief disct.lssion of what are considered to be
the most important economic issues to be addressed in long
term urban dev~lopment planning.
Other issues that may prove to be equally important are: the
prevention of the leakage of purchasing power , the promotidon
of economic diversification, an optimisation of the use of
available infrastructure and an encouragement of community
participation.
6.5 CONCLUSIONS
South Africa's developing urban areas have huge backlogs in
infrastructm"e. and the need for development is great. The
need far exceeds the available resources.
Urban development projects have in the past often been under~
taken without due regard to the goals and objectives of the
community for which the development was intended. Proj ects
have also often been undertaken with0ut due consideration to
the economic implications of those projectlJ. All projects make
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use of scarce resources) and as such should be planned for
optimal use of those resources. Sot;fl,.
grot-ling at an unprecedented pace
c , ":at s urban areas are
~his is bound to
continue ,veIl into the next decade. an prq4.t;~ts are not
undertaken in optimum support of mac.\) economic development
polid.Els, a great portion of this nation r e resources will be
waat ed ,
It is for this purpose that development planning in an urban
envf.ronmerrt is indispensable. Although most engineers are not
qualified to undertake the required economic anaLysts , they
should be aware of the existence of suc\.p,lanning methods, and
of the importam~e thereo,f.. Where engineers play a leading role
in the urban development process, they should ensure t.hat such
planning is undertaken and they should perform a leading or
managerial role in this multi-disciplinary pro.tess.
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e nAP T E R 7
URBAN MANAGERIAL CONSIDERATIONS
7.1 I~TRODUCTION
7.1.1 Background
Until 1971 blacks were seen as temporary resi.(lentsof South
Africa. Blacks resident in towns outside the white urban areas
fell under the jurisdiction of white local authorities. In
1.971.administration boards were created in terms of the Black
Affuirs Administration Act of 1971. These boards were exten-
sions of the Central Government and were not regarded as local
authorities (Vallun. 1986).
Shortly afterwards, communf.ty councils ,.Jerecreated in terms
of the Co~munity Councils Act. This was seen as a step towards
the recognition of the permanence of blacks in white urban
areas, however, these bodies d-tdnot have the powers of local
authorities but were merely intermediaries for the administra-
tion boards.
In 1982. the Black Local Authorities Act created black local
authorities. With the promulgation of the Black Communf tLes
Development Act of 1984 administration boards were replaced by
development boards. Under this act the development boards
still had much power, thus restricting the authority of the
black local authorities.
It was not until the promulgation of the Amendment Act on the
Development of Black Local Communities (Act 74 of 1986) that
black local authorities were made autonomous. The development
boards tv-erealso abolished at the same time under the AboI»
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ition of:Development Bodies Act , although the act stipulated
that former rights, powers, obligations and employees be talten
over by the various Provincial Administration.; (Va.llun, 1986).
7.1.2 Capacity to Manage
White local authorities had a long hdstxrry of evolutionary
change to reach the present state of development and effect-
iveness of operation. From the above brief description of the
history pertaining to black local authori ties J it is clear
that neither the voting publict nor councillors, nor officials
have been given any chance to prepare themselves for their new
role. Councillors, for instance are largely ignorant of their
responsib:i;
find that
ties and duties. It is therefore not sur'pr-LsIng to
most black local authorities are at present
ineffective and inefficient. In many cases the administration
of cities have virtually come to a standstill with
mal-administration as the norm rather than the exception. The
fact that many officials from the previous aevelopment boards
left for greener pastures when the boards were abolished,
combined with a situation where few black personnel 'were
trained in local authority affairs during the pteceding
periods, and the po:.lt,\.calsituation and work environment in
black towns which make it difficult to attract personnel from
lV'hite local authorities, resulted it'} a situation where
competent staff are virtually impossible to find. In addition,
the functions of development boards were not:identical to that
of local authorities and personnel that took up pOSitions in
the newly established local authorities or in provincial
administrations trhene their role is to provide guidance to
local authord t f.c s, do not necessarily have appropriate
experience in local authority affairs.
The capacity of black local authorities to plan for optimal
development, implement projects and to maintain assets is thus
extremely weak. '.Chisstatement is (!learly ~ubstantiated by the
two case studies in chapters 4 and 5.
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The seriousness of the situation cannot be overetrressed , In
recent discussions with the chief director of community
services from one of the Provincial Administrations 1) , he
stated categorically that none of the black councils in that
province were in a position to manage rhemseLves effectively.
The extent of the problem is clearlY evir!l;.'1t wf'<.n the
structure a=d staffing of a town like Tembisa is COfJ1t .~j,.'edto
that of any of the neighbouring local authOrities.
The most serious threat to orderly and economically effective
black urbanisation is the impeding threat of the collapse of
local authorities.
7.1.3 Importance of Urban Mana':}ement
Better municipaL management;in everything from local finances
to road maintenance is absolutely essential if developing
cities are to catch up ~,:titb rapidly expanding needs for
services and facili ties. Physf.ca.l, inveotments aLone aze not
enough. This lesson has been Learned over and over in other
developing parts of the world (Urban Edge} Feb/March 1987).
The usual request from local autborities is for hardware, for
pr10jects that are tangible. Once legitimate local authorities
have been established, the most critical issue in urban
development will be the capacity of local authorities to
execute local at~.th('ritiy functions efficiently. Criticism of
existing local authorities has been extensive regarding
legitimacy and their lack of capacity to maintain their
assets, 'Co collect revenues and to perform other managerial
functions. Against this background if more and uiore projects
sre started and more and more hardware is given. without a
concomitant increase in managerial capacity, valuable
reSources will be wasted.
Host developing urban areas in South AErie-a are currently
involved in ambitious expansd.on programmes. Such extensions to
the infrastructure of a local authority have serious
1) Personal df.scussdon 'With an official who wished to remain anonymous.
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implications for not only t:lemaintenance of the newly created
assets. but also for the management and administration there-
of. This is especially true if it is considered that these
functions could in most cases not be performed efficiently by
the local authorities $ even before the expansion progxammes
were started.
Upgrading of managerial capacity is not a project, it is a
long term process and engineers are not necessarily equipped
to undertake such a task. Nevertheless, this chapter will show
how projects undertaken correctly, could be used as effective
vehicles to contribute to an increase in the managerial
capacity of local authorities. Any such action undertaken by
project managers should ideally be in support of institutional
upgrading programmes undertaken by specialists in the field of
urban management .•In the years ahead, and well into the next
decade, those involved in th~ developing urban areas of South
Africa thus face a formidable challenge: managing unpre-
cedented urban growth in a manner that will contribute to the
creation of more effective urban managerial systems.
projects structured for effecting a contribution to the
creation of viable urban managerial Lnatf tutf.ous thus also
present the greatest challenge to civil engineers and project
managers. However, such an approach has a great impact on the
approach of civil engineers to the management of projects.
Based on the author's experience over the past two years, this
chapter describes some relevant practical considerations and
approaches of importance to project managers who are respons-
ible for the creatioiJ.of new urban areas or large extensions
to exf.at Ing areas. 'fhe issues have been grouped under the
headings of managerial conafdezat.Lons, community participa-
tion, maintenance and operation of infrastructure, privatisa.-
tion and the new town concept and section 21 companies.
Conclusions are contained under the heading of lIimplications
for the project managerll•
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The next chapter cout.aans related approaches pertaining to
urban financial matters.
7.2 MANAGE~IAL CONSIDERATIONS
In considering the ability of an authority to render municipal
functions effectively, the main concern is for t11e financial
and organisational capacity of such an authority_
Amanager of urban development proj ect.s can contribute in t\tC'
t·1ays to the creation of a more effective local authority.
}<'irstly, the importance of effective urbac management should
be stressed and the proj ect manager shou.Ld emphasise the
absolute necess:!..ty of this fur ion. This may sound obvious,
but this aspect is often not allocated a high enough priority
with the result that the subj ect is negLectied until a very
late stage, to the detriment of the project and development in
general (refer to the case study on Mangaung in chapter 4).
Where possfb.Le, the project manager should ensure that the
local authord.ty is assiste.i by specialists to upgrade their
capacity for management.
The second way by wh:l,ch the managerial capacity of local
authorities cau be st~engthened is often easier to implement
since it is directly related to the task of the project
manager. This method necessitates that the proj ect manager
should use projects as vehicles for strengthening the LocaL
authority's managerial capacity. This implies that projects
should be structured in such a manner that specf.f ;c consider-
ation is given to a maximisation of local authority parti-
cipation in the planning and decision making procesS.
Often this can only be achieved at the expense of a slower
rate of progr ess with planning and design. however, the
benefits in terms of an increase in the capacity for decision
making of councillors and officials alike, is considered to be
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well worth while. An addition:.?~.«dvant.ageis that project.sare
structured in accordance "lith the wishes of the community (at
least as far as councillors can be considered to represent th~
community) and that councillors have a first hand knowledge of
the long term planning for their specLfLc warde and are thus
in a better position to keep voters informed.
The folloidng paragraphs present some practical considerations
for effecting the above.
7.2.1 Community Participation
Community participation has as its objective that the intended
beneficiaries of the development pro(.cssneed to share in the
responsibility for development initil'l(ives,priorities and
particularly for achieving sustainable development (DBSA,
1989b). As a result, it is generally recognised nowadays that
community participation should be actively sought in the
planning of projects. There are !J.owevermuch diverse views on
how this should be achieved. On the one extreme of the scale
communit~ participation is merely considered to be an
information exercise where the community is told what has
already been decided by planners and bureaucrats. The other
extreme is where an j.n-depthGtudy is made by sod.ologists and
anttrropc.l.ogLsts to establish what makes a particular community
tick (Abbott, 1988), many a doctoral thesis has been ''1ritten
on the needs and requirements of communities. Studies of
communities may thus take years if left to th.:!social
disciplines. In contrast, project managers are normally
appointed to manage the planning, deSign and comtruction of a
specific project and must therefore be able to sh\.wprogress.
The question therefore remains how to achieve community
partic:i:pationon a practical level in the planning of urban
development and large scale urban projects. The author
believes that in South Africa's developing towns and cities
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this should te "ace through the elected town councils. No
doubt many people will reason that the current eLected
councillors do not represent the communities for \yhich they
stand and that thlty should therefore not be recognised :tn
communityparticipation. exercises~ Even if this was true, it
is still recommendeti that cbmmunities should be reached
through the councils as this is the only way in which the
institutiofi 1 capacity of the developing urban areas can be
stre'tgthened. This does not imply that socia-economic surveys,
and surveys to establish the needs and priorities of
communities should not be conducted amongst communities. nor
that other community groups should not be consu.l.ted, but
merely that councils should be participants in the planning of
such actions and the main thrust of community participation
should be through the local authorities.
Local authorities can be said '.;0 have ttvo basic functions (de
Gasparis, 1989):
the provision of services to the community
the management of the community
The nrst function, the provision of servf.ces is relatively
sttaightforward. The second function, the management of the
community is more complicated. It entails matters such as
deciding on the priority of the services to be provided,
planning decisions ror the future:: of the town, the acquisition
and allocation of funds etc. Overal1i for maximumeffective-
ness; it is important that the management funct.Lon is
performed in order to advance the public's ...uterest.
In the past the tendency has always been for the authorities
to plan and decide for the community. The result has been a
lack of commitment towards the pic-escribed project~ or utter
indifference. It has become imper~lti'\te therefore to move away
from this defunct school of thinking and to do the reverse, ie
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instead of top to bottom planning, planning should be llr'der-
taken from the bottom to the top. The two key principles are
communication and involvement. Communication must be two-way.
Not only must the community be 85 fully informed as possible
about the urban development plans affecting them, but they
must also be.given the opportunity to provide input.
One way of achieving this is to form ward development commit-
tees that in feet act; as mini-councils for their ward members.
Such ward committees could be used to identify the needs of a
particular ward and to identify proj ects to be undertaken.
These committees then act as direct link between the community
and the council. Another way is through public meetings,
surveys and newsletters, but it is important that the
community be given the opportunity to communicate its
responses in return.
Councils usually establish standing sub-cotan-Ltcees to
investigate certain specific aspects of local government and
to make recommendations to councils on these matters. Often
however, these commd ':"eesare not effective as the members
lack experience and knowledge of how such committees should
function and of local authority affairs in general. These
committees nevertheless present an opportunity for creating an
interfac~ between councillors and projects. It has been found
in practice that these committees present ideal opportunities
to address not only projects. but also development issues and
that such committees can be used effectively for the
strengthening of institutional capacities.
The author was involved in instituting such an arrangement in
Thabong which is situated close to Welkom in the Orange Free
State (refer to the case study in chapter 5). Figure 5 on the
next page depicts the organisational structure of the working
groups which appeared to be functioning well.
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Thabong tmqn council had eight 9tanding aub+commf.tteas 'w'hich
were combined to form four working groups in order to make it
more manageable. Between two and five councillors were
represented on the ~vorkil1ggroups and so were the relevant
departmental heads. In addition, consultan~s, representatives
of the Provincial Adminj,stration and financial institutions
were co-opted on the wo rkfng groups as and when necessary. Ozre
of the councillors acted as chaf.rman ,
Many issues that were referred.to the working groups were of
interest to more than one group. The proj ect manager thus
performed a vital role in ensuring that co-o rd Inat.Lon took
place betw.aen the various wor,:i.ng groups and also in ensur-ing
that communication between tbe groups and r;"'!.eexecutive
committee was functioning w'ell.
For instance, standard forms we17edeveloped to ensure that
communication took place on a structured manner. The \vorking
groups addressed both proj ect; issues and development issues.
Councillors eft en also brought /t'oblems of a general nature to
these groups.
Each working group had a snandard agenda which covered the
items that the group had to address. Tne agendas were
extended, sho~tened and items were added by the project
manager ill consultation with the chairman. The project manager
had to ensure that all aspects ~>let'eadequately covered and
that duplication was avoided.
Guided by the agenda. a working group would make recommend-
ations on:
what; needed to be done
who needed \;'j be involved
when submissions Were to be available
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which aspects were to be considered by the executive
committee.
The workf.ng groups did not keep conventional minutes.
"Hinutes" in the working groups consisted of an attendance
list and a schedule of decisions with an action column and a
report back date. All submissions, reports, requests or any
other input into ehe Vlorking groups were in writing and these
ver e added to the above to make up the minutes of meet i.nga,
These minute& were only circulated to members of the relevant
workf.ng groups, but ",ere available for perusal by members of
an7 other group.
Any submission or r-econsnendat.Lonto the executive committf'~
was entered into the standard form of submission and any
comments and recommendations were entered into the space
provided for that purpose. Formal f eedback to the working
group consisted of matters referred back to them by the
execut Lve committee as well as council, .soLut.fons,
All instructions to consultants and specialist advisors were
first formulated and dd.scusaed by the relevant working group
before appodntaneu, .... v7ere made. This facilitated the optimal
structuring of projects.
From the above it is evident ';.hat working groups had no
executive or decision making authority but merely acted as
advisory bodi.es on specific aspects. Close liaison with the
commuul cy was maintained by insisting that councillors consu.I,.
voters on all cri tical issues. Ideally, this contact should
have been established through ward development committees)
however, for the case under consideration this was not the ,'lay
it was done.
Through the above process town council officials and eoun-
ci1lors can <:1,11 be! involved in the decision making proc:ess and
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over che long term this could definitely have a consztde'rabl.e
positive impact on the instttutiC:'1";1l capacity of local
authorities.
It is believed that the Lnvo lven It of communities in t.he
identification and managcffient of projects has positive
consequences in at least three important aspects (de Gasparis,
1989):
communityparticipation helps to create an organisational
structure and a momentumthat continues after project
activities ar e concluded and provides the basis for a
sense of responsibility towards the success of the
project
active community involvement at all stages of proj ect
design and implementation is the most effective way to
develop and maintain a commitment for cost recovery
the organisation, motivation and mobilisation of
community groups could well becoilt~ the main function of a
new type of local authority s~rvice. Rather than
attempting to deliver services to people, local
government and people resources
achieve urban service go Ls
efficiently.
should be combined to
more effectively and
However, it musr be stressed that community participation has
recently become a cliche, is not easy to implement and takes
up considerable time and effort. ~fuile community participation
Is all important, it is also necessary to stril~e the correct
balance between participation and the rate of progress with
development projects.
7.2.2 Haintenal'lce and Operation of Infrastructure
In a first world environment engineers and project manager's
rarely have to concern t'henseLveu with the operation and
maintenance of proj ect s , although it can never be taken for
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granted that these aspects w'ill automatically be taken care
of. However. seen against the lack of inBtittltional capacity
in the developing urban areas t the Lssues of operation and
maintenance are of tue utmost importanc~. The general suor tage
in skilled manpowerin South Africa furthermort underlines the
issue, since it is unlikely that the Leve-L of technical
expertise in the developing urban areas will increase
substantially in the foreseeable future.
Consulting engineers used to designing projects for the first
world component of our society often do not give adequate
consaderat.Lon to chase aspects. The reason for this is two-
fold. Firstly they hove in the past; been involved in dissim-
ilar conditions where they have not been exp ect.ed to take this
into consadarut Lon, and secondly operation and managerial
aspects are often not considered to be included in their
brief.
It is in this context that project managers ha.ve a vital role
to play in ensuring that proj ects are s+ructnrred to take this
i.nto account. Proj ect managers must; thus act in an interme-
diate capacity to ensure that institutions are geared for
future maintenance requirements or alternatively that prOjects
are restructured to match the institut::tonal capacity of the
authod.ty involved. In practice. it is likely to be a combdna-
tion of the two.
It is impossible to provide general guidelines in this regard
as the appropriate action will depend on the specific cil:-
cumscances involved. Whereas '1 local authority such as Soweto
may have the expertise to ope:tate a technologically advanced
sewage purification works, this may not be the case for many
other black local authorities.
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Sov.th Africa is characterised by ao-ca.l.Led white and black
local authorities] often in close proximity to each other. The
disvarity in level of inst:f.tutional expertise in these adjoin-
ing authorities is more often than not, very significant.
Generally white local authorities have highly developed
institutions with considerable managerial capacf.ty , Proj ect
managers can often. act; as catalysts to ensure closer liaison
between local authorities. It is often easier to facilitate
such co~operation on a technical rather than administrative or
managerial level, especially where right wing groups are in
power in the white councils. It is believed that such
co-operation shcuLd be actively pursued and that assistance
with operation and mafntenance aspects are often the right
place to start.
It is not only in high technology infrastructure such as
sewage purification works and electricity networks and sub-
stations that maintenance should be considered. but also in
all other elements of infrastructure. From chapter 2 it is
evident that urban areas will .m future be characterised by
progressively lower levels of infra3tructural standards as
services are provf.ded for the 10!>Ie.rincome groups. It is
commonknowledg~ tllat maint~nance requirements increase as the
level of service is reduced. For instance, gravel streets
require much more maintenance than tarred roads (Bleibaum,
1988) •
In South Africa very little work has been done on the specific
requirements of maant.enance of low standard services. It is
believed, however, that this issue must be specifically
addressed by project managers involved in such projects. In
Maseru the concept of length menwhomaintain gravel roads in
the neighbourhoods where they live is now being instituted
(Utban Edge, May 1989). This concept has been app.Lf.edwith
great success in other parts of Africa. albei t in a rural
environment. There should be no reason however why rhe concept
should not work in urban areas.
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It is thus evident that the issue of maintenance and operation
of infrastructure needs careful consideration and planning.
Often the need for innovation Lncreasea as the level of
service is reduced, Maintenance and opexatri.ona'l,aspects must
be considered early on during the planning stage of proj ects
and not after the facilities' have been constructed, as it is
often necessary to structure and design proj ect s with clear
maintenance objectives in mind. ShoulQ training of personnel
be necessary> the need shuuld also be identified at an early
stage in order to ensure tha.t trained people are available
simultaneously with the completion of construction of the
facility.
It is in these &9pects that proje~t managers have a vital role
tc play.
7.2.3 Privatisation
Privatisation of local authority functions is one of the
methods that could be employed for strengthening the institu-
tional capacity of local authorities. In e.ddition to the
privatlsation of engineering services such as sewage purifica-
tion and electrification, other LocaL <'Hthority funct:i.ons such
as garbage removal, meter reading, processing of accounts and
financial management are, amongst others; local authority
functions that could be privatised or contracted out.
Privatisation implies that a private company assumes overall
responsibility for the provision and operation of a service.
The local authority loses control over that function although
provision is usually made for representation by the local
authority on the hoard of the private company. The cotttrarting
out of a local authority function or sendee involves the
performance of that function or .servd.ce by a private company
in cerms of a contract between the company and the local
author! ty , In this case however, the local authority remains
the responsible Drganisation and still has ultimate control.
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Should privatisation be a possibiiity, it is recommendedthat
the private sccnor be involved as early as possible in the
planning process. For instance, should electrification be
considered for pri'.tatisation, the requirements of the pri.vate
companies that may be, involved in the ope rat forr of the facil-
ities, should be taken :f.nto account from the outset. Such all
organisation may for Lnat.ance have specific requirements for
the type and location of meters and the design of the
distribution netw·ork.
A considerable number of investigations into the feasibility
of privatisation of electricity services are currently being
undertakeI'! ~e reason for the interest by the private sector
in this elemept of local authbrity services, is the potential
profit to be made out of ele~~tricity. In ,.,hite local author-
ities electricity is generall:r considered to be a money spin-
ner. In this lies both an opportunity as well as a potential
pitfall. When privatisatiol1 of electr:i.city or any other
service is considered, the effect on the financ.ial pOSition of
the local authority should be duly taken into account as it
can easily happen that lucrative services are priva.tised,
leaving the council financially worse off and without access
1)
to profit generating aouz-ces of income <; This calls for the
appropriate 3~ructul:"ing of pr.ojects and for a balance between
the interests of the local authority and the profit motive of
private sector companies.
It is believed that the project manager in the developing
urban areas should be aware of the above options and potential
problems, and that he muat ensure that privatisatic,u as well
as the contracting out; of services and functions, should be
addressed as one of the solutions for s.illving th:~. institu-
tional problems of local auchozLtd.es,
l)Conclusions reae-hed by the author after. analysing proposals
submitted for the pri',atisation of Thabong's electrical service.
If
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7.2.4 The New Town Concept and Section 21 Companies
As is evident from the case study concerning Mangaung in
chapter 4, there are often numerous problems associated with
the planning and construction of extensions to existing urban
areas. One of the ways to overcome these problems, is to
complete the development of the new area and then to decide at
a later stage on whether incorporation into the existing town
should take place or not . This is known as the new town
concept. One of the legal options for achieving this is
through the establishment of a section 21 company.
The possibility of establishing a section 21 company to act as
a quasi local authority, has recently been contemplated for
certain deveLopLng urban areas in South Africa 1). This concept
is not without precedent as it has been applied in a fe'wwhite
urban areas in South Africa,and is fairly common in r:heUSA.
A section 21 company is a company that applies any profits for
the promotion of its main object and that does -qotdistribute
divi,dendsto its members.
The principle on which such a company would function. is that
all owners of property in a specf.fd,c urban area would become
members of the company and would have the right to vote, just
as for any other private company. The number of votes may for
instance be determined on the basis of property values. This
principle is the ultimate in privatisation of local authority
functions as it entails the total privatisation of the local
authority.
A recent investigation into all the major local authority
functions and subsequent discussions with a repr.esentativeof
the companies office, has shown that it is legally possible
for a section 21 company to perform all the functions of a
local authority. However, the major advantage of this concept,
1) Refer i:cthe proposed establishment of Heriting in paragraph 4.3
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namely the separaufon, of politics and administrative func-
tions, also contains its major drawback. Sounh African blacks
have political rights on a local authority level only and a
separation bet'tYeenpolitics and administrative matl:ers on this
level may therefore be unacceptable from a constitutional
development perspective.
From a functional perspective~ howaver, the new rown c,.:. ncept;
and the establishment of section 21 ccmpandes as quasi local
authorities nevertheless require c,onsideration. Project
managers involved Ln urban deveIopment; projects vIhere the
establishment of a local authority 011. either a temporary or a
permanent basis is being considered, should take this alter-
native into consideration.
7.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PROJECT MANAGER
Local government institutions in the first world component of
our society are generally developed to a high level of
competence. Civil engineers and pro;]ect managers therefore
rarely have to concern themselves with institutional matters
when dealing ",ith projects in this env"lronment.
In the developing urban communities, the situation is hO'tYever
complet.!ly different. Here urban manager-Ia'l, considerations are
by far the af.ngl.e most important factor constraining develop-
ment. The World Bank. for instance, cites institutional
failure as the most fundamental reason for lack of project
success (Bastani, 1986). In the South African context black
local authorities are in their infant years, and their
managerial capacdty is extremely 'tYeak.
The issue of managing urban growth (or a lack therebf) and
ensuz+ng the economic productivity of the urban economies is
in :fact a global issue shared by all devel.opdng ceunt rdes
(Urban Edge, February 1985). If cities and towns are ineffi-
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cfent , p'rcduc'tfvf.tiy will be less, and that will have serious,
indeed drastic consequences for our national economy.
It is increasingly being recognised that peoples' active
support and participation not only contribute markedly towards
ensuring the success of projects but that many projects will
fail without them. It is believed that in South Africa's
context, communityparticipation should be achieved through
the existing local authorities in order to strengthen, rather
than. undertnine these organisations.
Although civil engineers are not necessarily specialists on
urban managerial matters, they can contribute much to
influence the development process positively through the
appropriate structuring of projects and by using projects as
vehicles for the strengtbenfng of institutions. In addition,
where pOSSible, they can ensure that formal institutional
strengthening programmesare undertaken by specialists in tuis
field.
It should be realised that development f.s for the people. Many
of the failures of development efforts are a result of the
fact that this goal of development is not suffic.iently taken
into account. At the same time, it is realised that community
partid.pation has become a cliche, is not easy to implement
effectively and it takes time. Communityparticipation is a
process, and it is therefore necessary to strike the right
balance between progress with physical development and
communityparticipation. The level of partic.ipation should be
structured in aecor-dancewith the type of project and the make
up of the comnnmd.t.y , however. this facet of development must
be given its rightful place in urban development projects.
In this context it is necessary that project managers must
also have some understanding of the socia-political issues
pertaining to the envf.ronmentwithin which they work (Wall,
1990).
12.9
The type of project planned and implemented1 and the type of
technology used have a considerable impact on the future
maintenance and operational reqllirements to be performed by
the relevant local authority. It is necessary that these
aspects be taken into account; early in the planning process.
In addition, the necessity for training of personnel to
undertake the operation and maintenance p+ facilities, should
be investigated at an early stage.
Privatisation of cext.afn , or all of the local authority's
funct f.ous could assist in creating a more efficient managedal
system. Where ICoD1pletelynew local authorities are created.
privatisatfon ot the local authority as a "thole through the
es.tabLf.shtnent;of a section 21 company, could prove a viable
al.t ernamve ,
To spend money on capital works alone is not development. If
there are no institutions, people and adequate systems to
manage and maintain the assets that are created and the
services that arc provided, little has been achieved. The lack
in fnsti tutional capacity is the biggest factor constraining
the development of blade urban areas in South Africa. Proj ect
managers and engineers have an important role to .£>layby
firstly ensuring that the implications of a weak institutional
system is taken into account in the structuring of their
projects. and secondly, that projects are structured in a
manner that will support the building of effective local
authority institutions.
The next chapter explores local authority financial issues and
the financial impact of projects.
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c nAP T E R 8
FINANCIAL YillTTERS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
8.1.1 Hi5torl
During the period when black towns and cities were
administered by ..-ihite local authorities, the rent and services
cirarges for black areas were subsidized from the income
accounts from white local authorities. Whenthe administration
boards were established, they were confr.onted with
uneconomical tariffs far below the actual cost of rendering
services. The strategy adopted by the boards was to reduce
deficits through surplus from beer and wine sales and to place
levi~s on employers. However, the boards were still not able
to make ends meet with the result that demands on Central
Governmentfunds increased annually. The privatisation of the
liquor outlets and the gradual increase in transport subsidies
further contributed to a worsening in the financia). position
of the boards.
8.1.2 The Current Situation
Rates and taxes from industries and large businesses normally
tsake up a substantial portion of the income of \vhite local
authorities. "OUt; to the fact that Lndustrd es and businesses
we're traditionally not allowed to locate on a large scale in
black urban areas, these local authorities have to make do
without this source of income. Although the Regional Services
Councils were established with the objective of providing an
(,dditional source of Lncome to the developing local
authorities, funds from this source are exclUSively allocated
for infra structural projects and do not therefore directly
improve the financial position of the local authorities.
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The current dire financial position of black local authorities
is therefore to a large extent a direct result of the historic
strruczural, distortion of the institutions responsible [or the
managementof black urban areas, and of the earlier policies
for the handling of financial matters by these authorities. A
measure of the financial predicament in which the black local
authorities currently find themselves is clearly illustrated
by the follOWing examples. The SO black local authorities in
the Transvaal have budgeted for a cumuLatdv-i deficit of
R28S,S million for the financial y iar ending June 1989 (Preto-
ria News, 4 April 1989). The Soweto city council had an
accumulated debt of R701million by April 1989 (Finansies and
Tegniek. 7 April 1989) and this amount increases by approxi-
mately R8million pel month.
The current losses of local authorities are being financed by
. the Provincial Administrations with short term loans. However,
no long term strategy or solution for the worsening financial
situation of black local authorities exists. The pOlitical
situation, rent boycotts and ineff:f.cient administrative
systems and procedures contribute to an ever deterio:r.ating
situation. In addition, debt incurred by development boards on
behalf of local authorities have been passed on to the re-
levant local authorities when the development boards were
phased out. Soweto, for example still has to find ways and
means of repaying R250million for the electrification project
and RlSO million for the civil upgrading projects of the
,early 80IS.
The basic problem is therefore one of historic neglect to
create viable institutions and managerial capacity and
expertise within the black community in the field of local
authority managerial matters. In addition, due to the fact
that black to~~s were historically regarded as dormitory
towns, no viable economic baae were created to enable these
authorities to becomefinancially independent.
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The author has found that it is commonfor black local
authorities to sell services for less than what they pay for
that sel~ice. For instance, in the case of Mangaung (refer to
the case study in chapter 4). electricity is sold for 5,5
cents per kWh,whereas the tariff sllould have been 10 cents to
break even,
Most Loca'l authorities make huge losses on thei:: t radxng
accounts and of t.er, they are not even, aware of the extent of
the problem. For instance, operation and maintenance costs aTe
often not correctly allowed for when the selling price of a
service is calculated. Often t.ater and electricity usage is
not met~red at each erf and actual individual consumption is
thus unknownwhich renders realistic pricing policies dif-
ficult.
What is not generally known is that the narrow economic base
of black local authorities not only affect their income, but
also has implications for the purchase price of services such
as electricity. ESCOMnoes not charge a fixed tariff to local
authorities, but bases :T.ts ca '-t£f on the peak demand in
relation to the volume of eLe.,,.:ricity sold to a specific
authority. Because black local. authorities mainly provide
servicer. to domestic users, they have relatively high peaks,
whereas white local authorities also provide electricity to
industries and businesses and therefore generally have J V10re
even demandfor electricity throughout the day. As an example)
this policy of ESCOMresults in a tariff of 7 cents being
charged to Roodepoor t munici,vali ty , whereas Soweto is charged
10,5 cents per kWh(Halan, 1989).
Whatever the reasons, it is evide~t that the majority of South
Afrj.ca f s black local authorities are in a dire financial
posI tion. If they were private comparrtesj almost all would
have been declared bankrupt. Projects undertaken against thiD
background should take this important factor into account and
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projects should be approached and structured according,Jy.
This chapter discusses some approaches that proj ect managers
should follow· in the management and financial st ructnrrdng of
projects undertaken for black local authorities.
8.2 IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
In chapter 2, future trends in the growth of SA's urban areas
were predicted. From that analyses, as well as f om observa-
t:i,ons of the actual increases in the population of the urban
areas, it is evident that the future growth in thE: black towns
and cities will be high.
This implies that local authorities will be unde'r considerable
pressure to provide more and more :infrastructural services.
Taking into account the exd.st Ing back.Log in se.rvf ces , it is
evident that the investment in servf.ces that will have to be
provided in the near future will in most cases far exceed
investments already made. The extent of the pLarmad expansions
to Mangaung and Thabong as described in the two case studies
support thi.s statement.
The above situation has three important implications: First~
ly, while many infrastructural services (especLaLl.y bulk and
connector services) are installed with borrowed funds, capital
redemption and interest repayments are bound to constitute a
major portion of the total cost of services provision. This is
evident if the situation is compared with that of white. local
authorities where infrastructure has been installed over a
long period of time, where much of the capital has been
redeemed and where net" extensions form a relatively small
portion of the total investment in infras~ructure. A compar-
ison between Soweto and Randburg shows that capital :'ademption
and interest amounts to R3 per month per residential stand in
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the former city, 'whe.reas the comparitive cost in Soweto is R33
(Malan, 1989).
The second implication concerns operation and o"1intenance
coats associated \Vi th '.the p.rrrvdsd.on of services. From the case
studies j.t is evident that many black local authorities
provide services at a loss. It is evident that new investments
in infrastructur.e and a concomdtant increase in the amount of
services provided, will lead to a proportional increase in
losses.
The third factor relates to the typical period of negative
cash flow that is inherent in any investment proj ect (refer to
figure 6). For instance. in. projects for trading services
undertaken by black local authorities, this period of negative
cash £101i1 con be very long indeed. This is because of the
generally small profit (if any) made on these services. It is
not uncommonto find ·the break-even period to be as 101:).g as
ten years, but this will depend entirely on the pricing policy
of the local authority. Where services are sold at a loss, the
implication is that the break-even point will never be
reached.
Due to the general lack of financial managerial skf.Ll.s in
black local authorities, the above implications of new j.nllest-
mentis are seldom realised by local authorities embarkdng on
ambitious expansion programmes. Even where a local authority
has financial expertise, they often do not understand pr'Pject
financial i. stter s , Proj ect managers have an import.ant role to
play in this regard. In the context of black urban dev.elop-
ment , project managers should concern themsel.ves , not only
with proj act; r eLated fLnance, but also with the Lmpact of
projects on the financial position of local authorities. In
this regard, it is necessary to consider the impact of capital
and interest repayments, as 'well as operation and maintenance
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FIGURE 6:
tCA~!i.llk«JW_LQ!tJNVESTMENT PROJECTS
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costs. It is furthermore important that these costs. and the
impact thereof on the financial position of the local
authority, should be extrrapoLatied in order t,.) assess the
financial implications of the envisaged development for the
future.
It has been fvund in practice, that graphic representations of
the above financial forecasts are much easier for councd l Lora
and officials to understand. The author has furuhermcre
experienced that once the implications of development have
been expr asaed in the above graphical format, councd Ll.ors are
often quick to understand why it is necessary that realistic
rates and tariffs should be phased in. The sa:..a graphfcal,
representation has also been found to be an effective 'medium
to illustrate different scenar to ' s of the effec:t of
alternative adjustments in rates and t,niffs.
8.3 OTHER FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
8.3.1 Cost Recovery Options
Apart from grants and subsidies. there
currently 'Used for the recovery of costs
engineering infrastructul:(, (DBSA internal
1987)) namely:
are six methods
associated with
report, October
upfl:ont payments
connection fees
availability charge
assessment charge
basic tariff
consumption tariff
Upfront payments and connect Iou fees are generally ut:ilised
for capital cost recoveries, whereas the other four clptions
can be used to recover capital costs, operating costs ot both.
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Another distinction between the first two methods and the
others ate that the first two are charged prior to the
consumption or use of a service, whereas the other four
methods are charged during consumption.
The capt;:a1cost of Lnf'rastructun a can be included in the bond
financing of individual homeo~mers through either upfront
payments or connection fees. The advantages of these forms of
cost recovery is that the long term debt is carried by the
individual and not the public sector and secondly that private
sourCeS of finance are utilised and not public sector finance.
Another option would be to recover the capital portion of the
infrastructure during
infrastructure through
recovery alternatives.
authority to obtain long term finance and to recover its
interest and redemption costs through the. levying of regular
charges over a period of time.
the consumption or use pf such
the use of one of the last four cost
This method requires the local
In addition, a tariff structure can be single or dual. A
single tariff implies that a service is rendered on the basis
of one charge per type of service. In a dual tariff) the
capital costs (or part thereof) are recovered through a basic
tariff, whereas the operating costs are recovered in relation
to consumption.
It is thus evident from the above brief discussion that a
number of combinations and permutations exist for the recovery
of engineering $ervicel~costs. The project manager should be
familiar with these alternatives and should assist the local
authority concerned in filldingthe most appropriate mechanism
for a slH~cificproject and for the cf.rcumacanceepertaining to
the specific local authority. For instance, the effectiveness
of the local autholdty will determine whether sophisticated
cost recovery methods could be used or not.
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8.3.2 Funding Options
The World Bank, as well as the Development Bank of Southern
Africa believe that funds for infrastructure development
should be lent to local authorities and not be given away
without demanding consideration. MallY other development
agencies provide grants.
The author is of tve opinion that it is only when infrastruc-
ture has to paid for (either partly or wholly), that prior-
ities are really considered. It is only then when
consideration is given to those projects that are critically
required and that a distinction is drawn between projects that
will generate income and those that will not. One of the
methods which is not used ext.ens Ive.Ly by individual black
local authorities in SA, is that of a revolving municipal
development fund. The idea is that such a fund should be
started with own funds or "rith seed money from a deve Lopmenti
agency> and that the muni\dpality should replenish the fund
through charges to users 0;::: through increased taxes. 'mile
there is no doubt that a need exists for grants to the low
income groups of the communityj it is believed that
development organisations such as the Regional Services
Councils should channe L a large po.r t.Lon of their funds into
loans or revolving funds.
In selecting and preparing proj acns J local authcz t ties often
are getting a rare opportunity to set their own investment
priorities. In doing so they tvill be more cost consc toua and
will be more comUlitted to the upkeep and maintenance of these
improvententsJ than the case is when decision.,,; are made for
them and when they have no financial commitment to the pro-
ject.
However, the administration of such a revolving fund
presupposes that the local authority should have a sound
financial and administrative capacity.
1.39
8.3.3 Long Te~mInvestment Plans
A city I s long term investment plan is the fi~st step in an
effort to rationalise the selection of investment projects.
setting overall investment priorities based on predetermined
economic, technical, and financial criteria. While an overall
investment plan is a major step forward, :I.t still cannot tell
the city whe thar the desired investments are financially
feasible. For this task, a long term financial plan showing
past and projected annual revenues and expenditu~es is
required (refer to chapter 6). The plan should be long term,
say five years, because the costs of financing large
investments are only felt over a number of years and the
benefits may only be realised long after the projects are
complete.
8.4 CONCLUSIONS
Most of South Africa's black local authorities have a lack of
financial expertise, and in adddtIon , are cechm cally bank-
rupt. Furtbe rmor-e, the extent of the expansions to the black
urban areas and the associated costs, are often so large that
the impact on thf\ financial position of the local authorities
cannot be ignored.
Projects should be structured to take into account the above
circumstances. It is also 'believed that proj ecc managers
should concern themselves, not only with project financial
matters. but also with the overall financial position of the
local authority. Aspects such as maintenance and operation
costs, pricing policies. and cost recovery mechanisms should
also be consf.der-ed to. fall within the sphere of influence of
the competent project manage~. Other innovative financing
alternatives such as revolving municipal funds, could. also be
considered.
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Urban areas can only be optimally developed if proj ects are
undertaken vii thin the framework of long term investment and
financing plans. The proj act manager shcuLd be willing and
abLe to play a facilitating role in the drafting of such
plans.
The issues and conclusions from the two case studies ill
chapters 4 and 5 have for discussion purposes been grouped
il1lto four categories. The previous two chapters explored
socio-economic planning and urban managerial matters while.
thd s chapter is concerned with financial issues. The next
chapter covers tiechnd.ca.l , environmental and project related
matters.
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C HAP T E R 9
TECHNICAL) ENVIRONMENTAL AND PROJECT RELATED ISSUES
9.1 INTRODUCTION
From the case studies in chapters 4 and 5, it was concluded
that developmental or peripheral issues are often the most
critical issues ill urban deveLopment;projects. This chapter
is concerned with technical or project related f scnes that
are not necessarily the responsibility of civil engineers, but
that should be taken into account by project managers who are
responsible for the management of urban development ill its
'Vlidest sense. Many of the issues identified may even be
outside the control of the proj ect manager, however, these
issues influence urban development projects, and managers who
manageprojects without considering the effect of these issues
on their projects, will LnvaxLabLy not be optimally successful
in tbeir. task,
The issues that are discussed in this chapter have been
identified Ln practice by the author on urban development
projects in which he has been involved in one way or another.
The issues have been grouped under the headdngs of land for
urban development, bulk, services, housing, site and service
schemes, Social infrastructure, other developmental consider-
ations;> euvironmental issues and implications for the project
manager.
9.2 LAND FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT
The government.'s policy of leaving the ta.sk of black residen-
ti.al development largely to the private sector, coupled with
the historic artificial shortages of land for housing develop-
ment, resulted in a huge demand for land with a concomitant
inflation ill land prices. 'l'his is further aggrevated by
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spr ulation by the so-called Land+shaz'ks , For instance, with
the announcement by the government on 5 December 1988 that the
land to the west of Soweto ~as to be rezoned for black urban
development, land prices virtually doubled overnight. At the
time of writing this report, reports had been received of land
selling at up to R40 000 per hectare, which translates into a
land price of approximately R2 500 per stand. Add to this the
/1
holding cost,
affordability~
devastating.
and it is clear chat; the effect on
especially by the low income groups, is
The private sector has assembled considerable portions of
land for ULban development since this has become possible in
September 1986 with the promulgation of the Black Communities
Development Amendment Act. HO'frlever.because the private sector
operates exclusively in the conventional aud starter home
markets (refer to paragraph 9.4), and because of the high
prices paid for this land, the land has effective-.lybeen
excluded from housing development for the masses. Furthermore~
where land is still being developed for the low :tncomegroups,
market forces ensure that the higher income housing develop-
ments are addressed first. The resultant effect is that the
land available for low income development is usually furthest
from the urban centres. High transport costs and high costs of
providing bulk services to these areas severely stress the
limited resources of the poor fam:f.lies.By locating people at
the periphery, their chances of successful integration into
the economy are minimal.
The process for the establishment of black cownshfps is
regulated under the Black Communities Development Act.
Numerous delays are however still experienced with the
identification of land and the processing and approval of
township applications by the relevant Provincial Authorities.
This has the effect of further aggravating the situation
through reinfo:rc:1.ngthe shortage of developable land.
103/0001.1
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Until such time as market forces have been allowed to bring
land prices dOv1n to realistic levels, the above situation will
prevaf.L, The only alternative is for Government or tnwn
councils to acquire land ahead of time and then to invQlve the.
private sector with the construction of infrastructure and
housing. The legal avenue for involving the private Sector in
this manner exists t'hrough the so-called land availabi1:l.ty
agreements. but the financial reSOUrces required by the local
authorities for this purpose are the prohibiting factor.
9.3 BULK SERVICES
The provision of bulk services is a function of the relevant
local authority and can only in isolated cases be provided by
developers or other organisations in the private sector. The
reasons being firstly that bulk services usually serve a
number of residential areas and secondly that the cost of bulk
services is norma.ILy recovered through municipal tariffs and
rates over a long period (refer to paragraph 8.3.1). Recovery
as a front-end cost would render stands too expensive.
Seen against the dire financial position of the black. local
authorities. and the potential impact of loans for bulk
services at narket; related interest rates on the financial
position of the authorities, the~ are generally unable to take
up loans from the private sector :for the provision of these
services. The uneconomic rate structures of most local
authorities (refer to chapter 8) furth.,rm cre contribute to
rendering the financial feasibility of market .t:e1atedfinance
unfeaSible.
These factors all contribute towards constraining the opening
up of new areas already identified for development.
Bulk services for black urban development are currently only
financed by government and semi-goVeL'nnlent orga.nisations by
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means of loans to 10(;a1 authorities. The major organisations
it.volved are the 1/.)cal Authority Loan Fund, the National
Housing Commission, the Regional Services CounCils, the
Development Bank of ::louthern Africa and occasionally, the SA
Housing Trust in instances where no other source of finance is
avaf.Lab Ie , and often only on a temporary or bridging basis
(refer to chapter :3 for additional information on the policies
and approaches of these organisat:ions).
The Local Authority Loan Fund provides loans at mar+; related
interest rates and is as such confronted ..lith tM same p:ro-
blems regarding unaffordable and finanCially unfeasible
projects d~scribed above, The NRCrenders financial ~Bsistance
at much lower interest rates. However3 since the funds come
from Central Government. this source is limited. The Regional
Services Councils have up to now provided grants for bulk
services and other infrastructural projects. While this source
of finan~~e.will in future play an increasing important role.
there is in many cases growing pressure from the existing
population who demand that RSC funds should be used for
upgrading projects, rather than for new developments. The DBSA
provides finance for infrastruc.tural projects at an interest
rate of 10%, however, their involvement is being hampered by
having to obtai":).approval from the SAgovernment for providing
finance on a project to project basis. This approval is
cumbersomoand DBSA'sparticipation is occaSionally refused.
It is thus evident that the provision of bulk services is
often. a major constraint in the opening of new development
areas.
9.if HOUSING
9.4.1 Af£ordability
Table 2 in chapter 2 provides the following breakdown with
lO~tIOOO1.1
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regard to general affor.dability levels in the black housing
market; on a counczy 't'lide basis:
the conventional home market of R35 000 and
upwards caters for only the top 10%of the demand
the starter home market of between R15 000 and
R35 000 addresses 33%of th.e market
the market Eor informal units casting between
R3 500 and R15 000 captures 38% of the housing
market
19%of the market tdll not be able to afford hous-
ing and must be nccommodatedin the private rental
market
It is evident that the starter and informal home markets must
become the most dominan.t form of hous'ing. In addition, it has
to be accepted that those in the bottom segment of the mar~et
cannot be accommodatedin their ownhomes.
Attitude of Local Authorities
ManyIucaL authorities have the attitude that. they will only
accept residential and housing developments of a high standard
and some have up to now prohibited developments with. a low
level of service. With reference to the above af£ordability
levels it is evident that such an attitude is unrealistic and
severely hampers development that will cater for the demand
for housing for the black population at large.
Housing Fin,<,uce
Private sector has up to now almost exclusively been involved
in the top end of the market. mainly in che sector above
103/0001.1
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1130 000. whi.::h reprflflents only apP1:oximate:Ly 13% of the
market. At the time of w1:iting,l this market has in many urban
areas almost; been exhausted, wllereas the lot-le'l:"segments have
in many cases onl)" been addressed to a limited extent (refer
to paragraph 2.3.3). It: is apparent that: building societies
view pa:rticipat1on in the lO'li1 segment; of the market; as not
being p,art of their normal course of business and they seem to
show increasing reluctance to even continue their present
involv4~ment•
'.the utility companies of the Url1al1 Foundation which specialise
in to,-r.L~shipdevelopment and the construction of houses have
started to address the Lower end of the market, albeit only on
a :limi1:ed scale. Up to now it is only the SAATand the NRC
that have provided funds for se::viCli>s and housdug in the below
R30 000 category. '1~he$e organisations are government and
semi-governmenl.:: organisations and in the light of the huge
demand and backlog in housing, they cannot be expected to
provide sufficient finance to solve the country's housing
needs. Finance for the lower segments of the housing demand is
thus totally j.nadLquate and this poaea a severe constraint on
the urban deVelopment prvcess.
Tbe mailri reasons why the private sector is not: addressing the
low income segments of the housing malkpt are three fold:
(Urban Foundation, 1989).
Firstly, private sector finance for below R30 000 product
pdce categories is just not available on any signiHcant:
scale. While building societies PI.!.y l.1p-servic1e to the housing
needs, they in fact do not make finance available for thiEi
purpose. This can be attributed to che hignet· risk. of financ ..
ing the low :lncome groups and the higher coatis involved t17hE1.U
small loans are administered.
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Secondly. the provision of bousing loans at highly subsidised
interest rates by the NRCIlnd the SAliTimpede the provision of
finance at market; related :J:'ates to tbe lOvI income groups. Talc;.e
the case of two housing schemes that are being undertaken in
the vicinity of each othet at approximately the same level of
servd.ce , but which are financed at significantly different
interest rates. The chances are good that home owners who are
paying the higher rates will become discontented ~·]ith their
financial obligations, will default on their payments and that
they will blame the building societies for their predicament.
Thirdly~ finance for alterations and additions to black home
owners in the lower income groups are not available on a lar,ge
scale. For instance, .33% of 1:he demandfor accommodation is in
the starter home market. ~his means that incomplete houses
with a lm·Ylevel of finish must be constructed and that these
units must be upgraded when the owners can afford it. This
concept in however negated through the non-availability of
finance.
The problems r.elated to the prOVision of housing finance
cannot be ignored by project manage.rs of large urban develop-
ment pro] ects as this would invariably 1ead to the il1.apprO-
priata structuring of projects.
9.4.4 Site and Service Schemes
Finance for site and service schemes, that are urgently
needed for the 10v1 income groups who cannot afford readily
constructed dwellings are even more difficult to obtaiI1. (Site
and service schemes provide households with serviced sites on
\'1hich they can build their ownhomes). This segment represe)."Lts
38%of the market and is currently almost exclus:!vely beang
catered for by the NRC.
Very few s1te and service schemes have been undertaken in
103/0001.1
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South Africa. In the author's opinion there are sUII many
issues to be resolved before such schemes can be undertaken on
a large scale. Legal constraints, building standards and
bye-laws, finance, preferences and dislikes of the community
are only a few. This is a major constraint in the house
delivery system that needs urgent investigation.
It is evident however, that a large percentage of the popula-
tion falls into this segment of the market mentioned above and
should provision not be made to accommodate these people,
uncontrolled squatting ,dll be the result. Residential
developments in this income group will have to be accepted as
part of the urban set-up and much attention by projp.C't
managers and other professionals will in future have to be
directed at the problem of addressing the needs of these
people.
The issues highlighted above have important implications for
the structuring of urban development projects.
9.5 SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
The emphasis up to now has been on the provision of housing
for blacks. Social infrastructure has received little atten-
tion. In paragraph 2.3.4 it is said that the development of
social infrastructure in South Africa's urban areas has fallen
way behind demand. It is evide.nt as one drives through the
newly created urban black residential areas, that the
construction of schools have not kept pace t~ith the
development of residential undts. Through the autiho r IS
involvement with urban development in the OFSGoldfields, it
has become evident that the Department of Education and
Training will not nearly ba able t.o construct the number of
schools necessary to meet the existing backlog. The situation
is bound to deteriorate even further in futtlre.
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The backlog in schools is only a symptomof the lack of social
infrastructure in the black urban areas, other social infra-
structural elements such as health facilities are just as
badly affected.
The basic. problem is a lack of funds, especially for those
social infrastructural elemet!.ts of a seemingly lower priority.
Project managers responsible f,:>rthe management;of large urban
development projects cannot disregard this issue. Although
this .matter is not easy t~) address, it cannot be ignored. It
is often necessary to app:r:oal.hthe probl~m in iUItovative ways.
For instance, the privf.itisatioll of sch(~ol construction is
presently being considered by the author:f.t:&.es.The concept is
that the private sector will underta'K-etbe erection of schools
with own finance, and that the facilitiet, will be leased back
to the department. It is of p:dme importC'lncethat the project
manager is proactive in pursudr--: these i.s9ues, for if he does
not undertake tb:I.s. the chane I are that the provision of
social infrastructure will Lag fal:' behind 'vith serious con-
sequences for the development of bala.nced cities.
Local authorities are often responsible for the provision of
much of the social infrastructure for the area under their
jurisdiction. However, they seLdomhave the financial means to
provide in this need. It is thus a sound development principle
to impose a levy on the development of stands by private
developers. !he levy can for instance be based On a differen-
tiated charge per square metre that varies. according to the
selling price of stands. It is important howeverp that these
monies be paid into an endowment fund that is utilised
exclusively for this purpose. The. fund should be subject to
regular auditing to ensure that it is not used for any other
purpose apart from the purpose for which it was created.
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9.6 OTHER DEVELOPMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
9.6.1 Rate of Development
Chapter 1 showed that there is a huge.backlog in the provision
of housing and other services for the black urban areas.
Virtually all South Africa's urban areas have recently
embarked on ambitious expansdon programmes ~ often aiming to
catch up vlith the backlog in a m<;itterof two or three years.
Experience over the last two years have shown that
development invariably takes place at a much slower rate than
what was originally hoped for. Figure 4 depicts the planned
rate of house construction against the actual rate achieved io
Thaboog (refer to the case study in chapter 5).
Thaboog houses mostly mine workers, employed by the goldmioes
io the area. The Anglo American Corporation is most active in
this area and most of the gold mines belong to them. AAC has
been very proactive in encouraging the development of Thabong.
Nat only have they provided active support to the Town
Council in their development efforts, but they have not
hesitated to use political and business influences at the
highest levels to ensure that housing is provided at the
maximum rate possible. Despite all this continuous effort,
development has taken place at a rate considerably slower than
what was hoped for.
This can be at.tributed to a combdnaeacn of a number; of
reasons which fall outside the scope of this report. What is
important however, is that this pattern appears to be
r'epeat.Lngitself virtually without eJtceptionj throughout South
Africa. It can furthermore be expected that the situation may
even worsen t-,;tththe current rise in interest rates, and the
~oncomitant lowering of affordability levels.
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This has :serious financial consequences for the local
authority 1I/'hohas not planned for such a scenario. Local
authorities are generally responsible for the provision of
bulk services to open up development areas. Should an
authority install services in anticipation of development
taking place at a certain rat,·,~and should the development not
materialise, the authority remains liable for the interest and
capital repayments on investments that do not generate
adequate income to warrant the capital outlay.
Project managers should plaT"!for such a scenar-Io by firstly
applying scenario planning and testing through sensitivity
analysis for the financial impact of low rates of development.
Secondly, local authorities should structure their agreements
with developers in such a manner that the risk to the local
authority is minimised, ia developers should be tied down to a
pre~determined rate of development and should be penalised if
this rate is not achieved (refer to paragraph 9.6.2).
Thirdly, the project manager should be proactive in planning,
monitoring and controlling the rate of construction in order
to take preventative action should variances from plan be
detected.
9.6.2 ~reements with Dev~lopers
Land availability agreements and/or services agreements
between local authorities and private developers are regulated
by the Black Communities Development Amendment Act of 1986.
Lawyers have virtually scancardf.sed these documents. It is
important. however, to note that the requirements of the law~
as well as the way in which the agreements are mostly drafted
by lawyers and approved by loc&l authorities and the Provin-
cial Administrat:l.ons,do not necessarily protect the interests
of the local authorities. In the author's experience, the
legal professions are generally only concerned with the legal
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requirements of the agreements, with little regard being paid
to project related risks and the financial implications to the
local authorities.
Agreements can in general be regarded as the formalisation of
the division of risks between contracting parties. Project
managers should thus ensure that the interests of the local
authorities that. they represent, are protected, especially
with regard to the rate of development, the payment of
penalties to cover the local authority for expenditure
incurred, as well as Lncomeforfeited, responsibilities for
the installation of serv:tces and the standard of services to
be installed.
It has been found that developers are often very eager to
obtain land for development, but once land is allocated to
them, they often do little to proceed '-lith development until
conditions suit them. This may take years. Proj ect managers
should be aware of this and should protect the local author-
j.ties against exploitation of this nature.
Where residential developments are undertaken by private
developers, it has been found that the $i:1;eof the development
should generally be in the order of 50 to 100 erven, with a
maximumof 300 erveu, although the capabilities of the devel-
oper and the nature of the development will ultimately
determine the appropriate size. It is recommended that
agreements should be structured in such a manner that an
incentive. is provided to the developer if he performs well.
For instance, a devel.op-vr should rather be allocated a smaller
number of arven with the understanding thJ.t an additional
allocation will be made should his per formance be
satisfactory.
9.6.3 Phasirlg
Phasing of development is considered to be one of the most
approprdat;e means of minimising risks. In pract.Lce it has been
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found that urban development projects (both residential
development and engineering services projects, especially bulk
services projects) are generally undertaken in phases that are
too large. Should the rate of· development be slower than
anticipated, large phases will generally magnify the problem.
On the other hand, the risks associated with smaller phases
are also smaller. The problem of phases that are too large has
been reinforced by the author's experience on a number of
projects and this point Cannot be over-emphasised.
The capacity of bulk services can only be increased in finite
steps (DBSA internal report, October 1987). This implies that
there is spare capacity in a service supply system, unless the
capacity exactly equals supply or an overloading situation
occurs (refer to figure 7).
For private sector investments the most appropriate sequence
of capacity expan.sion is the one that results in the Loweat;
tota].present worth cost for the life of the facility. In
public works, undertaken in the environment pertaining ttl
black urban developmen~, a case could possibly be made out for
keeping present day costs as low as possib1e~ even though this
may result in an increased cost in terms of total present
worth cost Over the life of the facility. (DBSA internal.
report, October 1987).
Lower present day costs can be achieved by implementing
smaller capacity increases more frequently. This implies that
t.oday's consumexs tv-illnot pay for unused capacity that may
only be taken up by future consumers. In addition, the financ-
ial risk associated ",ith smaller capacity increases is also
smaller. The electrification of Soweto is an example where too
large a capacity has been provided at the outset. Although the
project had been undertaken in the early 80's, the capacity of
the system is not even today fully taken up. This means that
the current users have been paying for capacity that they are
not utilising"
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It is believed that the project manager could play and import-
ant role in encouraging a more appropriate approach towards
the phasd.ng of services, in the interest of a minimisat:l.on of
risks and a lowering of present day costs to the end consumer.
9.7 ENVIRO~~ENTALISSUES
Whathas until recently been overlooked '\vorldvTidein technical
assistance to developing countries by the aid-giving developed
countries, is the impact of techno-economic development upon
natural, systems and the human environment. The benefits of
development are too often can"elled by ecological and social
disruption. Muchof this disruption can be seen as irrevers-
ible if changes are not ma~e immediately.
South Africa should learn from the experience of the rest of
the '·lO:rld. In other developing countries it was found that
due to an over-emphasis on economic development, nothing was
done to preserve the quality of the environment. The environ-
ment was considered an aesthetic ~oncern of the rich that poor
countries could ill afford. The idea was that, having
achieved economic growth, the attention could then be turned
to the less pressing issues of protecting and reinstating
envfronmeutaf quality. Nowenvironmental decay is generally
recognised as a direct and mounting cost (Urban Edge. June
1989).
Very little work, if any. has been done in South Africa on the
creation of urban areas for the low income groups with a
concomitant objective of minimising the negat Lre impact on the
environment. Fromobservations it is clear, however, that low
income urban areas ofte'(~ have a consaderab Ie negative impact
such as the pollution of streams) pollution of underground
water resources, pollution of the air, as well as negative
impacts caused by wast;e disposal dumps.
The author is thus of the opinion ~hat an environmental impact
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assessment (ElA) should form part of the planning process \ind
project managers should actively encourage the us~ of ElAts.
The challenge is to manage ElA's such that a positive
contribution to urban development is made in a cost ef:[ective
manner.
9.8 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PROJECT MAN,.GER
Within the context of urban development ~.[1 the first world,
proj ece managers are mainly concerned '-1i tb proj act goals and
objectives that are easily definable. In this environment,
project objectives mainly r'evoIve around the three fundamental
objectives of time, cost and quality. Furthermore, in this
environment. project goals and objectives are usually given to
the proj.::ct manager and· it :l.s then his task to manage them.
In the context of urban development proj ects in SA's develop-
ing areas, project objectives are seldom well def'~ned
(McCutcheon. 1980). Even when they are, they are more often
than not defined sub-optimally. The project manager should
thus be in a position to understand developmental
considerations and QP abLe to translate develol!~~nt
considerations into app~ ..:' .ite proj ec r goaLs and objectives.
taki'.'lg inter alia the factors idtmtifiE::d in this chapter into
account when (\Oillg so.
In the author's experience the above approach requires
considerable more input and effort into the p.:'eparation stage
of projects than what is normally the case. Projects are
often commencedwithout ~he necessary preparatory work having
been done. Clients and engIneexs must accept; that projects
undertaken in a developing environment invariably take longer
and require more input before actual deSign and construction
can commence.
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The issues discussed i.n this chapter are of such a general
nature that they are not always considered to be the respons-
ibility of civil enigneers. but they nevertheless have a major
influence en the success of urban development projects.
The scarcity of land for urban development and the relativp
high prices that have been paid by the private sector for
land, mean that the low income groups have virtually been
exc.luded from being accommodatedon land ownedby the private
sector. The lack of bulk infrastrUcture for the opening of new
land for urban development is an additional complicating issue
that contributes to the scarcity of land and tne concomitant
unability of finding land suitable for the low income groups.
'Wheresuch land is found, it is us\,'aily located on the peri-
pbery which has serious negative implications for the succes8~
ful integration of the low income groups into urban economies.
Private sector has up to now only addressed the housing needs
of the high income groups, that is for houses above R30 000,
which represents the top 13% of the market. However~ the
biggest demand for housing lies in the market fer R3 500 to
R15 000 houses. Unfortunately this market is not being
addressed by the private sector on any significant scale. The
only two actors in this category is the National Housdng
Commission and the South African Housing Trust which are
government an6 semi-government organisations who do not have
the capacity to address the total demand for housing in this
category. In addition, the attitude of msny local authorities
is such that they do not sllG'w lot" income developments in the
areas of their juris.liiction,
" large proportion of SAIs black population can only be
accoumodated in site and service schemes and in starter homes.
FinanCe for such schemes a-re however not readily available.
'rhe same a:pp1ie~ to the aw:dl.e1:.-i.lityof finance for additions
to eJeisting dwellings.
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The above are some of the major constraints in the urban
development process that have major implicat:tons for the
management and structuring of proj acts and should be taken
into account by project managers zeapons fbLe for projects in
t.hf.s environment.
There is a general backlog in. the provision of 30C~ia]. infra-
structure for the black urban areas. This is such an important
elem£!nt of the urban fabric that it requires special attention
and innovative approaches by project manager-s who should,
wherever possible, regard the provision of social
infralstructure as paxt; of their managerial responsibilities,
It has been found that the race of residential development is
often :tnuchslower than originally planned. The result is often
a serious financial burden on the local authority. It is thus
important that project managers involved in the p l.anndug of
axt.enaf.ons to urban areas, should apply the basic principles
of risk management in order to protect the interests of the
local .authorities.
Local author:!.t~es are often at the mercy of developers. The
pr,ojact; manager' can play an impt::lrtant role in ensuring that
the local authority: <; interests are taken into consideration
when agreements betweeu local authorities and deve.l.oper-s are
drafted. Risk. assessment and the adequate protection of the
local authority agadnat unforeseen cdrcumstancas are impor-
tant consfderatdons when such agreements are drafted.
It is beLf.eved that the optimum phaafng of serv:tces as part
of a risk management and cost reduction str~ltegy, is an
important avenue that is often under-u.tilis,ed in urban
deveLopmenc projects. In the author's experience» .rrban
development projects are mostly undertaken in coo larg~ phases
which implies that 81"1 unnecessary financial burden is placed
on communities for sel:vicea capacities that are \linder-utilised
for an unnecessarily long in:l,tial pet'iod.
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The envir.onmental impact of urban development, especially for
the ImlT income groups, has almost been totally neglected up to
now. Experience in other countries has indicated that
anVil-'Ollments].neglect generally becomes a direct future cost
to u-rban authorities. The issue of the environmental impact
of urban development can no longer be ignored in South Africa.
The pro[ecr manager should address these, and other issues
r.eferred to in this repl'lrt' eithe!:' through the <,.ppropriate
$tructut'~tng of projects Le. by employing projects as vehicles
Jor reaching developmental objectives or through the di!:'ect
j,nvolvemep.t in developmental matters. It is fu!:'thermore
believed that the iormulation of appropriate goal.s and
o',~jectives' are critical for the success of any project
undertaken in this environment.
The issues covered in this chapter are, in the author's
eXl>eriencel some of the most important technical~ environ-
ment.af,and project related issues that aee generally found in
urban deve'Iopment; projects and. that have an ~.mportant
influence on the sueceas of such proj ects. It is believed that
proJect managers involved in u'J:han development projects and in
the urban delrelopment process~ should be aware of these issues
and should iactively plan, manage and. structure projects to
limit the negative influence of these issues on the finanCial,
and the gene'tal success of their projects.
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C HAP T E R 10
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The objectives of this report as state'_:: in the introductory
chapter ..rere two-fold: firstly.. to provf.de an overview of
aspects that are considered relevant to an understanding of
the urbanisation process, and secondly .. to ide\ntify and revie'tv
the. most critical factors affecting large urban development
proj acts. These aspects are summarized in paragraph 10.10
However , the problems identified during the investigation,
especially those manifested by the case studaas , have far
reaching implications for the civil engineer involved in
urbard.sat Lon, The second part of this chapter t':hus contains
some conclusions on how these factors impinge on the role of
the civil engineer who is responsible for the management of
urban development projects.
10.1 CRITICAL ISSUES
Chapter :->. Was concerned with providing an overv;!.t\w of some
;imj,!t)rtant socio-economic considerations pertaining to black
urbum.sat Lon, !t was concluded that the developing urban
areas would probably in future be iUl.~re.asingly chal:acterised
by:
a fast growing urban population, especially in the
metropolitan areas
a significant tncrease in unemployment among both skilled
and unskilled labour
an increase in poverty
large backlogs in both housing (especially for the lo;.rest
income groups) and social infrastructure.
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ChaptEir 2 furthermore suggested that the term "devaLopment;"
should, in the context of black urban development, ahlays
include social and economic factors in addition to physical
development consddarat Iona, This implies that engineers must
understand, and take into consaderatdon, the broader
development issues in the st.ructurdng of proj ect s , This was
borne out in chapters 4 and 5 where it was shown how'a too
narrow approach to deve.l.optaent;projects could ulti111ately lead
to sub-optimal projects or even project failure.
Chapter 3 contained a brf.ef overvieiv of the pol.icies and
approaches of some organisations imrolv\~d in devaLopmerrt, It
c.oncluded that the soeio'"ecooomic conditions, the curxenc
political empowezmencof the masses, and the emergence of
inexperienced clients with a new approach to deve-lopmenr,
dictated a shift away rrOlln first w'odd type proj\~cts to
projects undertaken with due consideration of the realities of
the situation.
The overriding conclusion from the case studies in chapters ~I
and .5 was that, ,vuile technical aspects W~\r"?generally well
addressed by c:lvil engineers, projects in che developing urban
areas 'tve.reof t.an jeopardised by issues that had traditionally
been considered to be all. the periphery of development and
outside the scope of the civil engineer f s 1.'esponsibilities.
Taking into account the comparatively high le'7el of technical
expertise among civil engineers I there was a :far higher rJ',slt
of money being squandered nlrrcugh the wrong approach to
development projects, than chrough technological error. The
case studies identified a number of aspects lthat should be
taken into account
development projects.
£011.0"'S:·
in the structuring of large urban
Tho issues i(i.entified were grouped as
socio-econom.ic I development pIannf.ng matters
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urban managerial considerations
urban financial issues
technical. environmental and project related issues.
'these aspects lV'ereexplored in more detail in chapters 6 to 9
1iJhere practical approaches for overcoming the issues
:tdent:I.fied~ have been suggested.
South Africa V s urban areas have in the past been developed as
dormitory towns. This, coupled ~vith the current emphasis on
physical development, created the danger that urban areas
cou Ld continue to develop into unba lanced entities. Chapter 6
therefore suggested practical approaches for the undexnakdng
of socio-economic / development planning in order to provide
an all encompassing framework for the development of black
towns and cities. It was concluded that engineering projects
should be structured in support of the overall goals and
object Ives emanating from develo.pment plans and shou.Ld not be
undertaken on an ad hoc basis as was so oftl::n the case in the
past.
The most commonrequest from local author:.l.ties is fer physical
proj ects; the approach adopted by engineers and oche'rs., is
usually an emphasd.s on the prov:f.sion of hardware. However) in
South Africa's developing urban areas the legitimacy of black
local author:l.ties and the capacity of local authoritil!ls to
manage their own affairs, are by far the. U1CIStimpo:rtant
factors c(lnstl."ain:bg development. These statements wer'e
substantiated in the two case studies in c.hapter~l 4 and 5 of
this report and the subject was further explored :tn chapter 7
't'lhare practical app roachea to, inter alia, tiha following
matters were sugge~ted:
the strengthening of
development projects
local authl'rities through
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communityparticipation
~onsiderations pertaining to
operation of infrastructure
the mai~tenance and
privatisation of local authori.ty functions.
Chapter 8 concluded that South Africa's black. Loca.l, author-
ities ~ere in a dire financial position and almost all of them
were technically bankrupt. Furtbermol:'e, the extent of the
expansions to the black urban areas and the associated costs,
W'ereoften so large that the impact on the financi~.l position
of the local auchor Ltd.es could not be ignored. Htl.gineering
proj ect;s should therefore be Stru(;\,:ured to take account of
this. In addition, the fo110'-11ngmust abo be conal.dered:
maintenance and operation costs of infrastructur:1j 1
facilities
cost recovery mechanisms
innovative financing alternatives
the drafting of long term investment a~ld financing plans.
Whereas engineers tend to focus on the technical conten\:, and
proj ect managers on the tra.d:ttional time $ cost and qt1a.Uty
obje~tives of projects) it has been fotlfld that in addition to
a lack of managerial exper t.Lse and the dire financial :FosHion
of local authorities, the most critic,al issues detendning the
ultimate success of proj ects JI are :I.n fact factot's wh.i.chhave
not usually been central to engineers I technical concerns,
such as:
the non..availa.b:i.1ity of land that is affordable 'by the
loW'income groups
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the non-availability of affordable bulk infrastructu~e
the non-availability of bond finance for the bottom 85%
of the housing market
the negative attitude of locaJ authorities towards
development at a Lowlevel of service. which can larg<;!ly
be. ascribed to inexperience and a lack of managerial
capacity and insight Lnco development pr<'lblemsand local
authority financial considerations
the inability of the private secc«- '.ld public sector
alike to undertake site and service schemes to meet the
needs of a large portion of the market
the lack of finance fO:l:socaal, infrast.:cucture
an overestimation in the 'rate of
concomitant inappropriate phesing
pr~vision
)lopment MId a
bulk services
inappropriate agreements between local authorities and
privata sector developers
environmental conSiderations.
These matters have heen described in chapter 9. The two case
studies substantiated that, if projects were to be olptimally
successful. the above aspects must be cakeu into account: in
the. structuring of all large urban expansf.on projects.
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10.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE CIVIL ENGINEER AS PROJECT
MANAGER
It was not an objective of this investigation to explore the
implications for the engineer in great depth. It is thus
recommended that the issues identified below should be
investigated further, possibly through further theses or
investigational projects.
The civil engineer as project manager who is involved with
large scale projects in South Africa's developing urban
communities and who is interested in the long term overall
success of his projects, must in additiun to technical
matters, focus his attention on issues that would, in the
context of the developed sector of our community, be
considered as falling outside his sphere of influence. He
should furthermore. take into account the fact that civil
engineering projects are unly an element of urban development
and that pr<;ljects do not stand in isolation but are undertaken
in support of a comprehensive development process.
What is at stake in South Africa's developing urban areas is
the creat.ion of balanced cities, and as cities are complex
entities, all contributing elements should be addressed
equally. Apart from the management of individual projects,
t,roj ect managere should thus be focussing on the process of
ma.naging urban growth~ thereby addressing, amongst other
matt'er s , the critical issues identified in this report. In
this concext l.t is necessary that engineers should be able to
perform a managerial role in this multidisciplinary planning
process.
Project manager s should understand how ~t'ojects fit into the
development process and how projects could be structured to
act as vehicles for development. In addition to aspiring to
comp.Iet;eprojects that are technically sound, engfnears shoul.d
aim to create projects that will contribute maximally to
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development. Projects that are incorrectly structured could
lead to the squandering of moxemoney (in economic terms) than
projects that are technically sub"optimal (Wall, 1988). This
implies that projects should be Seen within a development
context and that goals and objectives should be compatible
with, and in support of nverall development goal~ and
object.fves ,
In contrast to first 'tvorld proj ects where proj ect goals and
objectives are handed down to the project manager, project
managers active in a developing environment, more often than
not, have to set their own goals and objectives (McCutcheon,
1980). It is believed that properly defined goals and
ohjectives are the key to optimally structured projects. Such
art approach necessitates considerable input at the project
'tlreparatio'n stage and it should be accepted by promoters,
clients an.dprofeSSionals alike, tha.t the preparation stage of
projects requires considerably more time and energy from a
multi-disciplinary ~.Lanning team, than ~rhtP.t:is currently the
norm.
In spite of what has been said above, ,engineers' traditional
responsibility for creating projects chat; are tiecbnf.ca.Hy
sound, should in no way he belittled. This must always be a
prime responsibility for any engineer. Howevar, proj ect
managers who limit their involvement to this dimension alone,
will not be optimally successful in their task. It is of the
utmost importance that the proj ect; manager should concern
himself with the wider development iSSUElSand with deveLopmant;
policy formulation.
In the context of South Africa's developing urban areas it is
not sufficient for civil engineers to be project managers in
the tradj.tional sense of the vJ:ord, but rather development
managers.
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The above requires an engineer with specific interests and
someonewho has had appropriate training and re-orientation.
Training and re-orientatioll are regarded essential as many
engineers involved in urban development do not fully
appreciate the effect of changing circumstances on their role.
'Hall (1990) confirmed this View when he said: "~. 0 many
constructional professionals do not understand or even profess
to 'iiIish to understrand the non-technical context of their
profess:l.onal 'lilork.IT
It is therefore recommendedthat:
the aspects identified :f.nthis report be brought into the
curricula of engineering education
the aspects identified be dissemindted to pra.cticing
engineers through seminars and courses. The objective
should be that consideration of these Lssues be
the concern of all consulting firms, project management
companies, clients and contractors who are engaged on
large infrastructure proj ect s in the d~veloping urban
areas.
It is recommendedthat the civil ellgineering profession, and
specifically the proj ect managementdiscipline ~ should give
urgent attention to alternatj,ve strategies for addressing this
all important matter. For if enginee.rs do not rise to the
challenge of adequately addressing development needs> the void
is bound to be filled by another discipline. This would
result in engineers not taking the opportunity to provide the
leading role which they could play in urban development by
virtue of their critical role in the provision of the
infrastructure for a rapidly urbanising society.
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